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This thesis is essentially a combination of my papers r74s and r75s. We study two
closely related topics in symplectic topology: Koszul duality and categorical dynam-
ics.
Koszul duality is a duality phenomenon between homologically smooth and proper
A8-algebras. When applied in the geometric context, it requires that the wrapped
Fukaya category WpMq of a Liouville manifold to be recoverable from its full sub-
category FpMq of compact Lagrangian submanifolds, which in particular implies the
isomorphism HH pWpMqq  HH pFpMqq between the Hochschild cohomologies.
Categorical dynamics, on the other hand, studies (infinitesimal) symmetries on the
Fukaya category FpMq. When such symmetries have geometric origins, they define
cohomology classes in the symplectic cohomology SH pMq, i.e. Hochschild coho-
mology HH pWpMqq of the wrapped Fukaya category. In particular, the restriction
morphism HH pWpMqq Ñ HH pFpMqq is non-vanishing on the classes defining the
symmetries on FpMq. Thus both of the theories can be regarded as imposing re-
strictions on the symplectic topology of M so that the Fukaya categories FpMq and
WpMq are closely related.
To explore the relationships between these two theories, we show that the method
of constructing Liouville manifolds whose Fukaya categories FpMq carry dilating C-
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actions can also be applied to obtain examples of Liouville manifolds whose Fukaya
categories are related by A8-Koszul duality. On the other hand, we show that
for many Liouville manifolds whose Fukaya categories are Koszul dual, there is a
generalized theory of categorical dynamics, so that infinitesimal symmetries exist
on A8-subcategory of FpMq consisting of mutually orthogonal spherical objects,
and these infinitesimal symmetries can be patched together to give rise to a cyclic
homology class in HCn 1pWpMqq. This is the so-called exact Calabi-Yau structure
to be mentioned below. As a consequence, this thesis is naturally divided into two
parts.
In the first part of this thesis (Chapters 3, 4, 5, 6), we consider a family of
6-dimensional Milnor fibers Mp,q,r which are affine hypersurfaces in C4. They are
Milnor fibers of stabilizations of cusp and simple elliptic singularities in C3. Explicit
computations enable us to identify their compact Fukaya categories FpMp,q,rq with
the cyclic completions of certain directed quiver algebras Ap,q,r, and their wrapped
Fukaya categories WpMp,q,rq with the Calabi-Yau completions of the same quiver
algebras Ap,q,r, therefore showing that the Fukaya categories FpMp,q,rq and WpMp,q,rq
are related to each other via A8-Koszul duality. As applications, we prove the
formality of the Fukaya A8-algebra of a basis of vanishing cycles in Mp,q,r, and show
that the compact Fukaya category FpMp,q,rq is split-generated by vanishing cycles. In
particular, the manifolds Mp,q,r provide interesting examples of Liouville manifolds
whose wrapped Fukaya categories are exact Calabi-Yau in the sense of Keller.
An exact Calabi-Yau structure on a homologically smooth A8-category, being
the key notion for our study in the second part of this thesis (Chapters 7, 8, 9), is a
special kind of smooth Calabi-Yau structures in the sense of Kontsevich-Vlassopoulos
r69s. For a Weinstein manifold M , the existence of an exact Calabi-Yau structure
on its wrapped Fukaya category WpMq imposes strong restrictions on its symplectic
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topology. Under the cyclic open-closed map constructed by Ganatra r43s, an exact
Calabi-Yau structure on WpMq induces a class b̃ in the degree one equivariant sym-
plectic cohomology SH 1S1pMq. Using b̃ P SH 1S1pMq, we construct an endomorphism
on the Floer cohomology HFpL,Lq of a Lagrangian sphere L  M with dimension
n ¥ 3, which acts trivially on HF 0pL,Lq, and non-trivially on HFnpL,Lq. This en-
ables us to prove that for many Weinstein manifolds with exact Calabi-Yau wrapped
Fukaya categories, there is an upper bound on the number of disjoint Lagrangian
spheres, and the rational homology classes of these spheres are linearly indepen-
dent. These results generalize those of Seidel in r96s since any Weinstein manifold
admitting a quasi-dilation has an exact Calabi-Yau wrapped Fukaya category. Fi-
nally, using Koszul duality, we prove that there are examples of Weinstein manifolds
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We will work throughout this thesis with a field K, whose algebraic closure is denoted
by K. All the dg or A8-categories in this thesis will be defined over K, so do the cor-
responding homotopy or homology theories. When the categories are split-generated
by finitely many objects in the sense of r89s, it is convenient to use an equivalent
language, namely dg or A8-algebras over the semisimple ring k :
À
iPI Kei, where
I is a finite set and teiuiPI is a set of idempotents indexed by I. In this way, we
are not going to distinguish below between an A8-category A split-generated by
finitely many objects tSiuiPI and its endomorphism algebra of the object
À
iPI Si in
the formal enlargement Atw, which is an A8-algebra over k.
All the dg or A8-algebras in this thesis will be Z-graded. The Hochschild chain
complex of an A8-algebra A will be denoted by CH pAq, and we use HH pAq to
denote its homology. The more familiar notation CC pAq will be reserved for the
cyclic chain complex, which computes the cyclic homology HC pAq. The same nota-
tional convention will be adopted when dealing with Hochschild and cyclic cochains,
with the subscripts indicating the gradings replaced by superscripts.
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1.1 Koszul duality in symplectic topology
Let M be a 2n-dimensional Liouville manifold, which can be regarded as the com-
pletion
M M YBM R¥0  BM (1.1)
of a Liouville domain M , where BM is a contact manifold with the contact form
given by the restriction of the Liouville form θM . For any field K, we can associate
to M two versions of Fukaya categories: the compact Fukaya category FpMq and the
wrapped Fukaya category WpMq. Under the assumption that c1pMq  0, they are
Z-graded A8-categories over K.
Recall that the objects of FpMq are oriented, Spin, closed exact Lagrangian
submanifolds L M with vanishing Maslov class (when charpKq  2, the orientable
and Spin assumptions on L can be removed). Let L1, . . . , Lr be a finite collection
of objects in FpMq, using compactly supported Hamiltonian perturbations, one can
always achieve that these Lagrangian submanifolds are intersecting transversally, so
that the Floer cochain complexes CFpLi, Ljq are well-defined. The A8-relations
on the chain level are established rigorously by Seidel in r89s, which makes FpMq a
well-defined A8-category.
Since M is non-compact, it is also natural to take into account certain non-
compact Lagrangian submanifolds of M , and define an A8-category WpMq which has
possibly infinite dimensional morphism spaces given by the wrapped Floer cochain
complexes CW pLi, Ljq. To be concrete, the non-compact Lagrangian submanifolds
which define objects of WpMq are those modelled on a cone R¥0  Λ over the cylin-
drical end R¥0  BM , where Λ  BM is a closed Legendrian submanifold. The
A8-structure on WpMq can be defined either by using a Hamiltonian function which
is linear on the cylindrical end, together with the telescope construction r7s or a
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Hamiltonian function which is quadratic on the cylindrical end, plus some appropri-
ate rescalings of the Liouville flow r2s.
As a typical example, consider the situation when M  T Q is the cotangent
bundle of a compact smooth manifold Q, the A8-categories FpMq and WpMq have
topological interpretations, see for example r3, 4s. Denote by FM and WM the
Fukaya A8-algebras of the zero-section CFpQ,Qq and the fiber CW pT q Q, T q Qq
respectively, we have the following quasi-isomorphisms:
FM  C
pQ;Kq;WM  CpΩqQ;Kq, (1.2)
where CpQ;Kq is the dg algebra of singular cochains on Q and CpΩqQ;Kq is the
dg algebra of chains on the based loop space ΩqQ.
A useful tool of studying the dg algebras CpQ;Kq and CpΩqQ;Kq is Adams’
cobar construction r9, 10s. Recall that there are natural augmentations
εF : CpQ;Kq Ñ K, εW : CpΩqQ;Kq Ñ K, (1.3)
which endow CpQ;Kq and CpΩqQ;Kq with the structures of augmented dg alge-
bras, where εF is induced by the inclusion pt ãÑ Q of a point, and εW comes from the
trivial local system π1pQ, ptq Ñ K. It follows from the Eilenberg-Moore equivalence
that
RHomCpΩqQ;KqpK,Kq  CpQ;Kq. (1.4)
If we further assume that Q is simply-connected, it follows from Adams’ cobar con-
struction that there is another quasi-isomorphism
RHomCpQ;KqpK,Kq  CpΩqQ;Kq, (1.5)
namely CpQ;Kq and CpΩqQ;Kq are Koszul dual as augmented dg algebras.
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Generalizations of the above Koszul duality in the context of symplectic topology
have been obtained by Etgü-Lekili r40s and Ekholm-Lekili r36s. More specifically,
they considered the case when M is a plumbing of cotangent bundles T Qv of simply
connected manifolds Qv according a tree T  pT0, T1q, where T0 is the set of vertices,





the endomorphism algebra of the zero sections Qv  T Qv, Qw  T Qw in the




CW pLv, Lwq (1.7)
the endomorphism algebra of cotangent fibers Lv  T q Qv, Lw  T q Qw in the
wrapped Fukaya category WpMq. Up to quasi-isomorphism, these are strictly unital
A8-algebras over the semisimple ring k :
À
vPT0
Kev, where ev is an idempotent in
CF 0pQv, Qvq or CW 0pLv, Lvq.
As above, the A8-algebras FM and WM are equipped with augmentations
εF : FM Ñ k, εW : WM Ñ k, (1.8)












BD2n  pS2n1, ξstdq. In r36, 40s it is proved that there are quasi-isomorphisms
RHomWM pk,kq  FM , RHomFM pk,kq WM (1.9)
when
• dimRpMq  4 andM is a plumbing of T S2’s with T  An orDn and charpKq 
2;
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• dimRpMq ¥ 6 and M is a plumbing of T Qv’s according to any tree T , with
each Qv being simply-connected.
Conventions
• In this thesis, we will need to deal with, at certain points, a bigraded dg or A8-
algebra A over k, namely A 
À
i,jPZA
i,j as a k-bimodule, and the differential
or A8-operations changes only the first grading i, see Section 2.5 for details.
In general, the Koszul dual RHomApk,kq of A (where RHomA is taken in the
derived category of bigraded A-modules), regarded as a singly graded A8-
algebra with respect to the total grading i  j, differs from the Koszul dual of
A regarded as a bigraded A8-algebra. As an example, consider A  Krxs{px2q
with |x|  p0, 1q. In the first case, RHomApk,kq is isomorphic to the ring of
formal power series Krryss with |y|  0, while in the second case one gets the
polynomial ring Krys with |y|  p1,1q. In order to distinguish between these
two situations, we will use the notation A! for the singly graded Koszul dual of
A, and use EpAq to stand for the bigraded Koszul dual.
• We will always regard k as a left FM -module, and a right WM -module. One
can equivalently view k as a right FM -module, so that in the second formula
of (1.9) above becomes RHomFopM pk,kq W
op
M , where Aop is the opposite of A.
More generally, for any Weinstein manifold M , and a fixed handlebody decompo-
sition of M , we can consider the Lagrangian cocores L1,    , Lr of the critical handles
and form the endomorphism algebra WM in the wrapped Fukaya category WpMq.
According to r23s and r47s, the A8-algebra WM is independent of the choice of the
handlebody decomposition up to Morita equivalence, and we will call it the wrapped
Fukaya A8-algebra.
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In concrete geometric situations, for instance, when M is the Milnor fiber associ-
ated to a quasi-homogeneous singularity, it is usually possible to find a corresponding
set of objects V1,    , Vr of FpMq which is “dual” to L1,    , Lr in the sense that
Vi X Lj  H if i  j, and Vi intersects Li transversely at a unique point. Denote by
VM the endomorphism algebra of V1,    , Vr M in FpMq, which we will refer to as
the compact Fukaya A8-algebra. Note that both VM and WM are A8-algebras over
k 
À
1¤i¤rKei. Now it is natural to ask the following question:
Question 1.1.1. When are the A8-algebras VM and WM Koszul dual in the sense
of (1.9)?
Note that the Liouville manifolds which satisfy the Koszul duality (1.9) form only
a very restrictive class. Known counterexamples include cotangent bundles of most
of the non-simply connected manifolds and their plumbings, plumbings of T S2’s
according to a non-Dynkin tree r41s, and many smooth log Calabi-Yau varieties
r61, 109s.
From a more speculative perspective, when M is a smooth affine variety, the
answer to Question 1.1.1 is related to the notion of log Kodaira dimension
κpMq P t8u Y t0,    , nu. (1.10)
This is defined by choosing a compactification X of M so that X is a smooth pro-
jective variety, and the divisor D  XzM is simple normal crossing. κpMq is defined
as the Kodaira-Iitaka dimension of the line bundle KX  D over X. In fact, assume
that FpMq is split-generated by the Lagrangians V1,    , Vr, it follows from Koszul
duality and the property of the closed-open string map r44s that
SH 0pMq  HH 0pWpMqq  HH 0pFpMqq, (1.11)
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which suggests that the zeroth symplectic cohomology SH 0pMq should be finite di-
mensional 1. When D  X is a Donaldson hypersurface with rDs  m  c1pXq, this
is precisely the case when m P Q¡0 and m  1, which suggests the following:
Conjecture 1.1.1. Let M be an n-dimensional smooth affine variety, so that one
can find a set of closed exact Lagrangian submanifolds to form the A8-algebra VM .
If VM and WM are Koszul dual as A8-algebras over k, then
κpMq  8 or κpMq  n. (1.12)
If we further assume that M is a Milnor fiber associated to an isolated singularity,
then the condition (1.12) should be sufficient.
There is a systematic way of constructing Milnor fibers with κpMq  8, which
is known as stabilization. In its general form, the construction can be described as
follows. Let
π : E Ñ C (1.13)
be an exact symplectic Lefschetz fibration on some p2n  2q-dimensional Liouville
manifold E with its smooth fiber given by the Liouville manifold M , where n ¡ 2.
Associated to π is a directed A8-category Apπq over K, whose objects are objects of
the compact Fukaya category FpEq, together with the Lefschetz thimbles of π, and
the morphism space CFp∆i,∆jq between two thimbles ∆i and ∆j, if non-trivial, is
defined using a Hamiltonian perturbation which is small at infinity, see r89s. Consider
1There is in general no reason to believe that HH 0 of a proper A8-algebra is finite dimensional.
However, looking at known examples it seems that if FM and WM are Koszul dual, the mirror of
M should either be a locally finite Ginzburg dg algebra, therefore non-commutative, or a proper
Calabi-Yau variety. In both of the cases, HH 0 is finite-dimensional.
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the suspension of π, which is the Lefschetz fibration
πσ : E  CÑ C (1.14)
defined by π w2, where w is the holomorphic coordinate on the factor C. A smooth
fiber of πσ is a Liouville manifold Mσ. Denote by
VpMσq  FpMσq (1.15)
the full A8-subcategory formed by the Lagrangian spheres V σi  Mσ which are
double branched covers of the Lefschetz thimbles ∆i  E of π. Applying the sus-
pension construction once more we obtain a Lefschetz fibration πσσ : E  C2 Ñ C.
It is proved by Seidel in r92s that we have the following quasi-isomorphism between
A8-categories
VpMσσq  Apπq `Apπq_rns, (1.16)
where the A8-structure on the right-hand side is the trivial extension of that on Apπq,
see Section 3.1. Equivalently, (1.16) can be expressed in terms of endomorphism








are A8-algebras over k.
In the special case when E  Cn1, we necessarily have κpMσσq  8. In view
of Conjecture 1.1.1, it is therefore natural to expect that the Fukaya A8-algebras of
double stabilizations of Milnor fibers are related by A8-Koszul duality.
In algebraic terms, the A8-algebra VMσσ is the cyclic completion of the directed
A8-algebra Aπ in the sense of Segal r88s. There is also a Koszul dual construction,
due to Keller r62s, called Calabi-Yau completion, see Section 2.4. When applied to
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Aπ, it produces a smooth n-Calabi-Yau algebra ΠnpAπq in the sense of Ginzburg
r50s, see Section 1.3. Therefore, to prove Koszul duality between the A8-algebras
VMσσ and WMσσ , it suffices to identify the wrapped Fukaya A8-algebra WMσσ with
the n-Calabi-Yau completion ΠnpAπq. As remarked above, this has already been
achieved in the case when Mσσ is the Milnor fiber associated to a simple singularity
and dimRpMσσq ¥ 6, in which case ΠnpAπq is the Ginzburg algebra associated to a
quiver with trivial potential. In the next section we will see that there are interesting
examples of Liouville manifolds whose wrapped Fukaya categories are described by
quivers with non-trivial potentials.
At this point, it seems to be appropriate to mention that suspending Lefschetz
fibrations is also an effective way of obtaining Liouville manifolds whose Fukaya
categories FpMq admitting dilating C-actions, see Lecture 16 of r90s for details. We
will return to the theory of categorical dynamics in Section 1.5.
1.2 Stabilizations of hypersurface cusp singulari-
ties
Consider the symplectic 6-manifolds Mp,q,r  C4 which are Milnor fibers associated
to the isolated singularities











The constant λ P C above is allowed to take all but finitely many values, see r60s for














 1. Changing the value of λ will not change the symplectic
structure on Mp,q,r up to exact symplectomorphism.
Note that the above manifolds are stabilizations of the Milnor fibers Tp,q,r  C3
associated to the non-simple isolated singularity of modality one
tp,q,rpx, y, zq : xp   yq   zr   λxyz  0, (1.20)
which are studied by Keating in r60s and r61s. Equivalently, they can be realized
as smooth fibers of the suspension of the Lefschetz fibration t̃p,q,r : C3 Ñ C, with
t̃p,q,r being a Morsification of tp,q,r. The endomorphism algebra of the directed A8-
category Apt̃p,q,rq will be denoted by Ap,q,r.
In fact, Theorem 1.2.1 below and its applications hold in the more general case
when p ¥ 2, q ¥ 2 and r ¥ 2, and we can always take λ  1 for these triples
pp, q, rq  pk, 2, 2q, p3, 3, 2q, p4, 3, 2q, p5, 3, 2q, where k ¥ 2. In these cases, the corre-
sponding Weinstein manifolds Mp,q,r are no longer Milnor fibers associated to any
isolated singularity, but still share a lot of properties similar to Milnor fibers, e.g.
they are homotopy equivalent to wedges of Lagrangian spheres. For this reason,
these Weinstein manifolds are called generalized Milnor fibers, see r60s for a detailed
discussion of their symplectic topology.
Unless otherwise stated, we shall impose p ¥ 2, q ¥ 2, r ¥ 2 as our standing
assumptions when referring to the Weinstein manifolds Mp,q,r. In particular, this
applies to Theorem 1.2.1 and its applications (Corollaries 1.2.1 to 1.2.3). In fact,
Mp,q,r is a well-define Stein manifold whenever p, q, r are non-negative, and Koszul
duality holds when p ¥ 1, q ¥ 1, r ¥ 1. See also Section 6.4 for a brief discussion for
other triples pp, q, rq.
Before stating our theorem, recall that any Weinstein domain M can be con-
structed by attaching critical handles to a subcritical Weinstein domain M0 along
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a disjoint union of Legendrian spheres in BM0. In our case, it turns out that the
handlebody decomposition of Mp,q,r is pretty simple in the sense that there are no
subcritical handles involved (cf. Section 4.3), so that we can take M0  D6 and
apply Legendrian surgery along the link Λp,q,r  pS5, ξstdq in the standard contact 5-
sphere, which is a disjoint union of standard unknotted S2’s. Denote by CEpΛp,q,rq





CW pLi, Ljq (1.21)
be the wrapped Fukaya A8-algebra of the Lagrangian cocores of the critical handles.
It is announced in Bourgeois-Ekholm-Eliashberg r16s and proved in r33s that there
is a quasi-isomorphism between the Chekanov-Eliashberg algebra of a Legendrian
link and the wrapped Fukaya A8-algebra of the corresponding Lagrangian cocores,
which when adapted to our case implies the quasi-isomorphism:
Wp,q,r  CEpΛp,q,rq. (1.22)
With the notations fixed as above, our main result in the first part of this thesis
can be stated as follows.
Theorem 1.2.1. Let K be any field, and set k :
À
1¤i¤p q r1 Kei. There is a
quasi-isomorphism between dg algebras over k:
CEpΛp,q,rq  Π3pAp,q,rq. (1.23)
Remark 1.2.1. The 3-Calabi-Yau completion Π3pAp,q,rq is quasi-isomorphic to the
Ginzburg dg algebra Gp,q,r associated to a quiver Qp,q,r with non-trivial potential wp,q,r,
see Section 2.4 for a precise description. As far as we know, this gives the first set of
Liouville manifolds whose wrapped Fukaya categories can be identified with a Ginzburg
dg algebra defined by a quiver with a non-trivial potential.
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It seems to be appropriate to say here a few words about the method we use to
prove Theorem 1.2.1. In order to get the Legendrian frontal description of the Milnor
fibers Mp,q,r, we start with a Lefschetz fibration on Tp,q,r constructed by Keating in
r61s, whose smooth fiber is symplectomorphic to a 3-punctured torus. This fibration
induces naturally a Lefschetz fibration on the stabilization Mp,q,r, whose smooth
fiber is symplectomorphic to a 4-dimensional D4 Milnor fiber. Using an algorithm
due to Casals-Murphy r22s, this Lefschetz fibration on Mp,q,r can then be translated
to produce a Legendrian frontal description of Mp,q,r which involves both 2-handles
and 3-handles. After a standard procedure of handle cancellations and Reidemeister
moves, we can simplify the front diagram so as to obtain the attaching link Λp,q,r  S5
for Mp,q,r. In order to compute the Chekanov-Eliashberg dg algebra CEpΛp,q,rq, we
use the cellular model introduced by Rutherford-Sullivan r85, 86s for Legendrian
surfaces. This enables us to simplify the analysis of Morse flow trees and compute
CEpΛp,q,rq over Z{2. To get a computation of CEpΛp,q,rq over any field K, we
appeal to the result of Karlsson r58, 59s on the orientation data of Morse flow trees.
Theorem 1.2.1 can be applied to understand the symplectic topology of the man-





the endomorphism algebra in the compact Fukaya category FpMp,q,rq of a basis of
vanishing cycles V1, . . . , Vp q r1  Mp,q,r. To be specific, we assume that the basis
of vanishing cycles is chosen so that Vi is disjoint from the Lagrangian cocore Lj
in (1.21) when i  j, and Vi intersects Li transversely at a unique point. Since
Mp,q,r is the smooth fiber of a Lefschetz fibration on C4 obtained by suspending
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t̃p,q,r : C3 Ñ C once instead of twice, it is in general not clear whether Vp,q,r is
a trivial extension of the directed A8-algebra Ap,q,r, see Lemma 3.1.1 2. However,
combining Theorem 1.2.1 above with Theorem 4 of r36s, we obtain the following
formality result of A8-algebras:
Corollary 1.2.1. There is a quasi-isomorphism
Vp,q,r  Ap,q,r `A
_
p,q,rr3s. (1.25)
In particular, the Fukaya A8-algebra Vp,q,r is formal.
The detailed proof of the above corollary is given in Section 3.3. Note that when
r  2, Mp,q,r can be regarded as the smooth fiber of the double suspension of the
Lefschetz fibration on C2 defined by the Morsification of
pxp2  y2qpx2  λyq2q, (1.26)
see Section 2.2.5 of r60s. In this case, the formality of Vp,q,2 follows from a result of
Seidel r92s. We will give a brief sketch of his argument in Section 3.1, and the fact
that Mp,q,r being a double suspension is necessary for his formality theorem is also
explained in detail there.
As a consequence of Theorem 1.2.1 and Corollary 1.2.1, we have quasi-isomorphisms
RHomVp,q,rpk,kq  CEpΛp,q,rq, RHomCEpΛp,q,rqpk,kq  Vp,q,r (1.27)
between Z-graded A8-algebras, which, as we have mentioned at the end of Section
1.1, follows from a version Koszul duality between the Calabi-Yau completion and
its corresponding cyclic completion, see Section 2.5 for a detailed explanation. In
fact, it can be proved that the Fukaya category FpMp,q,rq is generated by vanishing
cycles, see Corollary 1.2.2.
2The author is grateful to Ailsa Keating for pointing out this.
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Remark 1.2.2. It is worthy to compare the approach that we adopt in this thesis
to understand the wrapped Fukaya category with the dictionary of Seidel in Section
6 of r93s, which describes the wrapped Fukaya category WpMq of the total space of
a Lefschetz fibration π : M Ñ C as the result of a categorical localization. More
precisely, one can form from the A8-algebras Aπ and VF a curved A8-algebra
DM : Aπ ` tVF rrtss (1.28)
with curvature µ0D  t  id, id P k  D0M , where F is the smooth fiber of π, and t
is a formal variable of degree 2. It is conjectured by Seidel in r93s and proved by
Ganatra-Maydanskiy in the appendix of r16s that we have a quasi-isomorphism
WM  T pDM r1sq_, (1.29)
which expresses the linear dual of the wrapped Fukaya A8-algebra as a tensor coal-
gebra, where DM  DM{k. Therefore in order to show that WM is the A8-Koszul
dual of VM , it suffices to identify DM with the A8-algebra VM with vanishing cur-
vature. The simplest case when M is a 4-dimensional An Milnor fiber is studied by
Pomerleano in Section 9 of r84s.
As an application of the Koszul duality functor introduced in r13s, we have the
following split-generation result of the compact Fukaya categories of Mp,q,r.
Corollary 1.2.2. The Fukaya category FpMp,q,rq is split-generated by the vanishing
cycles V1,    , Vp q r1.






 1, the Milnor














2  1, (1.30)
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the split-generation of FpMp,q,rq by vanishing cycles follows from a theorem of Seidel
(cf. r90, 91s).
For earlier results concerning the generation of the compact Fukaya categories of
plumbings, see r8s. In general, not much is known about the compact Fukaya cate-
gory of a Liouville manifold, despite the fact that significant effort has been devoted
to understand the wrapped Fukaya category of a Weinstein manifold r16, 46, 47s.
Our last application of Theorem 1.2.1 ties Koszul duality between Fukaya A8-
algebras up with categorical dynamics in the sense of Seidel r90s, which is another
major topic of this thesis. Recall that for any Liouville manifold M with c1pMq  0,
we can define, using a Hamiltonian function which is quadratic on the cylindrical end,
the symplectic cohomology SH pMq, which carries the structure of a BV (Batalin-
Vilkovisky) algebra. According to Seidel-Solomon r103s, a quasi-dilation is a pair
pb, hq P SH 1pMq  SH 0pMq such that under the action of the BV operator ∆ :
SH pMq Ñ SH 1pMq, it satisfies
∆phbq  h. (1.31)
When h  1, the class b P SH 1pMq is called a dilation. A proof of the following fact
is given in Section 3.5.
Corollary 1.2.3. The Liouville manifold Mp,q,r admits a quasi-dilation over any
field K.
As we have remarked above, Mp,q,2 is Liouville isomorphic to an affine conic
bundle over C2, therefore the existence of a quasi-dilation follows from an iterative
application of the Lefschetz fibration argument due to Seidel-Solomon, see Lecture
19 of r90s.
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1.3 Exact Calabi-Yau structures
For the remaining part of this chapter, assume that charpKq  0. The n-Calabi-Yau
completion ΠnpAq mentioned above is an example of an exact Calabi-Yau algebra.
In view of Theorem 1.2.1, it is natural to ask the following:
Question 1.3.1. Let M be a Liouville manifold. When is the wrapped Fukaya A8-
algebra WM exact Calabi-Yau?
To address the above question, we start by recalling the basic notions. Let A be
an A8-algebra over some semisimple ring k, which is homologically smooth. It can
be regarded as a bimodule over itself, which is known as the diagonal bimodule and
by slight abuse of notation, we will still denote it by A. By our assumption, A is a
perfect bimodule. Its dual bimodule, A_, is defined as
A_ : RHomAepA,Aeq, (1.32)
where Ae  A b Aop. Recall that A is a weak smooth n-Calabi-Yau algebra if there
exists a non-degenerate Hochschild cycle η P CHnpAq, i.e. a cocycle which induces
an isomorphism
A_rns  A (1.33)
between A-bimodules.
Associated to A there is a long exact sequence r76s
   Ñ HC1pAq SÝÑ HC 1pAq BÝÑ HHpAq IÝÑ HCpAq Ñ    (1.34)
relating Hochschild and cyclic homologies of A, which is known as Connes’ long exact
sequence r76s.
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Definition 1.3.1 (Keller). A weak smooth n-Calabi-Yau structure on A is said to
be exact if the Hochschild homology class rηs lies in the image of Connes’ map B :
HCn 1pAq Ñ HHnpAq.
Notice that the notion of an exact Calabi-Yau structure is strictly more restrictive
than a smooth Calabi-Yau structure in the sense of Kontsevich-Vlassopoulos r29, 69s,
which is defined as a negative cyclic cycle η̃ P CCnpAq whose induced Hochschild
cycle in CHnpAq under the inclusion map of homotopy fixed points ι : CC pAq Ñ
CH pAq defines a weak smooth n-Calabi-Yau structure on A. This can be easily





Just as a Calabi-Yau structure rηs P HHnpAq is the noncommutative analogue of
a holomorphic volume form Ω, the existence of a lift rη̃s in HCnpAq corresponds
to the (trivial) fact that Ω is necessarily closed. Since Connes’ differential B is
the noncommutative analogue of the de Rham differential, the exact Calabi-Yau
condition imposed on A is analogous to the exactness of Ω as a differential form.
This explains the terminology.
We remark that an important class of examples of exact Calabi-Yau A8-algebras
is the so called superpotential algebras introduced by Ginzburg r50s, which is roughly
a dg algebra whose underlying associative algebra is modelled on some localization of
the path algebra, and whose differential is specified by a superpotential lying in the
commutator quotient A{rA,As, see Section 2.2 for details. As a special case, we have
the Ginzburg dg algebra GpQ,wq associated to a quiver with potential pQ,wq, see
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r50s. In particular, it follows from Theorem 1.2.1 that the wrapped Fukaya categories
WpMp,q,rq are exact Calabi-Yau.
However, it is in general not true that the wrapped Fukaya category of any We-
instein manifold carries an exact Calabi-Yau structure. The first set of such coun-
terexamples is found by Davison r30s, who studied the fundamental group algebra
Krπ1pQqs of a Kpπ, 1q space Q, and showed that when Q is a hyperbolic manifold,
Krπ1pQqs is not exact Calabi-Yau. Note that for a closed manifold which is topolog-
ically Kpπ, 1q, we have a quasi-isomorphism
WTQ : CW pT q Q, T q Qq  Krπ1pQqs (1.36)
between (formal) A8-algebras r4s.
There is a closed string counterpart of the notion of an exact Calabi-Yau structure,
which makes use of an S1-equivariant version of the symplectic cohomology SH pMq.
Denote by SH S1pMq the S1-equivariant symplectic cohomology so that SH S1pptq 
Kppuqq{uKrruss, see Section 7.1 for a detailed account of its construction. Analogous
to Connes’ long exact sequence (1.34), the symplectic cohomologies SH pMq and
SH S1pMq fit into the following Gysin type long exact sequence r19s:
   Ñ SH 1pMq IÝÑ SH 1S1 pMq
S
ÝÑ SH  1S1 pMq
B
ÝÑ SH pMq Ñ    (1.37)
where the composition B  I gives the BV operator ∆.
Remark 1.3.1. Note that in the above, we have used the bold letters I, B and S to
denote the corresponding maps I, B and S in Connes’ long exact sequence (1.34), in
order to emphasize that we are dealing with closed string invariants. As a convention,
we will use the notations I, B and S for the open string counterparts of the maps I,
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B and S. In particular, there is a long exact sequence
   Ñ HC1pWpMqq SÝÑ HC 1pWpMqq BÝÑ HHpWpMqq IÝÑ HCpWpMqq Ñ    ,
(1.38)
which is simply (1.34) applied to the wrapped Fukaya category WpMq.
To relate the two long exact sequences (1.37) and (1.38), we implement the cyclic
open-closed string map
rOC s : HC pWpMqq Ñ SH  nS1 pMq (1.39)
constructed by Ganatra r43s, from which one obtains the following geometric inter-
pretation of an exact Calabi-Yau structure on WpMq:
Proposition 1.3.1. Let M be a non-degenerate Liouville manifold, its wrapped
Fukaya category WpMq carries an exact Calabi-Yau structure if and only if the
connecting map B : SH 1S1pMq Ñ SH 0pMq in (1.37) hits an invertible element
h P SH 0pMq.
In the above, the non-degeneracy condition on a Liouville manifold is introduced
by Ganatra in r44s, which ensures that the ordinary open-closed map
rOC s : HH pWpMqq Ñ SH  npMq (1.40)
is an isomorphism. A Liouville manifold M is said to be non-degenerate if there
is a finite collection of Lagrangians tLiu in M such that OC restricted to the full
A8-subcategory LpMq  WpMq generated by tLiu hits the identity 1 P SH 0pMq.
Combining the generation of the wrapped Fukaya category by Lagrangian cocores
proved in r23, 47s and Abouzaid’s generation criterion r2s, any Weinstein manifold
is non-degenerate since one can take LpMq to be the full A8-subcategory of cocores.
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A class b̃ P SH 1S1pMq satisfying
Bpb̃q  h P SH 0pMq (1.41)
will be called a cyclic dilation (cf. Definition 7.2.1). Now Proposition 1.3.1 says
that an exact Calabi-Yau structure on WpMq of a non-degenerate Liouville manifold
M induces a cyclic dilation. Note that if M admits a quasi-dilation in the sense of
(1.31), then it also admits a cyclic dilation b̃ which arises as the image of hb under
the map I : SH 1pMq Ñ SH 1S1pMq. It is then natural to ask whether the converse
is true. We postpone the discussions about whether the cyclic dilation condition
(1.41) is strictly weaker than the quasi-dilation condition (1.31) to Section 1.4, and
look here an immediate geometric implication by assuming the existence of a cyclic
dilation.
Let L  M be a closed exact Lagrangian submanifold, equipped with a rank 1
local system ν so that the isomorphism SH pT Lq  HpLL; νq holds r3s, where LL
denotes the free loop space of L. There is an S1-equivariant version of Viterbo func-
toriality, namely the (S1-equivariant lift of) the Cieliebak-Latschev map constructed
by Cohen-Ganatra r29s
rCLs : SH S1pMq Ñ HS1npLL; νq, (1.42)
see Section 8.1. Combined with Proposition 1.3.1, we can reinterpret Davison’s non-
existence result mentioned in Section 1.3 in the following slightly more general form:
Proposition 1.3.2. Let M be a Liouville manifold which admits a cyclic dilation,
then it does not contain any closed exact Lagrangian submanifold L  M which is
hyperbolic.
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Analogous to what Seidel and Solomon have done in the case of dilations and
quasi-dilations r103s, one can use Lefschetz fibrations to produce more examples of
Liouville manifolds which admit cyclic dilations starting from the known ones. More
precisely, we prove in Section 9.2 the following:
Theorem 1.3.1. Let M be a 2n-dimensional Liouville manifold, such that n ¡ 1 is
odd. Suppose that π : M Ñ C is an exact symplectic Lefschetz fibration with smooth
fiber F . If F admits a cyclic dilation, then the same is true for the total space M .
1.4 Trichotomy of affine varieties
The well-known trichotomy of Riemannian manifolds says that positively curved,
flat, and negatively curved manifolds have distinct geometric behaviours. In sym-
plectic topology, there is an analogy of this trichotomy for Liouville manifolds. Ge-
ometrically, this can be understood by studying the existence and abundance of
J-holomorphic maps u : S Ñ M with finite energy in the interior of the associated
Liouville domain M , where S is a punctured sphere, see r79s.
For simplicity, we restrict our attention to the case when M is an n-dimensional
smooth affine variety over C, equipped with the restriction of the constant symplectic
form on the ambient affine space, in which case the aforementioned trichotomy has
a numerical description in terms of the log Kodaira dimension κpMq mentioned
in Section 1.1. We shall be particularly interested in three cases, namely when
κpMq  8, κpMq  0 (in which case M is known as log Calabi-Yau); and κpMq  n
(in which case M is called log general type). These should be thought of as analogues
of positively curved, flat and negatively curved Riemannian manifolds, respectively.
The existence question of a cyclic dilation (or equivalently, an exact Calabi-Yau
structure on WpMq) will be considered separately in these three cases.
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First, let M be a smooth affine variety with κpMq  8. An important class
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¡ 1. In this thesis, we will study the simplest non-trivial case, namely
a Fermat affine cubic 3-fold M3,3,3,3  C4.
Theorem 1.4.1. The manifold M3,3,3,3 admits a cyclic dilation.
This will be proved in Section 2.5 using essentially algebraic arguments. Ab-
stractly, one should think of Theorem 1.4.1 as a consequence of the Koszul duality
between the compact and the wrapped Fukaya categories of M3,3,3,3. In fact, we
will prove along the way that the Fukaya A8-algebra of a basis of vanishing cycles
FM3,3,3,3 is Koszul dual to the Fukaya A8-algebra of the corresponding Lagrangian
cocores WM3,3,3,3 , see Proposition 9.1.5.
Another key point of the proof is to show that up to quasi-isomorphism, the
wrapped Fukaya A8-algebra of M3,3,3,3 is concentrated in non-positive degrees, which





¡ 1, although the verification
is more involved in general.
Note that if ai ¥ 3 for all i, then Ma1, ,an 1 does not admit a quasi-dilation.
This is argued in Example 2.7 of r96s for dilations, and the argument there extends
trivially to the more general case of quasi-dilations (a sketch is given in the proof of
Corollary 9.1.2). In particular, Theorem 1.4.1 shows that the existence of a cyclic
dilation is strictly weaker than having a quasi-dilation.
Remark 1.4.1. More interesting examples of Liouville manifolds admitting cyclic
dilations are established in the recent work of Zhou r119s. In particular, his result
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implies that Ma, ,a admits a cyclic dilation as long as n ¥ a, therefore generalizes
Theorem 1.4.1 above. Our method has the advantage that it is applicable to examples
beyond complements of smooth divisors in projective varieties, see Proposition 9.1.2.
Second, we consider the case when M is a smooth log Calabi-Yau variety. These
manifolds provide important local examples for testing the validity of mirror symme-
try and have been studied extensively in the existing literature r6, 48, 49, 53, 83s.
As an illustration to the general situation, we consider here the simplest case when
dimCpMq  2, and make the following observation:3
Proposition 1.4.1. Let M be an affine log Calabi-Yau surface with maximal bound-
ary, then M admits a cyclic dilation if and only if it admits a quasi-dilation.
Proof. With our assumptions, one can arrange so that the Conley-Zehnder indices of
the periodic orbits are 0, 1 and 2, see for example r49, 83s. In particular, the cochain
complex SC pMq defining the symplectic cohomology SH pMq is supported in these
three degrees. Thus any cyclic dilation can only come from a cocycle in SC 1pMq,
see our discussions in Section 7.2 for details.
We expect the same to be true in higher dimensions, although no insights can be
drawn from the argument above.
Finally, let us take a look at the case when M is a smooth affine variety of
log general type. To get some concrete examples, one can take any Milnor fiber





  1. In complex dimension 2, the Milnor
fibers associated to Arnold’s 14 exceptional unimodal singularities are affine surfaces
3The author thanks Daniel Pomerleano for suggesting this approach to prove Proposition 1.4.1,
which greatly simplifies the original argument.
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of log general type, since they are complements of ample divisors in K3 surfaces, see
r72s.
Via the Abel-Jacobi map, we can embed a genus two curve Σ2 in its Jacobian
variety JpΣ2q, let M be the complement in JpΣ2q of the image of Σ2. Clearly, M is
log general type. On the other hand, since there is an embedding DT 2#DT 2 ãÑM
from the plumbing of two copies of the disc cotangent bundles over T 2 into M as
a Liouville subdomain, there is a genus two exact Lagrangian surface in M . One
can therefore use Proposition 1.3.2 to conclude that there is no cyclic dilation in
SH 1S1pMq. This example can be generalized to the case when M is the complement
of a nearly tropical hypersurface in the abelian variety pCqn{Γ, where Γ  Rn is a
lattice, see Section 10 of r6s.
It seems that genus two exact Lagrangian surfaces can also be established in





  1, by imitating the
strategy of Keating in r60s. However, it is not true that hyperbolic exact Lagrangian
submanifolds can always be constructed in varieties of log general type. For instance,
this is the case of the complement M of n   2 generic hyperplanes in CPn, with
n ¥ 2. These manifolds are known as higher dimensional pair-of-pants, and are
studied extensively in the context of mirror symmetry, see for example r70s. Since
M is uniruled by pn  2q-punctured holomorphic spheres, similar argument as in the
proof of Theorem 1.7.5 of r39s excludes the existence of hyperbolic Lagrangians in
M .
We expect that a smooth affine variety of log general type can never admit a
cyclic dilation, and will prove the following general statement in Section 9.3:
Theorem 1.4.2. Let M be a smooth affine variety of log general type which contains
an exact Lagrangian Kpπ, 1q, then it does not admit a cyclic dilation.
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Theorem 1.4.2 is not helpful in general as there are many contractible affine
varieties of log general type: one of them is the Ramanujam surface studied in r102s.
1.5 Categorical dynamics and disjoint Lagrangian
spheres
Warning The results displayed in this section are still work in progress, and the
details of the proofs will not be included as part of this thesis.
To see how the notion of a cyclic dilation can be useful in the study of symplec-
tic topology, we start with a brief overview of the theory of categorical dynamics
r91, 93, 95, 96, 103s. Since we are not interested in proving the general set up of
the theory, various assumptions will be imposed here to keep the situation as simple
as possible.




Kev. One of them is the (completed) Ginzburg dg algebra pGpQ,wq,
while the other one, denoted as BpQ,wq, is introduced by Kontsevich-Soibelman
r67s. BpQ,wq is related to pGpQ,wq via Koszul duality. More precisely, there are
quasi-isomorphisms
BpQ,wq  RHomGpQ,wqpk,kq, pGpQ,wq  RHomBpQ,wqpk, kq (1.44)
as Z-graded A8-algebras over k, where k :
À
iPQ0
Kei is the semisimple ring con-
sisting of copies of K indexed by the set of vertices Q0 of Q. Koszul duality between
BpQ,wq and GpQ,wq induces an isomorphism between their Hochschild cohomolo-
gies:
HH pBpQ,wqq  HH pGpQ,wqq. (1.45)
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Since BpQ,wq is by definition a cyclic A8-algebra, and GpQ,wq is exact Calabi-Yau,
their Hochschild cohomologies carry naturally induced BV structures, and (1.45) is
a BV algebra isomorphism.
Let us assume temporarily that the superpotential w is homogeneous and consists
only of cubic terms, which in particular implies the formality of the A8-structure
on BpQ,wq. Note that this is exactly the situation for the quiver with potential
pQp,q,r, wp,q,rq mentioned in Remark 1.2.1. We will further assume that the ground
field K  C. The graded associative algebra BpQ,wq then carries a rational C-
action, which has weight i on the degree i part. According to r95s, this C-action en-
ables us to define a bigraded refinement BpQ,wqperf of the A8-category BpQ,wqperf
of perfect A8-modules over BpQ,wq. The C-action on BpQ,wq induces at the
infinitesimal level a Hochschild cocycle euB P CH 1pBpQ,wqq. This particular non-
commutative vector field is known as the Euler vector field. Under the BV operator,
euB goes to a non-zero scalar multiple of the identity. Any object E of BpQ,wqperf
which is rigid and simple, i.e. which satisfies
H0phomBpQ,wqperf pE,Eqq  C, H1phomBpQ,wqperf pE,Eqq  0, (1.46)
is C-equivariant, and therefore defines an object in the category BpQ,wqperf . In
particular, it is infinitesimally equivariant with respect to euB. For any two such
objects E0 and E1, euB defines an endomorphism of HphomBpQ,wqperf pE0,E1qq, from
which one recovers the weight grading on BpQ,wqperf .
Geometrically, let M be a 2n-dimensional Weinstein manifold, and assume that
its wrapped Fukaya A8-algebra WM is quasi-isomorphic to the Ginzburg dg algebra
GpQ,wq. In particular, M admits a cyclic dilation. To simplify our discussions here,
assume further that the Fukaya categories FpMq and WpMq are Koszul dual, so that
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the endomorphism algebra FM of a set of split-generators in FpMq can be identified
with BpQ,wq. Our assumptions therefore ensure that the closed-open string map
rCOs : SH pMq Ñ HH pFpMqq (1.47)
is an isomorphism.
Via the quasi-isomorphism FM  BpQ,wq and the inverse of (1.47), the Euler
vector field euB gives rise to a quasi-dilation b P SH 1pMq. In other words, the
infinitesimal symmetry b integrates to a dilating C-action on the Fukaya category
FpMq in the sense of r91s. For any two C-equivariant objects L0, L1 of FpMq, this
enables us to define an endomorphism of their Floer cohomology algebra HFpL0, L1q,
which equips HFpL0, L1q with an additional C-grading by generalized eigenspaces.
More generally, one can start directly with a quasi-dilation b P SH 1pMq, and con-
sider the infinitesimal deformation of the objects in FpMq along b. For b-equivariant
Lagrangian submanifolds L0, L1  M , the infinitesimal action of b still defines a
derivation ΦrL0,rL1 on the C-algebra HF
pL0, L1q, which allows one to define the q-
intersection number







Setting q  1 one recovers the ordinary topological intersection number rL0s  rL1s.
The geometric significance of the q-intersection number becomes obvious if we
take L0  L1 to be an odd-dimensional Lagrangian sphere, in which case rLs rLs  0
while
L q L  1 q (1.49)
does not vanish. Thus one may expect that q-intersection numbers can be used to
detect the non-trivialness of the homology classes of odd-dimensional Lagrangian
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spheres. More generally, we have the following special case of Eliashberg’s Regular
Lagrangian Conjecture (cf. Section 5 of r38s):
Conjecture 1.5.1 (folklore). Let M be any Weinstein manifold, and L M a closed
exact Lagrangian submanifold with vanishing Maslov class. Then its homology class
rLs P HnpM ;Zq is primitive.
It is proved by Seidel in r96s that Conjecture 1.5.1 holds for Milnor fibers of






These Milnor fibers have nice properties in the sense that they admit dilations over
any field K, and the geometry of the dilations are simple enough in the sense that
if we define the symplectic cohomology SH pMq as the direct limit of the Floer
cohomology HFpλq of the Hamiltonian functions Hλ : M Ñ R of slope λ on the
cylindrical end, then the dilation b P HF 1pλq appears at the smallest possible slope
λ ¡ 0.
It is natural to ask whether there is a similar theory after removing the assumption
that BpQ,wq (and thus FM) is formal. Note that as a consequence of non-formality,
the aforementioned C-action on BpQ,wq does not preserve the A8-structure.
In general, given any Liouville manifold M with a cyclic dilation b̃ P SH 1S1pMq,
one can try to imitate Seidel-Solomon’s construction by making use of the higher
order closed-open string maps introduced by Ganatra r43s. Due to the existence
of certain obstruction terms (corresponding to additional boundary strata in the
relevant moduli spaces), it is in general not possible to obtain endomorphisms on
Floer cohomology groups HFpL0, L1q of simply-connected Lagrangian submanifolds.
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However, for a single Lagrangian sphere L M with dimension n ¥ 3, the obstruc-






 0. This fact enables us to prove the following:
Theorem 1.5.1 (work in progress). Let M be a 2n-dimensional Weinstein manifold,
where n ¥ 3 is odd, and c1pMq  0. Assume that M admits a cyclic dilation
b̃ P SH 1S1pMq, and satisfies an additional property (rH). Suppose that L1,    , Lr M
is a collection of pairwise disjoint Lagrangian spheres, then their homology classes
rL1s,    , rLrs P HnpM ;Kq span a subspace of dimension ¥ r{2. In particular,
r ¤ 2 dimHnpM ;Kq, (1.51)
and for any Lagrangian sphere L M , rLs  0.
Here, property (rH) imposes additional restrictions on the cohomology class b̃.
More precisely, there is a continuation map HF 1S1pλq Ñ SH 1S1pMq from the S1-
equivariant Floer cohomology of a Hamiltonian with slope λ on the cylindrical end
rr0,8q  BM for r0 " 0 to the S1-equivariant symplectic cohomology, see (7.33).
Roughly speaking, property (rH) says that the class b̃ appears already in HF 1S1pλq,
with λ ¡ 0 being relatively small with respect to the minimal period of the Reeb
orbits on the contact boundary BM .
This property is expected to be true for many Weinstein manifolds with cyclic





¡ 1. For example, it
follows from the argument in Section 5.2 of r119s that it holds for the Milnor fibers
Ma, ,a with n ¥ a. In fact, these manifolds also satisfy that Bpb̃q  1 for the cyclic
dilation b̃, in which case we have the following stronger result:
Corollary 1.5.1 (work in progress). Let M and L1,    , Lr be as in Theorem 1.5.1,
and assume further that the cyclic dilation b̃ satisfies h  1 in (1.41). If K  R,
then the homology classes rLis P HnpM ;Kq are linearly independent.
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Theorem 1.5.1 and Corollary 1.5.1 generalize the results of Seidel (Theorems 1.6
and 1.7 of r96s) since the existence of a cyclic dilation, although restrictive, is a much
weaker assumption than requiring that M admits a dilation.
Example 1.5.1. For the Milnor fiber M3,3,3,3, Theorem 1.5.1 applies and yields an
upper bound of 32 for the number of pairwise disjoint Lagrangian spheres. Since
M3,3,3,3 admits a cyclic dilation with h  1, it follows from Corollary 1.5.1 that this
bound can be improved to 16. Taking further into account of the fact that the subspace
of H3pM3,3,3,3;Qq  Q16 spanned by the classes rL1s,    , rLrs of disjoint Lagrangian
spheres is isotropic with respect to the intersection form yields the bound r ¤ 11. On
the other hand, in view of the intersection pattern of a basis of vanishing cycles in
M3,3,3,3 depicted in Figure 9.1, one finds that the Lagrangian spheres
V11, V12, V13, V21, V22, V23, V31, V32, V33, Vγγ (1.52)




2.1 Calabi-Yau algebra and quiver with potential
Let K be any field. As mentioned in Section 1.5, given a quiver with potential
pQ,wq, one can associate to it two different (but related by Koszul duality) Z-graded
A8-algebras over k: a homologically smooth A8-algebra GpQ,wq, and a proper A8-
algebra BpQ,wq. The first one is a smooth n-Calabi-Yau algebra, while the second
one is a proper n-Calabi-Yau algebra.
Let B be a proper A8-algebra over k. A proper n-Calabi-Yau structure on B is
defined as a degree n chain map
rtr : CC pBq Ñ Krns (2.1)
whose projection to the Hochschild complex, tr : CH pBq Ñ Krns, defines a weak
proper n-Calabi-Yau structure, i.e. it induces a perfect pairing
H phomBperf pP,Qqq bHn phomBperf pQ,Pqq
rµ2Bs






The notion of a proper Calabi-Yau structure is closely related to that of a cyclic
A8-structure, which is by definition a chain level perfect pairing
x, yB : BBÑ Krns (2.3)
such that the induced correlation functions xµkBp,    , q, y are strictly (graded) cycli-
cally symmetric for each k ¥ 1. When charpKq  0, these two notions are essentially
equivalent in the sense that any cyclic A8-algebra B over k has a canonically defined
proper Calabi-Yau structure, and any proper Calabi-Yau structure on an A8-algebra
B determines a quasi-isomorphism between B and a cyclic A8-algebra, the latter fact
is due to Kontsevich-Soibelman r68s.
For simplicity, we only recall the definitions of GpQ,wq and BpQ,wq in the case
when n  3, the general case is similar and details can be found in Section 9.3 of
r111s. Alternatively, one can view it as a special case of the construction given in
Section 2.2 below. GpQ,wq is in fact a dg algebra, which is originally introduced by
Ginzburg in r50s. Let Q  pQ0, Q1q be a finite quiver with the set of vertices Q0 and
the set of arrows Q1. By definition, a potential on Q is an element
w P KQ{rKQ,KQs (2.4)
in the space of all cyclic paths in Q. Without loss of generality, we can always assume
w to be reduced, namely there is no summand in w which is a cycle in Q with length
  3. The Ginzburg algebra GpQ,wq associated to pQ,wq is the dg algebra freely
generated over K by
• the arrows a P Q1 with degpaq  0;
• the opposite arrows a of a with degpaq  1;
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• loops zv for every vertex v P Q0, with degpzvq  2.
The differential d on GpQ,wq is defined to be










on the set of generators, where w̃ is the sum of all cyclic permutations of w, and B







One can then extend d to a differential on the whole algebra GpQ,wq by graded




with its k-bimodule structure induced from the path algebra K rQ of the extended
quiver rQ, which is obtained by adjoining opposite arrows a and loops zv to the
original quiver Q.
Start with the same quiver with potential pQ,wq as above. As a graded k-module,




Kδij ` V _ij r1s ` V _ji r2s `Kδij r3s, (2.7)
where Vij is the (trivially graded) vector space with basis consisting of the arrows in
Q1 which start from the vertex i and end at the vertex j, and Vji is the vector space
generated by the opposite of the arrows in Vij. The A8-operations
µkB : BpQ,wqbk Ñ BpQ,wqr2 ks (2.8)
are defined explicitly by
µkBpg
_
k , . . . , g
_









Coeffgk...g1pdgq  g_, (2.9)
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where the sum on the right-hand side above is taken over all the generators of the
Ginzburg algebra GpQ,wq, and Coeffgk...g1pdgq is the coefficient of gk . . . g1 in the
differential of g in GpQ,wq, which is determined by the potential w. Moreover, the
grading of g_ is given by
|g_|  1 degpgq (2.10)
in the A8-algebra BpQ,wq.
Consider the pairing p, q on the vector space generated by the degree 0 and
degree 1 generators of GpQ,wq, which satisfies
• pgi, gjq  p1q|g1||g2|pgj, giq;
• pgi, gjq  0 unless tpgiq  hpgjq and tpgjq  hpgiq, where hpgq and tpgq are
respectively the head and tail of an arrow or opposite arrow g;
• the matrix with entries given by pgi, gjq is invertible.
Let x, y be the dual pairing of p, q, in this way we get a non-degenerate pairing




2 yB  p1q|g
_
1 |xg_1 , g
_
2 y. (2.12)
Using the definition of µkB, one can verify that@
µkBpg
_



















which shows that BpQ,wq is a cyclic A8-algebra with respect to the pairing x, yB.
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2.2 Superpotential algebras
In this section, we discuss a generalization of the Ginzburg dg algebra GpQ,wq as-
sociated to the quiver with potential pQ,wq defined in Section 2.1, which is called
a superpotential algebra. As we have mentioned in Section 1.3, superpotential alge-
bras form an important class of exact Calabi-Yau algebras. For simplicity, we assume
charpKq  0 in this section.
Let A be a finitely generated unital dg algebra over k, denote by Ω1A the A-
bimodule of differential 1-forms on A. A is said to be quasi-free if Ω1A is projective.
For example, any path algebra of a quiver is quasi-free, so is its localization. Assume
from now on that A is quasi-free, define the space of de Rham differential forms
DRkpAq : TApΩ1Aq{rTApΩ1Aq, TApΩ1Aqs, (2.14)
where TApΩ1Aq is the tensor algebra of Ω1A over A, so in particular DRkpAq carries
the structure of a dg algebra. Denote by DerkpA,Aq the dg vector space of k-linear
(super)derivations on A. For a closed 2-form ω P DR2kpAq, we have a map
iω : DerkpA,Aq Ñ DR1kpAq (2.15)
defined by contracting ω with every derivation in DerkpA,Aq. We say that ω is
symplectic if iω is an isomorphism. Let DerkpAq : DerkpA,AbAq be the bimodule
of double derivations of A, analogous to (2.15) we have a map
ιω : DerkpAq Ñ Ω1A. (2.16)
A symplectic form ω is bisymplectic if ιω is an isomorphism.
Given any a P A and let ω P DR2kpAq be bisymplectic, consider the double
derivation Ha P DerpAq defined by ιHaω  Da. Using Ha one can define a bracket
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t, u on A by
ta1, a2u  pHa1pa2qq, (2.17)
where  : A b A Ñ A is the multiplication on A. It can be checked that t, u
descends to a Lie bracket on A{rA,As, and it defines an action of A{rA,As on A by
derivations.
On the other hand, given θ P DerkpA,Aq, we can define the Lie derivative Lθ on
TApΩ1Aq by
Lθpaq  θpaq, LθpDaq  Dpθpaqq (2.18)
for any a P A and Da P Ω1A. Clearly, Lθ descends to a map on the quotient DRkpAq.
Consider the triple pA, ω, θq, where A  TBpMq is connected and non-positively
graded, with B being a quasi-free associative algebra concentrated in degree 0, and M
a B-module. The 2-form ω P DR2kpAq is a bisymplectic form which is homogeneous
with respect to the grading induced from A, and θ P DerkpA,Aq has cohomological
degree 1, which satisfies Lθω  0 and θ2  0. One can associate to this data a dg
algebra Gpω, θq, called Ginzburg dg algebra, whose underlying graded algebra is given
by the free product A  krts, where |t|  |ω|  1. The differential d on Gpω, θq is
defined by considering the non-commutative moment map
µnc : DR2kpAqcl Ñ A : A{k (2.19)
on the space of closed cyclic 2-forms DR2kpAqcl  DR2kpAq, which satisfiesDpµncpωqq 
ι∆ω, where ∆ P DerpAq is the double derivation
∆paq  ab 1 1b a. (2.20)
Under the assumption that A is connected, µnc lifts to a map
µ̃nc : DR2kpAqcl Ñ rA,As. (2.21)
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With the above notations, we have
da  θpaq, dt  µ̃ncpωq. (2.22)
Note that our assumptions on the derivation θ ensures that d2  0, so the dg algebra
Gpω, θq is well-defined.
Definition 2.2.1. The Ginzburg dg algebra Gpω, θq defined above is a superpotential
algebra if θ  tw, u, where w P A{rA,As is called the superpotential.
If one takes A above to be the path algebra K rQ of the double rQ of some quiver
Q  pQ0, Q1q obtained by adding a reverse a to all the arrows a P Q1 (if a is a cycle
of odd degree, then a  a), the above construction recovers the Ginzburg dg algebra
(or the dg preprojective algebra, in the terminology of r111s) GpQ,wq associated to
the quiver with potential pQ,wq defined in Section 2.1.
However, there are also many superpotential algebras which are not of the form
GpQ,wq, a typical example is the fundamental group algebra K rπ1pT 3qs, see Example
4.3.4 of r30s. Another counterexample is the following:
Example 2.2.1. Consider the associative algebra Krx, ysrpxy  1q1s, regarded as a
trivially graded dg algebra with vanishing differential. It is known that this algebra
has a superpotential description. In fact, consider the path algebra K rQ1,0,0 of the
double of the quiver Q1,0,0 which consists of a single vertex and a unique cycle x, see
Figure 2.1. Let
A  Kxx, yyrpxy  1q1s (2.23)
be the localization of K rQ1,0,0 at xy  1, where the generator y represents the reverse
of the cycle x in the quiver rQ1,0,0. Since K rQ1,0,0 is quasi-free, so is A. In this
way, we have identified Krx, ysrpxy  1q1s with the dg algebra pA Krts, dq, so that




Figure 2.1: The quiver Q1,0,0
Theorem 2.2.1 (Theorem 4.3.8 of r30s). Let Gpω, θq be a Ginzburg dg algebra so
that ω has cohomological degree n   2, then Gpω, θq has a smooth n-Calabi-Yau
structure which is exact.
2.3 Cyclic completions
For the remaining part of this chapter, K will be an arbitrary field. We recall
the construction of the cyclic completion of an A8-algebra from r88s. In certain
cases, this construction yields the A8-algebra BpQ,wq defined in Section 2.1. This is
nothing else but the chain level refinement of trivial extensions of (graded) associative
algebras.
Let k be a semisimple ring. Suppose that A is a Z-graded A8-algebra over k,
with µkA : Abk Ñ Ar2  ks being its structure maps, then one can associate to A
another A8-algebra B which as an A-bimodule is given by
A`A_rns, (2.24)
where A_rns is the dual of the diagonal A-bimodule, whose bimodule operations




bs bA_rns bAbr Ñ A_r1 r  s ns. (2.25)
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The A8-operations
µkB : Bbk Ñ Br2 ks (2.26)










µkApak, . . . , a1q,
ķ
i1
p1q|a1|  |ai1|i 2µi1|1|kiA_rns pak, . . . , ai 1, a
_




where aj P A and a_j P A_rns.
The A8-algebra B defined above is called the n-cyclic completion of A. In many
cases, the A8 structure tµBu on B defined above is cyclic and extends the (usually)
non-cyclic A8-structure tµAu on A. For example, it follows from Theorem 4.2 of
r88s that this is the case when A is the endomorphism algebra of any object in
the derived category of coherent sheaves on a smooth proper scheme. As another
example, consider the following situation (cf. r62s, Section 6.9):
Let A  KÝÑQ{ÝÑI be a finite-dimensional graded associative algebra over K defined
by a quiver ÝÑQ  pÝÑQ0,
ÝÑ
Q1q with the set of vertices
ÝÑ
Q0 and the set of arrows
ÝÑ
Q1,
together with a 2-sided ideal ÝÑI  KxÝÑQ1yb2 generated by quadratic relations (so in
particular the A8-structure on A is formal). In this case, the 3-cyclic completion
B  A`A_r3s has a simple realization. More precisely, denote by tρ1, . . . , ρru the
set of relations which generate the ideal ÝÑI , and by yj an arrow which reverses the
compositions of the arrows appeared in ρj. Then B is the cyclic A8-algebra defined












Proposition 2.3.1. Let A  KÝÑQ{ÝÑI be as above, then the A8-structure on its
3-cyclic completion B is formal.
Proof. This is obvious since µkB is defined additively in terms of µkA, but A is formal
as an A8-algebra.
2.4 Calabi-Yau completions
We recall here another algebraic construction associated to A8-algebras due to Keller
r62s, which serves as a generalization to the Ginzburg dg algebra GpQ,wq. This is
Koszul dual to Segal’s cyclic completion.
Let A be a Z-graded A8-algebra over the semisimple ring k 
Àr
i1 Kei. Without
loss of generality we can assume that µkA  0 for k ¥ 3, namely it is differential
graded, since in general we can always find a dg algebra A1 which is quasi-isomorphic
to A and apply the construction described below to A1. Its n-Calabi-Yau completion
is defined to be the tensor dg algebra
ΠnpAq : TApRespAq_rn 1sq, (2.30)
where the A-bimodule RespAq_ is called the inverse dualizing complex.
Let us illustrate the above definition under the assumption that A is a semi-
free dg algebra over the field K, which means its underlying graded algebra is freely
generated over K, with the set of generators given by ta1, . . . , amu. Consider Ω1A, the
bimodule of differentials on A, which has Da1, . . . , Dam as its basis, with D : AÑ Ω1A
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ÝÑ AÑ 0, (2.31)
where αpDaq  ab11ba, and  is the multiplication on A. In this case, RespAq is
the mapping cone of α, which gives a semi-free bimodule resolution of A with basis
te1 b e1,    , er b er, Da1r1s,    , Damr1su. RespAq_ is the dual bimodule of RespAq.
If φ : A Ñ A1 is a quasi-isomorphism between dg algebras over k, then there is
an induced quasi-isomorphism Πnpφq : ΠnpAq Ñ ΠnpA1q.
Theorem 2.4.1 (Keller r62, 63s). If A is homologically smooth, then its n-Calabi-
Yau completion ΠnpAq is an exact n-Calabi-Yau algebra.
We now specialize the above construction to the case of quiver algebras. Denote
again by ÝÑQ  pÝÑQ0,
ÝÑ




I be the graded associative
algebra defined by a quadratic ideal ÝÑI  KxÝÑQ1yb2. Here we assume in addition
that
A has global dimension less than or equal to 2.
From these data we can construct a quiver with potential pQ,wq exactly as in
Section 2.3. Namely one starts with the quiver ÝÑQ and adds arrows to it according
to the relations which generate ÝÑI .
In this case we have the following result due to Keller, which gives a concrete
realization of the 3-Calabi-Yau completion Π3pAq as the Ginzburg algebra associated
to pQ,wq.
Proposition 2.4.1 (Theorem 6.10 of r62s). Under the above assumptions, the 3-
Calabi-Yau completion Π3pAq is quasi-isomorphic to the Ginzburg dg algebra GpQ,wq.
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2.5 Koszul duality of quiver algebras
We explain the Koszul duality between the compact and smooth 3-Calabi-Yau alge-
bras BpQ,wq and GpQ,wq defined in Section 2.1 associated to the same quiver with
potential pQ,wq, where
w is homogeneous and contains only cubic terms.
We refer the interested readers to Section 2 of r36s for a detailed introduction to
the algebraic preliminaries concerning Koszul duality.
In this section, we will follow the convention of r77s, and work with Z  Z-
graded augmented A8-algebras pA, εq over a semisimple ring k, where ε : A Ñ k





p2  k, 0q. Let φ : A Ñ B be a morphism between bigraded A8-algebras, which
consists of a sequence of k-linear maps φk : Abk Ñ B, then φk has bidegree p1k, 0q.
The second grading on A will be referred to as the Adams grading, it is preserved




k¥1. With respect to the bigrading, as a k-bimodule
A decomposes as A 
À
i,j A
i,j. We say that A is locally finite if each Ai,j is finite-
dimensional over k.









pAr1s#qi1,j1 b    b pAr1s#qid,jd , (2.32)
where A : kerpεq is the augmentation ideal, # denotes the graded linear dual, and
the shift functor r1s acts on the first grading. Note that EpAq carries te structure of
an augmented dg algebra, with its differential induced from the A8-structure on A.
Note that a map φ : A Ñ B between Z  Z-graded augmented A8-algebras
is a quasi-isomorphism if and only if the induced coaugmented dg coalgebra map
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Bφ : BA Ñ BB on their bar constructions is a quasi-isomorphism. This can be
proved using the spectral sequence associated to the word length filtration on the
complex BA, see Section 2.2.1 of r36s. Recall that by definition, EpAq  pBAq#,
therefore a quasi-isomorphism φ : A Ñ B between augmented A8-algebras induces
a quasi-isomorphism EpAq Ñ EpBq.
Theorem 2.5.1 (r77s, Theorem 2.4). Let A be a locally finite augmented A8-algebra.
If its Koszul dual EpAq is also locally finite, then EpEpAqq is quasi-isomorphic to A.
Remark 2.5.1. In r77s, there is no locally finiteness assumption on A. However, this
assumption is essential for the argument presented in r77s, see for example Lemma
9 and Theorem 17 of r36s, where such an assumption is included.
Proposition 2.5.1. Let BpQ,wq and GpQ,wq be the compact and smooth Calabi-Yau
3-algebras defined by the same quiver with potential pQ,wq. We can equip them with
Adams gradings so that there are quasi-isomorphisms between bigraded A8-algebras
EpBpQ,wqq  GpQ,wq, EpGpQ,wqq  BpQ,wq. (2.33)
Proof. To begin with, we equip BpQ,wq with a trivial bigrading p0, jq, where the
first grading is always fixed to be 0, and the Adams grading is the total grading on
the Z-graded A8-algebra BpQ,wq.
Note that although the original grading on EpBpQ,wqq  GpQ,wq is usually not
locally finite, we can equip GpQ,wq with a bigrading by declaring the following:
• the original arrows a in Q1 have bigrading p1,1q;
• the opposite arrows a to a have bigrading p1,2q;
• the loops zv at the vertex v have bigrading p1,3q,
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so that the total grading recovers the original grading on GpQ,wq. By our assumption
that every term in the potential w is cubic, we see that the differential d on GpQ,wq
has bidegree p1, 0q with respect to the bigrading defined above.
Note that pBpQ,wq, εBq is a bigraded augmented A8-algebra with εB : BpQ,wq Ñ






It follows from our definitions in Section 2.1 that the right-hand side above is quasi-
isomorphic to the Ginzburg dg algebra GpQ,wq equipped with the bigrading specified
above. This proves the first quasi-isomorphism.
Since GpQ,wq is locally finite with respect to the double grading specified above,
and BpQ,wq is clearly locally finite, we can apply Theorem 2.5.1 to BpQ,wq, which
gives
BpQ,wq  EpEpBpQ,wqqq  EpGpQ,wqq. (2.35)
Remark 2.5.2. The bigrading used in the above proof has potential applications in
showing the primitivity of the homology classes of Lagrangian homology spheres in
Mp,q,r when K  C. In fact, Corollaries 1.2.1 and 1.2.2 boil the question of classifying
Lagrangian homology spheres in Mp,q,r down to that of classifying C-equivariant A8-
modules over a quiver algebra Bp,q,r, see Section 3.3. Meanwhile, the dg category of
perfect A8-modules over Bp,q,r admits a bigraded refinement, which comes essentially
from the bigrading on Bp,q,r specified in the proof of the above Proposition. One can
then imitate the argument of r98s.
Proposition 2.5.2. Assume in addition that HpGpQ,wqq is finite dimensional in
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each fixed degree, we have quasi-isomorphisms
BpQ,wq!  GpQ,wq,GpQ,wq!  BpQ,wq (2.36)
as Z-graded A8-algebras.
Proof. According to Section 2.3 of r115s, in general we have
BpQ,wq!  pGpQ,wq, (2.37)
where pGpQ,wq is the completed Ginzburg algebra associated to the quiver with po-
tential pQ,wq, namely the Ginzburg dg algebra GpQ,wq completed with respect to
the path length in K rQ, with rQ being the “double” of Q obtained by adding to Q the
reversed arrows a for each a P Q1 and the loops zv for each v P Q0.
To conclude the proof, we need to show that with our assumptions, pGpQ,wq
is quasi-isomorphic to the uncompleted Ginzburg algebra GpQ,wq. This can be
seen by considering the filtration F HpGpQ,wqq on cohomology induced by the
path length filtration on GpQ,wq. By our standing assumption that the potential
w consists only of cubic terms, we see that the differentials of the generators in
GpQ,wq consist of homogeneous terms with respect to the path length filtration,
thus the filtration F  on HpGpQ,wqq is Hausdorff, which means that the completion
map GpQ,wq Ñ pGpQ,wq is cohomologically injective. On the other hand, since
HpGpQ,wqq is finite dimensional in each degree, we conclude that the filtration
F  on HpGpQ,wqq is complete, therefore GpQ,wq Ñ pGpQ,wq is cohomologically
surjective. See Section 5.4 of r114s.
2.6 Complexes with S1-actions
The remaining two sections of this chapter are a little bit distant from the previous
five sections, and they are included here to serve as preliminary materials for Chapters
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7 to 9. This section defines the notion of an S1-complex, and the exposition here
follows closely Section 2 of r43s. Let CpS1q be the dg algebra of chains on S1, there
is a quasi-equivalence of dg algebras CpS1q  Krts{pt2q, |t|  1. The following
definition is introduced in r19s and r43s.
Definition 2.6.1 (r43s, Definitions 1 and 2). An S1-complex, or a chain complex
with an A8 S1-action, is a strictly unital A8-module P over CpS1q. Equivalently,
it is a graded K-vector space equipped with operations δPj : P Ñ Pr1  2js, with





kj  0 (2.38)
holds. If the A8-module P is a dg module, then it is called a strict S1-complex.
We will abbreviate δPj to δj as long as there is no confusion.
S1-complexes form a dg category CpS1qumod , whose morphisms we will now
recall. Let A : CpS1q be the quadratic algebra with a degree 1 generator,
denote by ε : AÑ K the trivial augmentation, and by A : kerpεq the augmentation
ideal. Let P and Q be strictly unital A8-modules over A. A unital pre-morphism of
degree d from P to Q is a collection of maps
F d|1 : Abd b PÑ Qrk  ds (2.39)





F d : F d|1pt,    , t, q : PÑ Qrk  2ds. (2.40)
The space of pre-morphisms in each degree form the graded vector space of mor-
phisms between the objects P and Q in the dg category Aumod , which will be de-
noted by RHomS1pP,Qq. Since Aumod is a dg category, there is a differential B on
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An S1-complex homomorphism is a pre-morphism which is closed under B. A homo-
morphism F : P Ñ Q between S1-complexes is a quasi-isomorphism if the induced
map rF 0s : HpPq Ñ H degpF qpQq on cohomologies is an isomorphism.
Let P and Q be S1-complexes, one can define their (derived) tensor product,
which is another S1-complex Q bLS1 P. To do this, note that we can view Q as a
right A8-module over A since A is commutative. The chain complex Q bLS1 P has
underlying vector space à
d¥0
Qb Ar1sbd b P, (2.42)
and the differential acts as





p1q|m|δQi pqq b tb    b tloooomoooon
di









: P0 Ñ P1 is
a pre-morphism of S1-complexes, then there are induced maps
F# : QbLS1 P0 Ñ QbLS1 P1,#F : P0 bLS1 QÑ P1 bLS1 Q (2.44)
given by














p1qdegpF q|q|F jppq b tb    b tloooomoooon
dj
bq, (2.46)
which are chain maps if F is closed.
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Proposition 2.6.1 (r43s, Proposition 1). Let F : P Ñ P1 be a quasi-isomorphism
of S1-complexes, then we have induced quasi-isomorphisms between hom spaces and
tensor products, i.e. we have quasi-isomorphisms
F : RHomS1pP1,Qq  RHomS1pP,Qq, F : RHomS1pQ,Pq  RHomS1pQ,P1q,
(2.47)
#F : QbLS1 P  QbLS1 P1, F# : PbLS1 Q  P1 bLS1 Q. (2.48)
Let P and Q be two S1-complexes, and f : P Ñ Q a chain map. We say that




from P to Q an S1-equivariant enhancement of f if
rF 0s  rf s. In particular, F has degree degpfq.
Finally, we notice that if P and Q are S1-complexes, then their (linear) tensor
product Pb Q can also be equipped with an S1-complex structure with
δPbQk ppb qq : p1q|q|δPk ppq b q   pb δQk pqq. (2.49)
We call this S1-action on Pb Q the diagonal S1-action.
Definition 2.6.2 (r43s, Definitions 3 and 4). The homotopy orbit complex of P is
the derived tensor product
PhS1 : KbLS1 P. (2.50)
The homotopy fixed point complex of P is the chain complex of morphisms
PhS
1 : RHomS1pK,Pq. (2.51)
The Tate complex of P is defined as the localization of PhS1 at u
PTate : PhS1 bKrus Kru, u1s, (2.52)
where u is a formal variable with |u|  2.
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Let F : PÑ Q be a homomorphism of S1-complexes, it induces chain maps
F hS
1 : PhS1 Ñ QhS1 , FhS1 : PhS1 Ñ QhS1 , FTate : PTate Ñ QTate. (2.53)
When F is a quasi-isomorphism (of S1-complexes), F hS1 , FhS1 and FTate are quasi-
isomorphisms (of chain complexes).
Proposition 2.6.2 (r43s, Proposition 2). If F : PÑ Q is a homomorphism between
S1-complexes, then the various induced maps in (2.53) intertwine all of the long exact
sequences for equivariant homology groups of P with those for Q.
For instance, we have the Gysin exact triangle
PhS1 Ñ PhS1r2s Ñ P
r1s
ÝÑ (2.54)
Taking P  CH pAq to be the Hochschild chain complex of some strictly unital
A8-algebra A recovers Connes’ long exact sequence (1.34). If F : P Ñ Q is an






The structure of an S1-complex pP, tδjuj¥0q admits an alternative description by
implementing the u-linear model. Let u be a formal variable of degree 2, consider
the u-adically completed tensor product
Prruss : PpbKKrruss (2.56)
in the category of graded vector spaces. An S1-complex can be equivalently formu-
lated as a graded K-vector space P equipped with a map δeq : P Ñ Prruss of total
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which satisfies δ2eq  0. The map δeq is called an equivariant differential, note that it
extends u-linearly to a map Prruss Ñ Prruss, which we will still denote by δeq.
The (positive) S1-equivariant homology, negative S1-equivariant homology and pe-
riodic S1-equivariant homology are defined respectively as homologies of the following
complexes:
PhS1 : pPppuqq{uPrruss, δeqq , (2.58)
PhS
1 : pPrruss, δeqq , (2.59)
PTate : pPppuqq, δeqq . (2.60)
2.7 Non-unital Hochschild chain complex
Our exposition here follows Section 3.1 of r43s closely. Let A be an A8-algebra over
the semisimple ring k :
Àr
i1 Kei. For the usual Hochschild chain complex CH pAq
to be a strict S1-complex in the sense of Definition 2.6.1, one needs to assume that
A is strictly unital. However, in the geometric context, the Fukaya category is in
general only cohomologically unital, we therefore need a replacement of the usual
Hochschild chain complex, so that it possess the structure of a strict S1-complex and
is quasi-isomorphic to the usual Hochschild complex CH pAq. This construction,
known as the non-unital Hochschild chain complex, will be recalled below.
Let A be a cohomologically unital A8-algebra over k. As a graded vector space,
the non-unital Hochschild chain complex consists of two copies of the ordinary
Hochschild chain complex, with the grading of the second copy shifted down by
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1, i.e.
CH nu pAq : CH pAq ` CH pAqr1s. (2.61)
With respect to the decomposition (2.61), elements in the complex CH nu pAq can
be written as α̌   β̂, where α̌ P CH pAq and β̂ P CH pAqr1s. As a convention, we
will refer to the left factor in CH nu pAq as the check factor and the right factor in
CH nu pAq as the hat factor.






where b is the usual Hochschild differential on the check factor CH pAq, b1 is the bar
differential on the hat factor defined by
b1pβ̂q 
¸





1 µjApxd b    b xdj 1q b xdj b    b x1
(2.63)





2 1x1 b xd b    b x2   p1qz
d1
1 xd b    b x1. (2.64)





is used to abbreviate the signs, where ||xk|| : |xk|  1 is the reduced grading.
Remark 2.7.1. The idea of non-unital Hochschild complex also appears in the geo-
metric context, for example, in the Legendrian surgery description of the symplectic
cohomology r16s.
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It follows from Lemma 3 of r43s that the natural inclusion CH pAq ãÑ CH nu pAq
is a quasi-isomorphism. Associated to CH nu pAq there is a corresponding non-unital
version of the (chain level representative of) Connes’ operator Bnu : CH nu pAq Ñ
CH nu pAqr1s, which is defined explicitly by
Bnupxk b    b x1, yl b    b y1q :¸
i
p1qzi1zki 1 ||xk|| zk1 1p0, xi b    b x1 b xk b    b xi 1q.
(2.66)
Note that we can write Bnu  snuN , where
snupxk b    b x1, yl b    b y1q : p1qz
k
1 ||xk|| 1p0, xk b    b x1q, (2.67)
and
Npxk b    b x1q : p1  λ       λk1qpxk b    b x1q (2.68)
is the norm of the cyclic permutation operator
λpxk b    b x1q : p1q||x1||z
k
2 ||x1|| ||xk||x1 b xk b    b x2. (2.69)
One can verify that pBnuq2  0 and bnuBnu  Bnubnu  0, which shows that
Lemma 2.7.1 (r43s, Lemma 4). CH nu pAq is a strict S1-complex.
When A is strictly unital, there is an S1-equivariant enhancement of the natu-
ral inclusion CH pAq ãÑ CH nu pAq, which is a quasi-isomorphism of S1-complexes.
Again, one can package everything in the u-linear model, and define the equivariant
differential on CH nu pAq as
beq : bnu   uBnu. (2.70)
The positive, negative and periodic cyclic homologies of a cohomoloically unital A8-
algebra A are then defined respectively as the homologies of the following complexes:




CH nu pAqpbKKrruss, beq , (2.72)
CC per :
 




By assuming the validity of Theorem 1.2.1, we study the symplectic topology of
the Liouville 6-manifolds Mp,q,r and prove Corollaries 1.2.1, 1.2.2 and 1.2.3. In this
chapter, K will be an arbitrary field.
3.1 Suspension of a Lefschetz fibration
We start by recalling Seidel’s work on suspending Lefschetz fibrations r92s. Let E
be a 2n-dimensional Liouville manifold and let π : E Ñ C be an exact symplectic
Lefschetz fibration with smooth fiber M , which is also a Lioiuville manifold. Assume
that c1pMq  0. The suspension
πσ : Eσ : E  CÑ C (3.1)
of the Lefschetz fibration π is defined as πσpx, yq  πpxq y2, where x P E and y P C.
Note in particular that πσ is still a Lefschetz fibration. Denote by Mσ a smooth fiber
of πσ, which is again a 2n-dimensional Liouville manifold with c1pMσq  0, so we have
two well-defined Z-graded A8-categories: the Fukaya category FpMq of the smooth
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fiber of π, and the Fukaya category FpMσq of the smooth fiber of πσ. We describe
here the algebraic construction of Seidel r92s, which, when applied to geometry,
describes a full A8-subcategory VpMσq  FpMσq in terms of the A8-category Apπq
associated to the Lefschetz fibration π.
Let B be a Z-graded, strictly unital, proper A8-category, defined over any field
K, fix a set tS1, . . . , Sku of non-trivial objects of B, which means that homBpSi, Siq
is never acyclic for 1 ¤ i ¤ k. Let A  B be the directed A8-subcategory with the
same objects as B but whose morphism spaces are set to be
homApSi, Sjq 
$'''&'''%
homBpSi, Sjq i   j
K  eSi i  j
0 i ¡ j
(3.2)
The A8-structure on A is defined to be the restriction of that of B.
Let C `2pBq be another A8-category with objects




1 , . . . , S
 
k q, (3.3)
where S i is a copy of Si, while Si is a shifted copy Sir1s. As the simplest instance
of A8-Morita equivalence, C `2pBq is quasi-isomorphic to B. Let C  C `2pBq be the








Finally, we introduce a third A8-category Bσ with objects pSσ1 , . . . , Sσk q. This is
the full A8-subcategory of Ctw consisting of the twisted complexes
Sσi  ConepSi r1s
eSiÝÝÑ S i q 





Under the assumption that each Si is simple, i.e.
H0phomBpSi, Siqq  KreSis (3.6)
for i  1, . . . , k, the directed A8-category A, together with the quasi-isomorphism
class of the A-bimodule B determine the A8-category Bσ up to quasi-isomorphism.
The A8-category Bσ is called the algebraic suspension of B. Let Aσ  Bσ be its
associated directed A8-subcategory, it is easy to see that Aσ is quasi-isomorphic to
A. The main result of r92s is a description of the algebraic suspension Bσ in terms
of the pairing pA,Bq.
Lemma 3.1.1 (r92s, Lemma 4.2). Assume that (3.6) holds, and as an A-bimodule, B
is quasi-isomorphic to A`pB{Aqr1s, then the A8-category Bσ is quasi-isomorphic
to the trivial extension constructed from A and the A-bimodule pB{Aqr1s.
Geometrically, the construction above can be applied to the pairing
pA,Bq  pApπq,VpMqq, (3.7)
where VpMq  FpMq is the full A8-subcategory which consists of vanishing cycles
V1, . . . , Vk M, where M M is the fiber of π over some chosen base point  P C.
Starting from a distinguished basis of vanishing cycles V1, . . . , Vk, the Lagrangian
spheres V σ1 , . . . , V σk  Mσ can be described as double branched covers of the cor-
responding basis of Lefschetz thimbles ∆1, . . . ,∆k whose vanishing paths share the
common end point . In particular, B∆i  Vi. Denote by VpMσq  FpMσq the
full A8-subcategory formed by V σ1 , . . . , V σk , the algebraic constructions above can be
translated into geometry via the following:
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Proposition 3.1.1 (r92s, Lemma 6.3). Let K be a field with charpKq  2. There is
a quasi-isomorphism between A8-categories over K:
VpMσq  VpMqσ. (3.8)
The weak Calabi-Yau property of the A8-category VpMq implies the existence of
a quasi-isomorphism
VpMq{Apπq  Apπq_rn  1s (3.9)
between Apπq-bimodules. Note that this is strictly weaker than the assumption in
Lemma 3.1.1, which requires the existence of a quasi-isomorphism
VpMq  Apπq `Apπq_rn  1s (3.10)
between Apπq-bimodules. Because of this, in general it is not true that the A8-
category VpMσq is quasi-equivalent to the trivial extension Apπq `Apπq_rns.
Remark 3.1.1. In a recent paper r72s, Lekili and Ueda prove that the Fukaya A8-
algebras of certain distinguished bases of vanishing cycles in the Milnor fibers of
weighted homogeneous singularities with a conditions on the weights are non-formal.
In particular, the Milnor fibers of the surface singularities of the form








provide explicit examples of Liouville manifolds M which satisfy (3.9) but not (3.10).
In the other direction, it is proved by Seidel in r92s that the condition (3.10)
is satisfied for fibers Mσ obtained by once suspensions, namely there is a quasi-
isomorphism
VpMσq  Apπq `Apπq_rns (3.12)
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as Apπq-bimodules. Denote by VpMσσq theA8-category of vanishing cycles V σσ1 , . . . , V σσk 
Mσσ of the double suspension πσσ : E C2 Ñ C. As a corollary of Lemma 3.1.1, we
have the following:
Corollary 3.1.1 (r92s, Corollary 6.5). VpMσσq is quasi-equivalent to the trivial ex-
tension Apπq ` Apπq_rn  1s. In particular, its endomorphism algebra VMσσ is
formal as an A8-algebra over k if the directed A8-algebra Aπ is formal.
3.2 Generalized Eilenberg-Moore equivalence
For our purposes we need to recall a generalized version of the quasi-equivalence (1.4)
established by Ekholm-Lekili [36].
Fix a finite set Γ. Let MΛ be a 2n-dimensional Weinstein domain, with its
Liouville form denoted by θM . For each v P Γ, let Lv  MΛ be an oriented, con-
nected, Spin Lagrangian submanifold with vanishing Maslov class. Its boundary
BLv  BMΛ defines a Legendrian submanifold Λv with respect to the contact struc-
ture on BMΛ defined by the restriction of θM . Moreover, we assume that different
Lv’s intersect with each other transversely, and the intersections happen only in the
interior of MΛ. In particular, the Legendrian submanifolds Λv’s are disjoint from
each other in BMΛ, together they form a link Λ :

vPΓ Λv. Attaching n-handles
to MΛ along the Legendrian link Λ gives rise to a new Weinstein domain M . Note
that M contains a set of closed Lagrangian submanifolds tLvuvPΓ, which are unions







to be the Fukaya A8-algebra of these Lagrangian submanifolds, which is well-defined
and Z-graded with our assumptions on the Lv’s. This is an A8-algebra over k. For
simplicity, we shall assume that VM is strictly unital. If it is not, there is always a
standard algebraic procedure which replaces it with a quasi-isomorphic A8-algebra
which is strictly unital (Lemma 2.1 of r89s). On the other hand, the Legendrian
link Λ  BMΛ also has an associated dg algebra, the Chekanov-Eliashberg algebra
CEpΛq, which carries the structure of a dg algebra over k, see Section 6.3 for its
detailed definition in the special case when MΛ is the standard symplectic disc D6.






where R is the set of Reeb chords. The differential is defined by counting J-
holomorphic discs with boundary punctures in the symplectization RBMΛ, whose
boundary components lie in the Lagrangian submanifold R  Λ, and whose punc-
tures are asymptotic to the Reeb chords in R. Since the union of the Lagrangian
submanifolds

vPΓ Lv  MΛ gives a filling of the Legendrian link Λ, there is an
induced augmentation
εL : CEpΛq Ñ k, (3.15)
which equips CEpΛq with the structure of an augmented dg algebra over k. We
have the following generalization of the Eilenberg-Moore equivalence (1.4):
Theorem 3.2.1 (r36s, Theorem 4). We have the following quasi-isomorphism
RHomCEpΛqpk,kq  VM , (3.16)
where the left-hand side is computed with respect to the augmentation εL.
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3.3 Quiver algebras as Fukaya categories
In this section, we prove Corollary 1.2.1. As a by-product, it enables us to identify
a full subcategory of the derived Fukaya category DperfFpMp,q,rq with the derived
category of perfect modules over an A8-algebra associated to quiver with potential
introduced in Section 2.1. Similar but more sophisticated results have been obtained







¤ 1, the Weinstein manifold Mp,q,r is the Milnor fiber associated
to the corresponding isolated singularity tp,q,r   w2  0. However, in this thesis we






¡ 1 and p, q, r ¥ 2, where Mp,q,r is
no longer a Milnor fiber, but a generalized Milnor fiber in the sense of r60s. More
precisely, this means that the polynomial tp,q,r   w2 on C4 has a finite number of
isolated critical points, instead of a unique isolated critical point at the origin. By
taking the intersection of a smooth fiber of tp,q,r   w2 : C4 Ñ C with a large ball
B8  C4, we still get a well-defined Weinstein domain whose completion is Weinstein
deformation equivalent to Mp,q,r. Our considerations here will work for both of these
cases.
In order to understand a full A8-subcategory of the compact Fukaya categoty
FpMp,q,rq, we shall use the results assembled in the last two sections. Consider the
Lefschetz fibration t̃p,q,r : C3 Ñ C defined as a Morsification of tp,q,rpx, y, zq, see
(1.20). Note that in our case, the smooth fiber of t̃p,q,r is symplectomorphic to
the Milnor fiber Tp,q,r  C3 associated to the singularity tp,q,rpx, y, zq  0. The
suspension of t̃p,q,r is the Lefschetz fibration on C4 defined by
f̃p,q,rpx, y, z, wq : t̃p,q,rpx, y, zq   w2. (3.17)
Its smooth fiber is symplecomorphic to the Milnor fiberMp,q,r  C4, whose symplectic
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topology is the main interest of this section.
Consider the full A8-subcategory VpMp,q,rq  FpMp,q,rq whose objects are van-
ishing cycles V1, . . . , Vp q r1 in the Milnor fiber Mp,q,r. Since Mp,q,r is a fiber of the
suspension t̃σp,q,r : C4 Ñ C, the vanishing cycles in Mp,q,r can be interpreted as double
covers of the Lefschetz thimbles of t̃p,q,r branched along the vanishing cycles in the
Milnor fiber Tp,q,r. Thus our notation for VpMp,q,rq is compatible with our previous
convention, even when the manifold of interest is not necessarily a Milnor fiber. As
a consequence, the A8-category VpMp,q,rq is a deformation of the trivial extension
Apt̃p,q,rq `Apt̃p,q,rq
_r3s. (3.18)
To show that this deformation is trivial, we use Theorem 1.5.1 and the generalized
Eilenberg-Moore equivalence (3.16) recalled in the last section. Take the Weinstein
domain MΛ in Section 3.2 to be the standard symplectic ball D6, and let Λ  Λp,q,r
be the link of Legendrian 2-spheres obtained in Proposition 4.3.1. It follows that
M Mp,q,r and VM  Vp,q,r. By Theorem 3.2.1, there is a quasi-isomorphism
RHomCEpΛp,q,rqpk,kq  Vp,q,r. (3.19)
On the other hand, our computation of the Chekanov-Eliashberg algebra in Theorem
1.5.1 gives the quasi-isomorphism
CEpΛp,q,rq  Π3pAp,q,rq. (3.20)
In order to compute the Koszul dual of the 3-Calabi-Yau completion Π3pAp,q,rq on
the right-hand side above, it is more convenient to have an explicit model for it. the
following Lemma enables us to identify Π3pAp,q,rq with a Ginzburg algebra associated
to some quiver with potential pQp,q,r, wp,q,rq.
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Lemma 3.3.1. The directed A8-algebra Ap,q,r is quasi-isomorphic to a quiver algebra
with global dimension no more than 2.
Proof. It is proved by Keating in r60s that Ap,q,r is quasi-isomorphic to the endo-
morphism algebra of a tilting object for the hereditary category CohpP1p,q,rq, where
CohpP1p,q,rq is the abelian category of coherent sheaves on the weighted projective
line P1p,q,r. More precisely, it follows from the computation in r60s that Ap,q,r can
be identified with the graded associative algebra KÝÑQp,q,r{
ÝÑ
I p,q,r associated to the
following directed quiver
P1 P2      Pp1
A B Q1 Q2      Qq1






b2 y1 y2 yq2
z1 z2 zr2
(3.21)
with relations in ÝÑI p,q,r given by
b2  a1  0, b1  a2  0, b3  pa1  a2q  0. (3.22)
It then follows that KÝÑQp,q,r{
ÝÑ
I p,q,r is a quasi-tilted algebra of canonical type, see r73s.
Quasi-tilted algebras are studied in r55s, and they are characterized by having global
dimension at most 2 and each indecomposable module having projective dimension
at most 1 or injective dimension at most 1.
By the above lemma, the conditions imposed on the quiver algebra A in Section
2.4 is satisfied for KÝÑQp,q,r{
ÝÑ
I p,q,r. Since by its construction recalled in Section 2.4, the
Calabi-Yau completion Π3pAp,q,rq is unchanged up to quasi-isomorphism by replacing




I p,q,r, which is quadratic by (3.22), using
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Proposition 2.4.1 we can identify the 3-Calabi-Yau completion of Ap,q,r with the
Ginzburg algebra Gp,q,r : GpQp,q,r, wp,q,rq defined by the following quiver Qp,q,r
P1 P2      Pp1
A B Q1 Q2      Qq1
















wp,q,r  a1b2c2   a2b1c1   a1b3c3  a2b3c3. (3.24)
By Proposition 2.5.1,
RHomGp,q,rpk,kq  Bp,q,r, (3.25)
where Bp,q,r : BpQp,q,r, wp,q,rq is the compact 3-Calabi-Yau algebra associated to
the same quiver with potential pQp,q,r, wp,q,rq.
Lemma 3.3.2. There is a quasi-isomorphism
Vp,q,r  Bp,q,r (3.26)
between A8-algebras over k.
Proof. By our discussions in Section 2.5, one can use a quasi-isomorphic replacement
of the Chekanov-Eliashberg dg algebra CEpΛp,q,rq when computing its Koszul dual.
In order to make use of (3.25) to compute the left hand side of (3.19), besides the
quasi-isomorphism (3.20), we need to show that the augmentation εV : CEpΛp,q,rq Ñ
k induced by the Lagrangian fillings V 1, . . . , V p q r1 of the Legendrian link Λp,q,r
by (half of the) vanishing cycles corresponds, under (3.20), to the trivial projection
ε : Gp,q,r Ñ k, which is the augmentation that we used on the left hand side of (3.25)
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to compute the Koszul dual of Gp,q,r. To see this, we need to refer to the explicit
quasi-isomorphism (6.170) between the cellular dg algebra CpΛ2,2,2q and the Ginzburg
algebra G2,2,2, which shows that the degree zero generators a1, a2, b1, b2, b3, c1, c2, c3
of the Ginzburg dg algebra G2,2,2 correspond geometrically to Reeb chords between
different components of Λ2,2,2 under the quasi-isomorphism (3.20). By definition, the
image of these Reeb chords under εV are zero, which shows that pCEpΛ2,2,2q, εV q
and pG2,2,2, εq are quasi-isomorphic as augmented dg algebras. The general case can
be argued in a completely identical way, as the newly created degree 0 generators
in CEpΛp,q,rq after attaching unknoted Legendrian spheres to Λ2,2,2 are also Reeb
chords between different components of Λp,q,r.
Since Bp,q,r is by construction the cyclic completion Ap,q,r`A_p,q,rr3s, we conclude
that there is a quasi-isomorphism
Vp,q,r  Ap,q,r `A
_
p,q,rr3s, (3.27)
which implies the formality of the A8-algebra Vp,q,r, by Proposition 2.3.1.
3.4 Split-generation
This section proves Corollary 1.2.2. Here we use the abbreviated notations G and B
to denote the Ginzburg dg algebra and the Kontsevich-Soibelman’s cyclic A8-algebra
associated to the same quiver with potential pQ,wq. By Proposition 2.5.1, when w
is cubic, B  EpGq is the (bigraded) Koszul dual of G.
Recall that all the A8-modules over G form a dg category Gmod . There is a Koszul
duality functor
K : Gmod Ñ Bmod (3.28)
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defined by RHomGpk, q. This is first introduced by Beilinson-Ginzburg-Soergel in
r13s for Koszul algebras, its generalization in the context of A8-Koszul duality is
straightforward.
Denote by DproppGq the derived category of proper G-modules, namely those G-
modules whose cohomologies are finite dimensional; and by Dperf pBq the derived
category of perfect B-modules, which is obtained by taking the split-closure of the
homotopy category of the A8-category of twisted complexes over B, i.e. H0pTwpBqq.
Proposition 3.4.1 (r11, 66s). Assume that HpGq is finite-dimensional in each fixed
degree. The restriction of the Koszul duality functor K induces an equivalence
DK : DproppGq Ñ Dperf pBq. (3.29)
Remark 3.4.1. Without the assumption that HpGq is finite-dimensional in each
degree, we have instead an equivalence
DpropppGq  Dperf pBq, (3.30)
where pG is the completed Ginzburg algebra. As we have seen in the proof of Propo-
sition 2.5.1, when HpGq is locally finite with respect to the total grading, there is a
quasi-isomorphism G  pG.
The bigraded version of the Koszul duality functor K induces an equivalence be-
tween DproppGq and Dperf pBq whenever G is Adams connected as a bigraded A8-
algebra, see Theorem B of r77s. Although the Adams connectedness condition is
satisfied for any Ginzburg algebra G defined by a quiver Q with cubic potential w,
this version of derived equivalence cannot be used to prove the split-generation of the
compact Fukaya category FpMp,q,rq by vanishing cycles. This is because the derived
category of bigraded A8-modules over the bigraded A8-algebra G or B is in general
unrelated to the corresponding singly graded version.
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Another ingredient which is relevant for the proof of Corollary 1.2.2 is the split-
generation of the wrapped Fukaya category by Lagrangian cocores, which should fol-
low by combing the work of Bourgeois-Ekholm-Eliashberg r16s on Legendrian surgery
with Abouzaid’s geometric generation criterion r2s. For convenience, we state the
following generation result, which appears in the recent work r23s. A more general
statement, which takes into account also Weinstein domains with stops, is proved in
r47s.
Theorem 3.4.1 (r23, 47s). Let M be a Weinstein manifold, which can be realized
as the result of Weinstein handle attachment to D2n. Denote by L1, . . . , Lk the La-
grangian cocore discs in the n-handles, the wrapped Fukaya category WpMq over any
field K is generated by L1, . . . , Lk.
We are now prepared to prove Corollary 1.2.2 by combining the facts stated above.
In our specific setting, the Milnor fiber Mp,q,r can be constructed by attaching pp q 
r1q 3-handles along Λp,q,r to the standard symplectic ball D6, see Figure 4.5. Recall
that Wp,q,r is the endomorphism algebra of the Lagrangian cocores L1,    , Lp q r1
in Mp,q,r.
Since we have proved the quasi-isomorphism Vp,q,r  Bp,q,r in Section 3.3, and
it follows from (1.22) and Theorem 1.2.1 that Wp,q,r  Gp,q,r. By Proposition 2.5.1,
there is Koszul duality between the A8-algebras Vp,q,r and Wp,q,r, namely
EpVp,q,rq Wp,q,r, EpWp,q,rq  Vp,q,r, (3.31)
where Vp,q,r and Wp,q,r above are equipped with bigradings which coincide with the
ones on the quiver algebras Bp,q,r and Gp,q,r described in the proof of Proposition
2.5.1. However, for geometric applications, we have to get rid of the double gradings
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and obtain a version of Koszul duality between Vp,q,r and Wp,q,r as Z-graded A8-
algebras. This is possible by Proposition 2.5.2 and the following lemma.
Lemma 3.4.1. Let p ¥ 2, q ¥ 2, r ¥ 2. HpGp,q,rq is finite-dimensional in each fixed
degree.
Proof. From (3.23), we see that the only cycles of arrows in the quiver Qp,q,r are of
the form aibjcj, where i  1, 2 and j  1, 2, 3. To show that they vanish in the coho-
mology algebra HpGp,q,rq, we need to take into account the relations coming from
the differentials of the potential wp,q,r. From Bwp,q,r{Bc1 and Bwp,q,r{Bc2, we see that
a1b2  a2b1  0 in HpGp,q,rq, so the only possible non-zero cycles in the cohomology
algebra are a1b1c1, a1b3c3, a2b2c2 and a2b3c3. From Bwp,q,r{Ba1 and Bwp,q,r{Ba2, one
gets the relations
b2c2   b3c3  0, b1c1  b3c3  0 (3.32)
in HpGp,q,rq, so we are reduced to show that a1b1c1  a2b2c2  0. From Bwp,q,r{Bc3,
we get a1b3  a2b3, so it suffices to prove that a1b1c1  0. But from (3.32) we get
a1b1c1  a1b3c3  a1b2c2  0. (3.33)




By Lemma 3.25 of r89s and Lemma 3.3.2, there is a derived equivalenceDperf pBp,q,rq 
Dperf pVp,q,rq. Similarly, Theorem 1.5.1 implies that Dperf pGp,q,rq  Dperf pWp,q,rq.
Since both of Gp,q,r and Wp,q,r are homologically smooth A8-algebras, by restricting




see Lecture 7 of r90s. We have thus interpreted the derived equivalence in Proposition




By Theorem 3.4.1, we have an identification
Dperf pWpMp,q,rqq  D
perf pWp,q,rq. (3.37)
It is proved by Ganatra in r44s that the wrapped Fukaya category of any Weinstein
manifold is a homologically smooth A8-category (in its general form, this fact de-




Using this equivalence, (3.36) can be interpreted equivalently as an equivalence
DK : DproppWpMp,q,rqq ÝÑ Dperf pVpMp,q,rqq. (3.39)
On the other hand, since each object of FpMp,q,rq can be regarded as a proper A8-
module over Wp,q,r under the Yoneda functor
Y : WpMp,q,rq ÑWmodp,q,r, (3.40)
we get a fully faithful embedding
DJ : Dperf pFpMp,q,rqq ãÑ DproppWpMp,q,rqq. (3.41)
Combining with the Koszul duality equivalence DK, we obtain a fully faithful em-
bedding
DK DJ : Dperf pFpMp,q,rqq ãÑ Dperf pVpMp,q,rqq, (3.42)
which proves the split-generation of FpMp,q,rq by vanishing cycles.
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Remark 3.4.2. As a by-product of the above argument, we get the equivalence
DproppWpMp,q,rqq  D
perf pFpMp,q,rqq, (3.43)
which is expected to be true for a general Weinstein manifold M , namely when FpMq
and WpMq are not necessarily related by A8-Koszul duality. However, the fully
faithfulness of the functor DK above relies on the fact that
RHomVp,q,rpk,kq Wp,q,r (3.44)
as Z-graded A8-algebras. Because of this, in general the generation of the wrapped
Fukaya category WpMq by cocores does not lead to a split-generation result of the
compact Fukaya category FpMq.
3.5 Quasi-dilation
In this section, A will be a special kind of a directed A8-algebra over some semisimple
ring k :
À
1¤i¤rKei. To be precise, we make use of the following notion introduced
in r24s.
Definition 3.5.1 (r24s, Definition 5.10). A one-way algebra A is a finite dimensional
algebra over k with a complete set te1,    , eru of orthogonal idempotents such that
• for i  j, if eiAej  0, then ejAei  0;
• for any idempotent ei, we have dimKpeiAeiq  1;
• r ¡ 1 and A is indecomposable.
Note that many of the known examples (say those studied in r61s) of the directed
Fukaya categories Apπq associated to Lefschetz fibrations π can actually be identified
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with one-way algebras. In particular, the directed A8-algebras Ap,q,r encountered in
Section 3.3 are one-way algebras.
From now on, assume that A is an one-way algebra. Denote by B  A`A_rns
the cyclic completion of A. In particular, B is a proper n-Calabi-Yau algebra. Since
A is formal, so is B by Proposition 2.3.1. Since we are actually working with Z-
graded associative algebras over k, we will mainly take the algebraic, rather than the
categorical point of view in this section. Recall that the Hochschild cochain complex
CH pB,Bq is defined to be
homkpTB,Bq, (3.45)
the space of k-linear maps from the reduced tensor algebra of B to B. Using the





where the right-hand side is the subspace of linear maps Bbr Ñ B of degree s. In
particular, the Hochschild complex of a graded algebra is bigraded, and the corre-
sponding Hochschild differential has bidegree p1, 0q.
Formality of the A8-algebra B implies that there is a distinguished Hochschild
cocycle
euB P CH 1pB,Bq (3.47)
defined by sending a homogeneous element b with |b|  i to i  b. The fact that
|b2b1|  |b1|   |b2| (3.48)
then implies that euB is a derivation, namely euB P HH 1pB,Bq. We call euB the
Euler vector field.
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As a trivial extension, B is easily seen to be a (Z-graded) symmetric algebra,
whose non-degenerate inner product
x, y : BbBÑ k (3.49)
is defined by





where bi  pai, a_i q with ai P A and a_i P A_rns for i  1, 2. In more abstract
terms, this inner product is induced from the proper Calabi-Yau structure on B.
It is proved by Tradler in r110s that there is an algebraically defined BV operator
∆cyc : HH pB,Bq Ñ HH 1pB,Bq (3.51)
on the Hochschild cohomology of any cyclic A8-algebra B, which has bidegree
p1, 0q. For our purposes here, we shall omit the full formulae, and concentrate
on its simplest piece on Hochschild cochains with pure degree p1, 0q:
x∆cycpcq, by  xcpbq, idBy, (3.52)
where b P B, c P CH 1pB,Br0sq and idB is the identity of B.
Our main result in this section the following:










Proof. Let a be a generator of A. Since A is trivially graded, |pa, 0q|  0 in B. It
follows from the definition of B that |p0, a_rnsq|  n in B. Since euB has pure


















By definition of the derivation 1
n
euB and the symmetric pairing x, y on a trivial
extension algebra, the right-hand side of (3.54) is equal to
a_rns  idA. (3.55)
For any trivial extension algebra B of A, it is easy to find that
ZpBq  ZpAq 
 AnnA_pCpAqq, (3.56)
where ZpAq and ZpBq denote the (ungraded) centres of A and B respectively, CpAq 
A is the subspace of commutators, and
AnnA_pV q : ta_ P A_|a_pV q  0u (3.57)
for any subspace V  A, see r14s.
The assumption that A is a one-way algebra implies easily that ZpAq  K. On














can be expressed as pλ  idA, α_rnsq, where λ P K and
α_ P AnnA_pCpAqq. Using this expression, the left-hand side of (3.54) becomes
pλa_rns   a  α_rnsq  idA, from which we get
λa_rns   a  α_rns  a_rns. (3.59)
Since we may choose a P CpAq in (3.59), by definition of α_ we deduce λ  1 in
the above. It follows that a  α_rns for all a P A, which forces α_rns  0. Thus
we have proved that ∆cycp 1neuBq  1 P HH
0pB,Bq.
Remark 3.5.1. A related result has been obtained by Schedler in r87s for preprojec-
tive algebras ΠQ associated to a non-Dynkin quiver Q. Since ΠQ is 2-Calabi-Yau,
the half-Euler vector field plays an important role there.
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Suppose a proper n-Calabi-Yau algebra B and a smooth n-Calabi-Yau algebra
G are Koszul dual as Z-graded A8-algebras. It is first proved in r28s for classical
Koszul Calabi-Yau algebras and later generalized to A8-algebras in r57s that there
is a BV algebra isomorphism
HH pB,Bq  HH pG,Gq. (3.60)
When B  A ` A_rns is the cyclic completion of a one-way algebra, Proposition












where ∆CY denotes the BV operator on HH pG,Gq defined by the Calabi-Yau struc-
ture on G.
Back to our concrete set up, it follows from Lemma 3.4.1 that the Koszul duality
between the Z-graded A8-algebras Bp,q,r and Gp,q,r implies the existence of a coho-
mology class 13eup,q,r P HH
1pGp,q,r,Gp,q,rq which is mapped to the identity by the BV
operator ∆CY , where ∆CY is defined using the smooth 3-Calabi-Yau structure on
the Ginzburg dg algebra Gp,q,r. On the other hand, although the quasi-isomorphism
Wp,q,r  Gp,q,r (3.62)
induces an isomorphism between Hochschild cohomologies
HH pWpMp,q,rq,WpMp,q,rqq  HH pGp,q,r,Gp,q,rq (3.63)
as Gerstenhaber algebras, it is not in general true that (3.63) preserves the underlying
BV structures, as the smooth Calabi-Yau structure on the wrapped Fukaya category
WpMp,q,rq constructed from symplectic geometry r43s may differ from the Calabi-
Yau structure on the Ginzburg dg algebra Gp,q,r. The variation of the Calabi-Yau
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structure changes the BV operator ∆CY on HH pGp,q,r,Gp,q,rq by the conjugate action
of an invertible element
h P HH 0pGp,q,r,Gp,q,rq. (3.64)
By the BV algebra isomorphism
SH pMp,q,rq  HH pWpMp,q,rq,WpMp,q,rqq (3.65)
proved by Ganatra r44s, we conclude the existence of a quasi-dilation p13eup,q,r, hq P
SH 1pMp,q,rq  SH 0pMp,q,rq.
Remark 3.5.2. Another way of proving that Mp,q,r admits a quasi-dilations over a
field K with charpKq  2 is to use the Lefschetz fibrations
πp,q,r : Mp,q,r Ñ C (3.66)
described in Section 4.1. Since the smooth fiber of πp,q,r is symplectomorphic to the
4-dimensional D4 type Milnor fiber, one can apply Proposition 3.5.1 to the zig-zag
algebra BT with the tree T  D4 to see that the fiber of πp,q,r admits a quasi-dilation.
Together with Seidel-Solomon’s inductive argument based on Lefschetz fibration tech-
niques r103s, this implies that the total space Mp,q,r also admits a quasi-dilation.
However, this argument does not apply when K  Z{2, since in this case Koszul
duality does not hold for D4 Milnor fibers, see Theorem 14 of r40s for details.
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Chapter 4
From Lefschetz fibrations to
Legendrian fronts
We describe a Lefschetz fibration, whose construction is essentially due to Keating
r61s, on Mp,q,r. With Casals-Murphy recipe r22s, we are able to get the Legendrian
front presentation of this fibration, which, after simplifications, gives the Legendrian
attaching link Λp,q,r  S5 of the Weinstein manifold Mp,q,r.
4.1 A Lefschetz fibration on Mp,q,r
We start by recalling a Lefschetz fibration on the Milnor fibers Tp,q,r  C3 (defined
by p1.20q) constructed by Keating in r61s. The construction is divided into three
steps.
First, consider the Milnor fiber of two variables Fp,q  C2 defined by the polyno-
mial






Figure 4.1: The vanishing cycles of F3,4
Using A’Campo’s method, the vanishing cycles of Fp,q can be explicitly described by
a divide of R2 induced by a real deformation g̃p,q of the polynomial gp,q. After some
mutations, we get a basis of vanishing cycles labelled by
A,B, P1, . . . , Pp1, Q1, . . . , Qq1, R, (4.2)
see Figure 4.1.
The second step is to produce a Lefschetz fibration on Tp,q,r. In this case, the
Morsification of the polynomial
g̃p,qpx, yq   z
r (4.3)
has an associated a generalized Milnor fiber pTp,q,r, and T p,q,r embeds in it as a Li-
ouville sub-domain. There is a Lefschetz fibration π̂T : pTp,q,r Ñ C defined by a
Morsification of zr in (4.3). To get a Lefschetz fibration on Tp,q,r, one chooses care-
fully a 1-parameter family of polynomials mtpx, y, zq, such that m0  g̃p,q   z̃r, with
z̃r being a Morsification of zr, and the smooth affine surface defined by m1 is sym-
plectomorphic to Tp,q,r. During the deformation procedure, some of the critical values
of mt disappear and the remaining ones correspond to the vanishing paths for the
Lefschetz fibration on C3 defined by t̃p,q,r. Similarly, the corresponding matching
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paths of the Lefschetz fibration π̂T on pTp,q,r also disappear under the deformation
when tÑ 1, and the remaining ones are the matching paths for the desired Lefschetz
fibration on Tp,q,r. In this way, one gets the description of Tp,q,r as the total space
of a Lefschetz fibration πT : Tp,q,r Ñ C, whose smooth fiber is symplectomorphic to
Fp,q. See Sections 2.5 and 4.3 of r60s for details.
The third step is to apply a sequence of destabilizations to the Lefschetz fibration
πT . To be self-contained, we briefly recall here the construction of a stabilization in
dimension 4. Let π : M Ñ D2 be an exact symplectic Lefschetz fibration on a
4-dimensional Liouville domain M with smooth fibers F a Riemann surface with
boundary. Denote by V1, . . . , Vn  F the vanishing cycles of π. Given an embedded
arc γ  F with Bγ  BF such that γ is an exact Lagrangian submanifold in F relative
to its boundary Bγ, one can construct a new Lefschetz fibration πs : M Ñ D2, called
the stabilization of π, as follows:
• replace F with another Riemann surface with boundary F 1, which is F with
a 1-handle attached along the endpoints of γ, so that the exact Lagrangian
submanifold with boundary γ  F becomes a closed curve γ1  F 1;
• add a new critical point to the base D2 of the Lefschetz fibration π correspond-
ing to the new vanishing cycle γ1.
Applying the stabilization construction reversely to πT results in a Lefschetz fibration
πsT : Tp,q,r Ñ C, whose smooth fiber Fs is symplectomorphic to a thrice-punctured
torus, which can be regarded as a plumbing of four copies of T S1 according to
a D4-tree. Denote the zero sections of these cotangent bundles by P,Q,R and T






Figure 4.2: Lagrangian skeleton of the fiber of πsT
Finally, the Milnor fiber Mp,q,r is defined by adding a quadratic term w2 to the
defining equation of Tp,q,r, so obtaining a Lefschetz fibration on Mp,q,r from the
Lefschetz fibration πsT on Tp,q,r can be realized as the case r  2 of the situation
described in the second step above. In fact, this is much simpler as the additional
term w2 doesn’t require a Morsification 1, see Section 2.5 of r60s and also Section 6
of r92s. We denote the resulting Lefschetz fibration by
πp,q,r : Mp,q,r Ñ C. (4.4)
It is clear from its definition that a smooth fiber of πp,q,r is symplectomorphic to a
4-dimensional D4 Milnor fiber. By abuse of notations, the compact cores of these
D4-plumbings of T S2’s will still be denoted by P,Q,R and T .
After some mutations, the vanishing cycles of πp,q,r are given by




RpT q, τP τQτRpT q (4.5)
together with p copies of P , q copies of Q and r copies of R, where τV denotes the
Dehn twist along the vanishing cycle V .
1Alternatively, one can try to make the fibration πsT explicit as a polynomial on C3, then the
Lefschetz fibration πp,q,r is the restriction of πsT  w2 on C4. This has been carried out in Section
4.1 of r22s in the special case when p  q  1 and r  0.
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4.2 Casals-Murphy recipe
We recall how to obtain the Legendrian front description of a Weinstein manifold M
starting from a symplectic Lefschetz fibration on it. This is written down systemat-
ically by Casals-Murphy in r22s.
Let π : M Ñ C be a Lefschetz fibration with smooth fiber FT , which is a plumbing
of T Sn1’s according to some tree T . Given these data, Casals and Murphy suggest
in r22s the following procedure to obtain a Legendrian handle body decomposition
of M .
• Draw r pn  1q-handles which correspond to the zero sections L1, . . . , Lr of
T Sn1 in the plumbing FT .
• Find a Lefschetz fibration πF : FT Ñ C so that the Lagrangian spheres tLiu
appear as matching cycles of πF with matching paths γ1, . . . , γr  C.
• For any vanishing cycle Vj  FT of π, draw the embedded path βj  C under
the projection of πF .
• Express each matching path βj of Vj as a word in half-twists along the paths in
tγiu. The vanishing cycles tVju are thus expressed in terms of words in Dehn
twists along the Lagrangian spheres in tLiu of some Lk.
• Using handle slides, one is able to draw the front projections of their Legendrian
lifts tΛju in the contact boundary BpFT D2q.
• The above step produces a Legendrian link Λ 

j Λj  BpFT  D2q going
through the pn  1q-handles. We then push each component Λj of Λ in the
Reeb direction of BpFT D2q by height j.
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• Simplify the Legendrian front projection of Λ using Reidemeister moves and
handle cancellations.
Casals-Murphy recipe is extremely useful in obtaining Legendrian frontal descrip-
tions of Weinstein manifolds M with dimRpMq ¥ 6, since the existence of a Lefschetz
fibration on M is proved by Giroux-Pardon in r51s. In the special case when M is
obtained by stabilizing a 4-dimensional Milnor fiber T by adding quadratic terms to
its defining equation, the Legendrian surgery picture of M is realized locally as an
Sn2 spin of that of T .
Remark 4.2.1. By definition, there is an obvious Lefschetz fibration π : Mp,q,r Ñ C
given by projecting to the w coordinate plane, whose fiber is symplectomorphic to
Tp,q,r. However, Tp,q,r is not a plumbing of T S2’s. In fact, it is proved by Keating
in r60s that the compact Fukaya category FpTp,q,rq is not split-generated by vanishing
cycles over any field K with charpKq  2. This explains why we choose to apply
Casals-Murphy recipe to the destabilized Lefschetz fibration πp,q,r in Section 4.3 to
get the Legendrian front associated to Mp,q,r.
4.3 Legendrian surgery presentation of Mp,q,r
We now apply Casals-Murphy recipe to the Lefschetz fibration πp,q,r : Mp,q,r Ñ C







RpT q, V0  τP τQτRpT q, V1      Vp  P,
Vp 1      Vp q  Q, Vp q 1      Vp q r  R, Vp q r 1  T.
(4.6)
This enables us to draw the Legendrian frontal presentation of Mp,q,r based on the
data given by the Lefschetz fibration πp,q,r. The picture consists of four 2-handles
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labelled by P,Q,R and T and pp q r 3q 3-handles corresponding to the vanishing
cycles V1, . . . , Vp q r 1. The two non-trivial 3-handles corresponding to V1 and V0
are depicted in Figures 4.3 and 4.4, where the thick dots in the Figure represent
cone singularities. As Legendrian surfaces, they are denoted respectively by ΛA
and ΛB. All the other Legendrian attaching spheres ΛPi , ΛQj , ΛPk and ΛT are just
parallel strands which go through a single handle P,Q,R and T respectively. Their
interactions with the Legendrian attaching spheres ΛA and ΛB are illustrated in the
Figures 4.3 and 4.4, where each set of Legendrian spheres tΛPiu, tΛQju, tΛRku is
represented by a single Legendrian sphere ΛP , ΛQ and ΛR. Note that what we have
drawn in these two figures should be understood as Legendrian surfaces obtained by
a number local of S1-symmetric rotations of the arcs representing critical handles,





P P Q Q R R
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Figure 4.3: Front projection of the components ΛA, ΛP , ΛQ and ΛR
Proposition 4.3.1. The Weinstein 6-manifold Mp,q,r is obtained by attaching We-
instein 3-handles to D6 along the link of 2-dimensional Legendrian unknots
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T T
Figure 4.4: Front projection of the components ΛB, ΛP , ΛQ and ΛR
In particular, when p  q  r  2, Λ2,2,2 is Legendrian isotopic to a link of Leg-
endrian surfaces whose front projection is depicted in Figure 4.5. In general, one
can obtain the Legendrian front of Λp,q,r by replacing the component ΛP (resp. ΛQ
and ΛR) in Figure 4.5 by an Ap1 (resp. Aq1 and Ar1) chain of standard un-
knots which are parallel to each other. Moreover, ΛP1, ΛQ1 and ΛR1 are the only
Legendrian spheres in the sets tΛPiu, tΛQju and tΛRku whose fronts have non-trivial
intersections with the fronts of ΛA and ΛB.
Proof. We apply handle cancellation to the Legendrian surgery diagram associated
to the Lefschetz fibration πp,q,r : Mp,q,r Ñ C. The vanishing cycles
V1, Vp 1, Vp q 1, Vp q r 1 (4.8)
of πp,q,r are all p1q-Legendrian spheres in the vertical boundary BvMp,q,r which in-
tersect the belt spheres of the Weinstein 2-handles labelled by P,Q,R and T , where
by p1q-Legendrian spheres we mean the Legendrian spheres in the boundary of the
pre-surgery Weinstein domain FD4  D2 along which the Weinstein 3-handles are
attached. In particular, each of them can be cancelled with the corresponding sub-
critical handle, so that we obtain a Legendrian surgery diagram without 2-handles.
















Figure 4.5: Legendrian front of Λ2,2,2 after handle cancellation, where the numbers
above the sheets are values taken by a Maslov potential µ2,2,2 : Λ2,2,2 Ñ Z
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sional Reidemeister moves introduced in Section 2.4.2 of r22s. For the component
ΛB as pictured in Figure 4.4, after cancelling all the 2-handles with V1, Vp 1, Vp q 1
and Vp q r 1, we get a Legendrian knot as pictured in the upper half of Figure 4.6.
After a sequence of Reidemeister I and Reidemeister II moves, one can simplify it to
a Legendrian 2-sphere with three cone singularities, as is shown in the lower left of
Figure 4.6. This Legendrian 2-sphere can be seen to be Legendrian isotopic to the
standard unknot by applying the Legendrian isotopy pictured in Figure 4.7. Note
that the move in Figure 4.7 is a Legendrian isotopy since it is the S1-rotation of
the Reidemeister I move with respect to the axis which passes through the crossing
point.
Similarly, the Legendrian knot ΛA can be seen to be Hamiltonian isotopic to
the standard unknot after cancelling all the 2-handles. The fact that after handle
cancellation, the components ΛPi , ΛQj and ΛRk are isotopic to the standard unknots
is obvious.
One dimensional lower, the Legendrian front of the affine surface Tp,q,r is a link
of unknots Kp,q,r  pR3, ξstdq. The linking numbers between the components
KA, KB, KPi , KQj , KRk  Kp,q,r (4.9)
are determined by the intersection numbers of their Lagrangian fillings, which, after
capping off using the core discs of the 2-handles attached along Kp,q,r, becomes a basis
of vanishing cycles of the Milnor fiber Tp,q,r. For example, the Lagrangian fillings
of KA and KB are Lagrangian discs intersecting transversely at two points, which
implies that the corresponding Lagrangian cocore discs LA and LB of the 2-handles
attached to KA and KB also have transversal intersections at two points. Since each
of the intersection points in LA X LB gives rise to two Reeb chords, one from KA
to KB, and the other one from KB to KA, we see that the front projections of KA
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Figure 4.6: Front projection of ΛB after handle cancellation, and its simplifications
Figure 4.7: Symmetric rotation of the Reidemeister I move
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and KB intersect at 4 points. Since the Legendrian front of Λp,q,r is given locally by
an S1-symmetric rotation of Kp,q,r, the intersections of the different components of
Λp,q,r under the front projection is determined by that of Kp,q,r. In particular, the




This chapter is an exposition of the paper r85s by Rutherford-Sullivan, which gives
a combinatorial model of the Chekanov-Eliashberg dg algebra CEpΛq in the case
when Λ  pR5, ξstdq is a Legendrian surface. We will be mainly focusing on the
definitions and results that are relevant to our computations in Chapter 6. In this
chapter, we fix the coefficient field K to be Z{2.
5.1 The definition
We recall here the definition of the cellular dg algebra associated to a closed Legen-
drian surface Λ  pS5, ξstdq, with the additional assumption that there is no swal-
lowtail singularity in the front projection of Λ.









equipped with characteristic maps ciα : Di Ñ S which satisfy the following two
properties:
• c1α are smooth for all α.
• For any 2-cell e2α, pre-images of 0-cells divide BD2 into intervals that are mapped
homeomorphically to 1-cells by c2α.
Denote by J1pSq : T S  R the 1-jet space. Let Λ  J1pSq be a Legendrian
surface. Then there are two natural projections, namely the front projection
px,z : J1pSq Ñ S  R (5.2)
and the base projection
px : J1pSq Ñ S, (5.3)
where x  px1, x2q denotes the local coordinates on S and z is coordinate in the Reeb
direction R.
Suppose that Λ has generic front projection, denote by Σ  S the image of the
singular set of Λ under the base projection px, then it decomposes as Σ  Σ1 \ Σ2,
where Σi denotes the base projection of the set of codimension i singularities. A
polygonal decomposition of S is Λ-compatible if Σ is contained in the 1-skeleton
α e
1






We now proceed to define the cellular dg algebra
pCpΛq, dCq (5.4)
associated to the Legendrian surface Λ  J1pSq.
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We first describe the set of generators of CpΛq. Given a Λ-compatible polygonal
decomposition of S, which has eiα as one of its cells, the connected components
ΛX p1x peiαq which are not contained in any cusp edge will be referred to as sheets of
Λ above eiα. Denote by Λpeiαq the set of sheets of Λ above eiα, using their z-coordinates
we can equip Λpeiαq with a partial ordering  . More precisely, for S1, S2 P Λpeiαq,
S1   S2 if zpS1q ¡ zpS2q above eiα. Note that two sheets are incomparable if and
only if they meet in a crossing arc above eiα in the front projection of Λ.
For each cell eiα in the Λ-compatible polygonal decomposition, we associate one
generator of CpΛq for each pair of sheets Sm, Sn P Λpeiαq with Sm   Sn. These
generators will be denoted by am,nα , bm,nα and cm,nα when the corresponding cells are
0-dimensional, 1-dimensional and 2-dimensional respectively. As a graded algebra,
CpΛq is freely generated by these generators.
We shall be interested in the case when Λ 

v Λv is a link of Legendrian surfaces.
In this case, CpΛq carries the structure of a k-bimodule, with k 
À
vKev being a
semisimple ring, which we describe as follows. First, consider the vector spaces
Kxam,nα , bm,nα , cm,nα y spanned by the generators in Aα, Bα and Cα, we can endow it








to be the set of generators associated to the pair of sheets pSm, Snq with Sm  Λv




Kxam,nα , bm,nα , cm,nα ybki. (5.6)
We shall assume from now on that the Maslov class of Λ vanishes. Since we
will deal only with the case when Λ is a disjoint union of Legendrian spheres, this
assumption is automatically satisfied for all the examples studied in this thesis. This
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allows us to endow CpΛq with a Z-grading. Fix a Maslov potential
µ : Λ Ñ Z, (5.7)
which is a locally constant function whose value increases by 1 when passing from the
lower sheet to the upper sheet at a cusp edge. Each of the generators am,nα , bm,nα , cm,nα
is homogeneous in CpΛq, and their degrees are specified as follows:
|am,nα |  µpSnqµpSmq 1, |bm,nα |  µpSnqµpSmq, |cm,nα |  µpSnqµpSmq1. (5.8)
Note that our convention here is different from that of r85s as we shall use a coho-
mological grading on CpΛq.
In order to define the differential dC, we set dCp1q  0, and specify the action of
dC on the generators am,nα , bm,nα and cm,nα of CpΛq separately.
Consider a 0-cell e0α. By extending the partial ordering   on Λpe0αq we can define
a total ordering on the set of sheets above e0α, which can be equivalently described
by a bijection
ρ : t1, . . . , ru Ñ Iα, (5.9)
where Iα is the index set recording the subscripts of the sheets in Λpe0αq. This total
ordering on Λpe0αq enables us to assemble the generators am,nα in a strictly upper
triangular matrix Aα, with its pi, jq-th entry given by aρpiq,ρpjqα if Sρpiq   Sρpjq, and 0




where on the left-hand side dC is applied entrywisely. It is proved in r85s that dCam,nα
is independent of the choice of the total ordering on Λpe0αq which extends  .
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In the case of a 1-cell e1α, we can again enhance the partially ordered set pΛpe1αq, q
to get a totally ordered set by specifying a bijection ρ as above. This then gives us a
strictly upper triangular rr matrix Bα whose pi, jq-th entry equals bρpiq,ρpjqα if Sρpiq  
Sρpjq, and b
ρpiq,ρpjq
α  0 otherwise. Since the structure of a polygonal decomposition
of S includes as its data a set of characteristic maps ciα : Di Ñ S, we are allowed
to distinguish between the initial and terminal 0-cells e0α,  and e0α,. Notice however
that a 1-cell can have identical initial and terminal points. For the 0-cells e0α,  and
e0α,, we can associate to them two r  r matrices Aα,  and Aα, as follows.
Each sheet above the 0-cell e0α,  belongs to the closure of a unique sheet in Λpe1αq.
Under the bijection ρ, this induces an order-preserving injective map
ι : Λpe0α, q ãÑ t1, . . . , ru. (5.11)
Those sheets of e1α not in the image of ι meet in pairs at cusp points above e0α, . The
pi, jq-th entry of Aα,  is defined to be am,nα,  if Sm   Sn and ιpmq  i, ιpnq  j. The
pk, k   1q-th entry of Aα,  is 1 if the sheets numbered k and k   1 of Λpe1αq under
ρ meet at a cusp singularity above e0α, . All the other entries of Aα,  are set to be
0. Alternatively, one can use the total ordering specified by ι to form a matrix out
of the generators am,nα,  , and then insert 2 2 blocks
 0 1
0 0
 along the diagonal for
each pair of sheets of Λpe1αq that meet at a cusp edge above e0α, . The definition of
Aα, is completely identical.
With these matrices at hand, dCbm,nα can be defined by the following matrix
equation:
dCBα  Aα, pE  Bαq   pE  BαqAα,, (5.12)
with E being the identity matrix. Again, dCbm,nα is independent of the choice of the
total ordering on Λpe1αq.
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When it comes to a 2-cell e2α, the partial ordering on Λpe2αq is already a total
ordering, so we can label the sheets in Λpe2αq directly by S1, . . . , Sr so that
zpS1q ¡    ¡ zpSrq. (5.13)
The sheets above the edges and vertices in Be2α are therefore naturally identified with
subsets of t1, . . . , ru. For each such edge or vertex we can define a strictly upper





 pfor an edgeq, N :
 0 1
0 0
 pfor a vertexq (5.14)
inserted in the diagonal whenever Sk, Sk 1 meet at a cusp singularity above the edge
or vertex. Just as what we have done for Aα,  and Aα, above. Notice that in the
case when Λ 

v Λv is a link of Legendrian 2-spheres and the cusp singularity
formed by Sk, Sk 1 belongs to the component Λv  Λ, the non-zero entry in the
matrix N above should be replaced by the idempotent ev in the semisimple ring k.
For each 2-cell e2α, the characteristic map c2α : D2 Ñ S determines the initial
and terminal vertices vα, vα  P BD2, whose associated matrices defined in the last
paragraph will again be denoted by Aα, and Aα, . Let γ  and γ be the arcs in
BD2 that go counterclockwisely and clockwisely from v to v  respectively. Note
that these paths can be constant or the entire circle. Consider the image of c2α 
γ , it contains a set of successive 1-cells e1α,1, . . . , e1α,n  , whose associated matrices
defined in the last paragraph will be denoted by Bα,1, . . . , Bα,n  . Similarly, for the




Bα,n  1, . . . , Bα,n  n . Finally, similar to the cases of 0-cells and 1-cells, we can form
the (strictly upper triangular) matrix Cα using the generators cm,nα corresponding to
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the 2-cell e2α. Now the differential dC on cm,nα is defined via the matrix equation
dCCα  Aα, Cα   CαAα,   pE  Bα,n q
εn  . . . pE  Bα,1q
ε1
  pE  Bα,n  nq
εn  n . . . pE  Bα,n  1q
εn  1 ,
(5.15)
where εi  1 if the orientation on the 1-cell e α,i as an edge of e2α coincides with the
orientation determined by the characteristic map of the 1-cell, otherwise εi  1.
In all cases, it can be checked that d2C  0. This defines the cellular dg algebra
pCpΛq, dCq when there is no swallowtail points in the front projection of Λ. When
Λ 

v Λv is a link of Legendrian surfaces, one can check that the differential dC
defined above is compatible with the k-bimodule structure (5.5) on CpΛq, which
shows that CpΛq is a dg algebra over k. The definition of CpΛq can be extended
to the case when swallowtail singularities present in the front projection of Λ, with
some modifications to the matrices Aα, Bβ and Cγ. Since this will not be used for
later computations, its definition will not be recalled here. See Section 3.11 of r85s
for details.
Up to quasi-isomorphism, the dg algebra CpΛq is independent of the choice of the
polygonal decomposition. Together with the quasi-isomorphism (6.154) established
in r86s, we see that the quasi-isomorphism type of CpΛq defines an invariant of Λ
under Legendrian isotopy.
5.2 Non-genericity
For computational convenience, we will allow certain type of non-generic Legendrian
fronts, namely when there are multiple crossings or cusp edges above a 1-cell in the
cellular decomposition. In these cases, we can modify slightly our original definitions
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whose definition we will recall below.
We deal first with the case when multiple crossing arcs appear above some subset
of Σ1  S. To be precise, let Λ  J1pSq be a Legendrian surface. Consider a
polygonal decomposition of pxpΛq which is Λ-compatible except near a 2-sided simple
closed curve `  S. Suppose that in a neighborhood U  S1r0, 1s of ` : S1t12u,
there are several crossing arcs of Λ which project to small shifts of ` in the normal
direction, and no other crossings or cusp edges. In this case, we can assume that
all the crossing arcs near ` project precisely to ` and define the generators in the dg
algebra C`pΛq associated to this incompatible cellular decomposition as follows. See
Figure 5.1 for an illustration.
More precisely, label the sheets of Λ above one side of the neighborhood U as
S1, . . . , Sr, so that zpS1q ¡    ¡ zpSrq above that side of U . The key point is that
there exists a permutation σ on the set t1, . . . , ru such that the sheet Si appears
as the sheet Sσpiq on the other side of the small neighbourhood U , so that all the
crossings of the sheets of Λ happened in U (or equivalently, one can treat them as
crossings over `  U ) are recorded by this permutation.
To each 1-cell e1β (resp. 0-cell e0α) of `, assign generators b
m,n
β (resp. am,nα ) for
all m   n with σpmq   σpnq, so that there are multiple zeros in the corresponding
matrices Bβ (resp. Aα) of generators, since sheets which cross with each other in U
will then satisfy σpmq ¡ σpnq. The differential d`C is defined by the same formulas
(5.10), (5.12) and (5.15) as in the case of a usual cellular dg algebra CpΛq. Note
that if Bβ is the matrix of generators associated to the sheets labelled by S1, . . . , Sr,
then the corresponding matrix of generators associated to the sheets labelled by
Sσ1p1q, . . . , Sσ1prq is Q1σ BβQσ, with Qσ 
°r
m1 ∆σpmq,m, and σ being a composition
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of transpositions on t1, . . . , ru.
` `
Figure 5.1: Local picture of a Λ-compatible polygonal decomposition associated to
a non-generic Legendrian front of Λ, which projects several crossings/cusp edges to
the unique 1-cell ` (left), and the neighbourhood U of a Λ-compatible polygonal
decomposition associated to a generic Legendrian front of Λ, where different cross-
ings/cusp edges are projected to multiple 1-cells, the dg algebra pC`pΛq, d`Cq is defined
by assembling these 1-cells to ` by making the front of Λ non-generic (right)
When several cusp edges appear above the curve `, the situation is much simpler.
For each 0-cell (resp. 1-cell) of `, it follows from (5.14) that we only need to insert
multiple copies of 2 2 nilpotent blocks N (resp. zero blocks O) in the definition of
the matrices Aα (resp. Bβ). For example, let Λ  pR5, ξstdq be a Legendrian surface
so that locally its base projection pxpΛq is depicted on the left-hand side of Figure
5.2. Suppose that the Legendrian front of Λ above the 0-cell e0α (resp. 1-cell e1β)
consists only of cusp edges formed by couples of sheets pS1, S2q,    , pS2r1, S2rq, and
the ordering of these sheets is chosen so that zpS1q ¡    ¡ zpS2rq locally in a small





∆2i1,2i, Bβ  0. (5.16)
Again, the relevant differentials are defined by the same formulas as in the front









Figure 5.2: The base projections px of a Legendrian surface Λ near its cusp edges,
where the images of Λ under px appear on the right-hand side of the leftmost solid
arcs in both of the figures. On the left hand side, all the cusp edges in the front of
Λ formed by the sheets pS1, S2q,    , pS2r1, S2rq are projected to the same solid arc
labelled as the 1-cell e1β. On the right hand side, we are in the special case when r  2,
and a small Legendrian isotopy of Λ has been chosen so that the base projections of
the cusp edges formed by pS3, S4q and pS1, S2q are projected to different solid arcs
labelled respectively by e1β, and e1β, .
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The following proposition can be proved by applying small isotopies to Λ to
make it front generic, and then simplifying CpΛq using stable tame isomorphisms.
The latter step can be achieved by applying Lemma 5.3.1, which will be recalled in
the next section, to the original definition of CpΛq recorded in Section 5.1.
Proposition 5.2.1 (Proposition 5.5 of r85s). The dg algebra C`pΛq defined above
using a Λ-compatible polygonal decomposition associated to a non-generic Legendrian
front of Λ is quasi-isomorphic to the cellular dg algebra CpΛq defined using any Λ-
compatible cellular decomposition associated to a generic front projection of Λ.
To see the how Proposition 5.2.1 can be used to simplify our computations, we
consider the simplest case when the non-generic Legendrian front of Λ above the
1-cell e1β consists of two cusp edges formed by the pairs of sheets pS1, S2q and pS3, S4q
respectively, see the left-hand side of Figure 5.2, where as before we require that
zpS1q ¡ zpS2q ¡ zpS3q ¡ zpS4q locally on the right-hand side of e1β. By (5.16), we
see that Aα 
 N 0
0 N
 in the dg algebra C`pΛq. However, after applying a small
isotopy to make Λ front generic, the 0-cell e0α in the original cellular decomposition
is replaced by two 0-cells e0α, and e0α,  in the Λ-compatible cellular decomposition,
and correspondingly the 1-cell e1β is replaced by the 1-cells e1β, and e1β, , see the
right-hand side of Figure 5.2. More explicitly, we require that above the 1-cell e1β, ,
the top two sheets meet above the cusp edge. By definition of the cellular dg algebra
CpΛq in Section 5.1, Aα,  N . To find the values of Aα, , recall from (5.11) the
definition of the map ι : Λpe0α, q Ñ t1, 2, 3, 4u. Since in this case the sheets numbered
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1 and 2 of Λpe1β, q meet at a cusp edge, we see that
Aα,  

0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 a3,4α, 
0 0 0 0
 (5.17)
Consider the 1-cell e1α which connects e0α, to e0α,  on the right-hand side of Figure





α,    1, (5.18)
which shows the existence of a quasi-isomorphism CpΛq  CpΛq{xa3,4α,  1, b3,4α y, under
which Aα,  simplifies to Aα.
In general, Proposition 5.2.1 says that by applying Lemma 5.3.1 to the formula
(5.12), Aα,  in the cellular dg algebra CpΛq can finally be simplified to the form of
Aα in the dg algebra C`pΛq, which is quasi-isomorphic to CpΛq. It is therefore more
convenient to start with a non-generic front of Λ and replace CpΛq with its quotient
dg algebra C`pΛq. In this way, the formal generators in the matrix Aα,  are therefore
ignored, and one can work directly with the matrix Aα, whose entries are purely
scalars. This simplification will be used frequently below, in various computations
and arguments in Chapter 6.
5.3 Suspension of a dg algebra
Let pA, dq be a based dg algebra over K, which means that it is freely generated over K
by a set of homogeneous elements a1, . . . , an. Fix an absolute ordering a1        an
on the generating set ta1, . . . , anu, there is then a natural filtration F  on A with
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F 0A  K and F iA  A is the subalgebra generated by a1, . . . , ai. We remark that
in general, this filtration F  has nothing to do with the grading on A. Recall that
the differential d is said to be triangular if for all 1 ¤ i ¤ n, dai P F i1A.
A map between based dg algebras φ : A Ñ B is a tame isomorphism if it is
the composition of a sequence of elementary automorphisms of A followed by an
identification between the sets of generators of A and B. By an elementary tame
automorphism of A we mean a dg algebra automorphism which sends a fixed gen-
erator ai P A to ai   v, where v belongs to the dg subalgebra of A generated by
a1, . . . , ai1, ai 1, . . . , an. In general, any tame isomorphism φ can be expressed as
the composition of a sequence of elementary tame automorphisms of A followed by
an identification between the sets of generators of A and B.
Denote by pSiA, diq the degree i stabilization of A. This is the dg algebra with
generating set consisting of the original generators of A, together with two additional
elements a, b P SiA such that |a|  |b|   1  i, which satisfy
dia  b, dib  0 (5.19)
and di coincides with d when restricted to the dg subalgebra A  SiA. Two dg
algebras A and B are stable tame isomorphic if after stabilizing A and B for (pos-
sibly different) finite number of times, they become tame isomorphic to each other.
We record the following simple result, whose proof dates back to the fundamental
paper of Chekanov r27s, which is useful in simplifying dg algebras up to stable tame
isomorphism.
Lemma 5.3.1. Let pA, dq be a based dg algebra over K such that d is triangular with
respect to the ordered generating set ta1, . . . , anu, and
dai  aj   v, v P F
j1A. (5.20)
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Then we have a stable tame isomorphism pA, dq  pA{I, dq between based dg algebras,
where I  A is the 2-sided ideal generated by ai and dai.
The above lemma will be repeatedly applied to the cellular dg algebra CpΛq in
Chapter 6 to cancel excessive generators, and we will denote by C1pΛq the simplified
dg algebra obtained by applying all the possible cancellations to CpΛq in the sense of
Lemma 5.3.1. Note that this does not in general lead to a model of the Chekanov-
Eliashberg algebra CEpΛp,q,rq that is minimal, especially when CEpΛp,q,rq is formal
as a dg algebra. The Legendrian surface Λ1,1,0 mentioned in Section 6.4 is such an
example.
The following notion is useful in the computation of the Chekanov-Eliashberg dg
algebras for Legendrian surfaces which can be realized as front spins of Legendrian
knots, or more generally, Legendrian arcs. Its geometric application is discussed in
Section 5.4.
Definition 5.3.1 ([85]). Let pA, dq be a dg algebra over K freely generated by the
ordered set of generators ta1, . . . , anu, and the differential d is triangular with respect
to these generators. We define the suspension pAs, dsq of pA, dq to be the dg algebra
freely generated by tai, ǎiui1,...,n such that
• |ǎi|  |ai|  1, where the grading of ai in As is the same as its grading in A.
• Let D : AÑ As be the derivation determined by Dpaiq  ǎi, then the differen-
tial ds on As is determined by
dspaiq  dpaiq, d
spǎiq  Dpdpaiqq. (5.21)
Let O  A be a based dg subalgebra generated by some subset of ta1, . . . , anu. Define
the suspension of A relative to O to be the dg algebra As as above except that we set
ǒ  0 for all o P O.
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5.4 Spinning a Legendrian arc
Let J1pRq denote R3 with its standard contact structure. The corresponding front
and base projections will be denoted by px1,z and px1 , respectively. Given a Legen-
drian submanifold K  J1pRq which is a union of a number of knots in tx1   0u
and a number of arcs in tx1 ¤ 0u whose endpoints under the front projection lie on
the z-axis. In addition, we shall require that when we reflect px1,zpKq  R2 with
respect to the z-axis, the image should be the front projection of a Legendrian link.
This can actually be achieved for any Legendrian embedding K  R3 whose con-
nected components are knots and arcs by a suitable Legendrian isotopy. By rotating
along the z-axis, such a K  J1pRq gives rise to a Legendrian surface ΛK  J1pR2q,
whose front px,zpΛKq  R3 is also the rotation of px1,zpKq  R2 along the same axis.
We call ΛK the front spin of K. It is easy to see that the surface ΛK is a disjoint
union of Legendrian tori and Legendrian spheres. Note that when two endpoints of
a Legendrian arc coincide with each other on the z-axis under the front projection,
then its front spin will have a cone singularity. In this case, although ΛK is not front
generic, its cellular dg algebra CpΛKq can still be defined and computed with only
slight modifications, see Section B.1. However, we will not need to deal with cone
singularities in the main body of this thesis, since they have already been cancelled
in the Legendrian front of Λp,q,r using higher dimensional Reidemeister moves in the
proof of Proposition 4.3.1.
Analogous to the surface case, we can consider the K-compatible polygonal de-
composition of the real line R. When K has an arc component, this decomposition
will include the origin of R as a 0-cell. For each cell e (0-cell or 1-cell) in the cellular
decomposition of px1pKq, we can associate to it two cells e and ě in the ΛK-compatible
polygonal decomposition of R2. The first one e can be identified with the original cell
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through the embedding of the x1-axis into R2x1,x2 . The second one ě is the spinning
of e around the z-axis. Note that e and ě are the same if e is the origin tx1  0u, and
we denote by o the unique 0-cell it induces in the cellular decomposition of pxpΛKq.
From the above we get two cellular dg algebras: one is associated to the cellu-
lar decomposition of px1pKq, and the other one is associated to the ΛK-compatible
polygonal decomposition of R2 induced by the cellular decomposition of px1pKq. We
denote these dg algebras by pCpKq, dCq and pCpΛKq, dsCq respectively. We remark
that explicitly the differential dC of the former cellular dg algebra CpKq is defined
using (5.10) and (5.12). In fact, CpKq is quasi-isomorphic to the bordered Chekanov-
Eliashberg algebra introduced by Sivek r104s. The way that we used to obtain the
cellular decomposition of pxpΛKq suggests that algebraically these two dg algebras
are related to each other through the suspension construction of Section 5.3. In fact,
we have the following result.
Proposition 5.4.1 (r85s, Proposition 5.2). Suppose K  J1pRq has arc compo-
nents whose front projections have distinct endpoints, then the cellular dg algebra
pCpΛKq, dsCq is the suspension of pCpKq, dCq relative to the dg subalgebra OpKq as-
sociated to the 0-cell e0o in the cellular decomposition of pxpΛKq. If K has two arc
components whose front projections have the same end point, so that its front spin
ΛK contains a unique cone singularity above e0o, CpΛKq is the suspension of CpKq








instead of DpAoq  0, where Ao is the matrix of generators associated to the 0-cell
e0o, and the cone point over e0o connects the sheets Sk and Sk 1.
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Remark 5.4.1. When doing computations of CpΛKq using Proposition 5.4.1, one is
supposed to start with a Maslov potential µK : K Ñ Z on the Legendrian arc K, and
then appeal to the grading convention of Definition 5.3.1 to determine the gradings
on CpΛKq. However, care must be taken as a disconnected Legendrian arc K may
become connected after spinning it around. As an example, we have the Legendrian
surface Λ1,1,0 obtained by spinning a two-component Legendrian arc K1,1,0, see Figure
6.7. In this situation, we need to make sure that the Maslov potential µK that we
use in the computation of the dg algebra CpKq is induced from some well-defined





The main purpose of this chapter is to compute the Chekanov-Eliashberg dg alge-
bras for the 2-dimensional Legendrian links Λp,q,r  J1pR2q. For the computations
in this chapter, we will work over K  Z{2, which enables us to adopt the cellular
model introduced in the last chapter. As an illustration to more complicated com-
putations, we will first compute in Section 6.1 the cellular dg algebra of the Ar type
Legendrian attaching link Λr of standard unknots, which also enables us to reduce
the computation for a general link Λp,q,r to the special case when p  q  r  2.
The cellular dg algebra CpΛ2,2,2q will be computed in Section 6.2. For the links of
Legendrian surfaces Λr  R5, their Legendrian fronts can be obtained by spinning
a Legendrian arc in R3, so the algebraic construction in Section 5.4 will be used in
order to simplify the computations.
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6.1 The Ar link
We compute the cellular dg algebra CpΛrq of the Legendrian link Λr  pS5, ξstdq,
which is the Legendrian front describing the 3-dimensional Ar Milnor fiber
tx2   y2   z2   wr 1  1u  C4. (6.1)
This is aimed at helping the readers understand our computation in the more com-
plicated case in Section 6.2. Meanwhile, the computation here also provides an alter-
native proof of the Koszul duality result due to Ekholm-Lekili r36s for tree plumbings
of T S3’s in the special case when the plumbing tree T  Ar. The same method can
be easily generalized to verify Koszul duality between the Fukaya A8-algebras FM
and WM of plumbings of T S3’s according to any tree T .
Our proof uses the description of the Legendrian front of Λr as the front spin
of a Legendrian arc Kr  J1pRq, see Figure 6.1. The computation of the cellular
dg algebra CpΛrq can then be reduced to the computation of CpKrq by Proposition
5.4.1.
Figure 6.1: The Legendrian arc K3, together with the axis x1  0, coloured in red
Consider the Legendrian arc Kr, which consists of r connected components, and
crossings happen only between the nearby strands labelled by i and i  1. Without
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changing the Legendrian isotopy class, we can arrange that all the crossing points in
the front of Kr have the same base projection in Rx1 . This violation of the genericity
of the front projection is justified by the discussions in Section 5.2. A Kr-compatible
polygonal decomposition associated to such a non-generic front projection of Kr is









Figure 6.2: Cellular decomposition associated to Kr
Denote by A1, A2, A3, B2, B3 the matrices of generators in CpKrq associated to
the cells e01, e02, e03, e12, e13 in the above cellular decomposition. To start, we want to
apply the formula (5.12) to the generators in the matrix B2 associated to the 1-cell
e12. In this case, the role of matrix Aα, in (5.12) is played by A1, and the role of the
matrix Aα,  is played by A2. Since the cusps appear above the 0-cell e01 are formed
between the strands of Kr labelled by
p1, 2q, p3, 4q, . . . , p2r  1, 2rq (6.2)





Since the strands of Kr labelled by
p2, 3q, p4, 5q, . . . , p2r  2, 2r  1q (6.4)
above the 0-cell e02 cross with each other, it follows by definition of the matrix A2
recalled in Section 5.1 that
a2,32  a
4,5
2      a
2r2,2r1
2  0. (6.5)
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For the other non-zero entries am,n2 in the strictly upper-triangular matrix A2, we


















By Lemma 5.3.1, we can define a filtration F  on CpKrq which respects the increasing
order of n m, and cancel the generators bm,n2 with am,n2 according to the filtration
F  when am,n2  0. After the cancellation process, we get a quotient dg algebra of
CpKrq which is quasi-isomorphic to CpKrq. In particular, in the quotient dg algebra
C1pKrq, the non-zero generators in B2 are
b2,32 , b
4,5

















hold. In fact, for generators bm,n2 which has been cancelled with am,n2 , since they
vanish in the quotient dg algebra C1pKrq, it is clear that we have (6.8) in C1pKrq for
any pm,nq  pk, k   1q, with 2 ¤ k ¤ 2r  2. When pm,nq  pk, k   1q for some k,
it follows from (6.3) and (6.5) that ak,k 11  ak,k 12  0, therefore by (6.6) we have
dCb
k,k 1
2  0, which shows that (6.8) is still true. Using (6.3) and (6.7), we can then
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compute A2 inside the quotient dg algebra C1pKrq, and deduce that
A2 

0 1 b2,32 0 0 0 . . . 0 0 0
0 0 0 b2,32 0 0 . . . 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 b4,52 0 . . . 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 b4,52 . . . 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 1 . . . 0 0 0
... ... ... ... ... ... . . . ... ... ...
0 0 0 0 0 0 . . . 1 b2r2,2r12 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 . . . 0 0 b2r2,2r12
0 0 0 0 0 0 . . . 0 0 1




Since there is no crossing above the 1-cell e13, none of the entries above the diagonal
of A3 is zero in CpKrq. Arguing similarly as above, we see that all the generators in















where it follows from our discussions in Section 5.2 that the permutation σ is given
by
σ  p2, 3qp4, 5q . . . p2r  2, 2r  1q. (6.11)
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It follows that in C1pKrq,
A3 

0 b2,32 1 0 0 0 0 . . . 0 0 0
0 0 0 b4,52 1 0 0 . . . 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 b2,32 0 0 . . . 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 b6,72 1 . . . 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 b4,52 . . . 0 0 0
... ... ... ... ... ... ... . . . ... ... ...
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 . . . b2r2,2r12 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 . . . 0 b2r4,2r32 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 . . . 0 0 1
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 . . . 0 0 b2r2,2r12
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 . . . 0 0 0

(6.12)
By Proposition 5.4.1, the cellular dg algebra CpΛrq is the suspension of CpKrq relative
to the dg subalgebra OpKrq generated by generators in A3. Denote by Dr : CpKrq Ñ
CpΛrq the derivation appearing in the definition of the suspension of CpKrq, which




j q  b̌
m,n
j . Further cancellations
among the generators in CpΛrq imply
Proposition 6.1.1. CpΛrq is quasi-isomorphic to a dg algebra generated by
b2,32 , b
4,5


















Proof. We have already seen how the generators in CpKrq are cancelled, so it suffices
to consider which one of the generators b̌m,n2 and b̌m,n3 remains in the quotient dg
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algebra CpΛrq after cancellation. Applying the derivation Dr to (6.6) we see that all
the generators b̌m,n2 can be cancelled with ǎm,n2 except for
b̌2,32 , b̌
4,5
2 , . . . , b̌
2r2,2r1
2 . (6.14)
















In the quotient dg algebra C1pΛrq, the values of am,k3 and a
σ1pkq,σ1pnq
2 in the above
formula have been determined in (6.9) and (6.12), from which we see that the gen-
erators in (6.14) can be cancelled with
b̌1,23 , b̌
2,4
3 , . . . , b̌
2r4,2r2
3 . (6.16)
On the other hand, using the entries of A3 which are equal to 1 in C1pΛrq as specified
by (6.12), we can cancel most of the generators of the form b̌m,n3 with each other as
follows.












It follows immediately that the only remaining generator in the first row of B̌3 in the
quotient dg algebra C1pΛrq is b̌1,33 .
Similarly, since a2,53  a4,73      a2r4,2r13  1, we get the following cancelling

























where j ¤ r2. For any integer k with 1 ¤ k ¤ r1, by considering the cancellations









remain in C1pΛrq. On the other hand, the cancellation pairs pb̌2k1,2j 33 , b̌2k1,2j3 q in














which completes the proof.
To compute the gradings of the generators listed in (6.13), we need to specify
a Maslov potential on Λr. In our case, it suffices to define a Maslov potential µr :
Kr Ñ Z on the Legendrian arc Kr, and then apply the grading formula in Definition
5.3.1. Denote by S1, . . . , S2r the strands of Kr above the 1-cell e13, we can define µr
by setting
µnpS2rq  0, µnpS2r1q  µnpS2r2q  1, . . . , µnpS3q  µnpS2q  n 1, µpS1q  n.
(6.22)
This implies that
|b2,32 |  |b
4,5
2 |      |b
2r2,2r1
2 |  0, (6.23)
|b̌2,33 |  |b̌
4,5
3 |      |b̌
2r2,2r1
3 |  1, (6.24)
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. . .
Figure 6.3: Ar quiver
and
|b̌2,33 |  |b̌
4,5
3 |      |b̌
2r2,2r1
3 |  2. (6.25)
It remains to compute the differentials dC on the generators of C1pΛrq. From the





2      dCb
2r2,2r1
2  0. (6.26)





3      dCb̌
2r2,2r1


























for any j with 1 ¤ j ¤ r  2.
The computations above can be summarized as follows:
Proposition 6.1.2. The cellular dg algebra CpΛrq is quasi-isomorphic to the Ginzburg
dg algebra associated to the Ar quiver depicted in Figure 6.3.
Remark 6.1.1. The orientation data of the holomorphic polygons involved in the
definition of the Chekanov-Eliashberg algebra CEpΛrq can be recovered by applying
directly the Koszul duality result of Ekholm-Lekili r36s, or by identifying the differ-
entials in C1pΛrq with the enumerations of Morse flow trees, and then applying the
machinery recalled in Appendix A.
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6.2 The link Λ2,2,2
This section is devoted to the computation of the cellular dg algebra of the link of
Legendrian surfaces Λ2,2,2  J1pR2q, whose front projection px,zpΛ2,2,2q is described
by Figure 4.5. Note that it is not hard to get from Figure 4.5 the Legendrian front
of the general link Λp,q,r, by replacing the standard unknot ΛP with an Ap1-chain of
parallel unknots, ΛQ with an Aq1-chain of unknots, and ΛR with an Ar1-chain of
unknots. As we have remarked at the beginning of this chapter, in order to compute
CpΛp,q,rq, it suffices to compute CpΛ2,2,2q, and then combine the computations here
with that in Section 6.1.
A Λ2,2,2-compatible polygonal decomposition of pxpΛ2,2,2q associated to the Leg-
endrian front depicted in Figure 4.5 is given in Figure 6.4. In that figure, the 1-cells
associated to cusp edges are represented by solid curves, and the 1-cells associated
to crossing arcs are represented by dashed arcs. As a convention, all the cells e0i , e1j
and e2k in the polygonal decomposition are labelled by their associated matrices of
generators Ai, Bj and Ck, respectively. Note that above the largest solid circle in
Figure 6.4, one can find only the cusp edges of the components ΛA,ΛB and ΛR, so
there is no generator in CpΛ2,2,2q associated to it. In particular, the Legendrian front
we are using for Λ2,2,2 is non-generic, and such a choice is justified by our discus-
sions in Section 5.2. Besides the projection Σ2,2,2  R2 of the set of singularities of
px,zpΛ2,2,2q, we have added in the cellular decomposition the 0-cells labelled by the
matrices
A1, . . . , A12; (6.30)
and the 1-cells labelled by the matrices
B2, . . . , B7, B9, . . . , B12, (6.31)
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so that the non-simply-connected regions in pxpΛ2,2,2q are divided into polygons after
these cells are added. All the other 1-cells correspond to singular loci in the Leg-
endrian front of Λ2,2,2, and their geometric meanings are recorded in the following
table.
Labelling Front above the 1-cell
B1, B8 px,zpΛAq X px,zpΛBq
B13 px,zpΛBq X px,zpΛP q
B14 px,zpΛAq X px,zpΛP q
B15 cusp edge of ΛP
B16 px,zpΛBq X px,zpΛQq
B17 px,zpΛAq X px,zpΛQq
B18 cusp edge of ΛQ
B19, B20 px,zpΛBq X px,zpΛRq
B21 px,zpΛAq X px,zpΛRq
Denote by J  t1, . . . , 21u the set of subscripts of the matrices Bj associated to
the 1-cells in the cellular decomposition of pxpΛ2,2,2q specified above. Let
J1  t2, . . . , 7, 9, . . . , 12, 19, 20u  J. (6.32)
For any 1-cell e1j with j P J1, it has two distinct endpoints, which are labelled as the


















where the permutation σj is a transposition determined by the crossing arc of
px,zpΛ2,2,2q above the 0-cell e0.
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A1 A2 A3 A4 A5 A6 A7 A8A9A10A11A12
A13
A14B1

























Figure 6.4: Cellular decomposition associated to Λ2,2,2 (coloured in black and orange)
and Λp,q,r (with additional cells coloured in blue)
As we have already seen in Section 6.1, one can cancel the generators bm,nj with
am,nj using the formulas in (6.33). In particular, we see that the remaining generators

















together with all the generators in the strictly upper triangular matrix B20 except
for b2,320 , which is equal to 0 by definition.
Let J2  JzJ1. The 1-cells e1j with j P J2 have the same 0-cell as their initial and
terminal point, whose associated matrix of generators will be denoted by Atj . By














In particular, these generators are not cancelled with any generators associated to
0-cells.
For the index set I of the 2-cells in the cellular decomposition of Λ2,2,2, denote
by I1  I the subset
I1  t1, 4, 5, 6, 8, 9, 10u. (6.36)
For any i P I1, the corresponding 2-cell e2i is an annulus bounded by two circles,
whose inner circle has generators assembled in the matrix Bsi and whose outer circle
is labelled by the matrix Bti , together with an additional cutting edge e1ri , whose
endpoints have associated matrices of generators Ai, and Ai, , see Figure 6.5. By
(5.15) we can write down the formulas of their differentials:






is the permutation matrix. Note that when i  1, Bt1  0 in the above formula.
In particular, (6.37) shows that all the generators in Ci with i P I1 can be cancelled



















Figure 6.5: A type I1 2-cell labelled by Ci
Similarly, the 2-cell e22 is also an annulus, with the cutting edge e13. The only
difference is that the small circle which bounds the annulus e22 now consists of two
1-cells, namely e119 and e120, and the large circle has the associated 1-cell e121. As a
consequence,
dCC2  A3C2  C2Qσ3A2Qσ3   pB19  B20  B20B19qpE  B3q   pE  B3qQσ3B21Qσ3 .
(6.40)
Since B19  0 after cancelling it with A8, the above formula simplifies to
dCC2  A3C2   C2Qσ3A2Qσ3  B20pE  B3q   pE  B3qQσ3B21Qσ3 (6.41)
in C1pΛ2,2,2q. Since b2,320  0, we see that the generator c2,32 is the only generator in
the matrix C2 that cannot be cancelled via the above formula.
On the generators in C7 and C11, differential dC takes the form
dCC7  Q0A7Q0C7   C7Q0A7Q0  Q0B1Q0 (6.42)
and
dCC11  Q0A12Q0C11   C11Q0A12Q0  Q0B8Q0, (6.43)
where Q0 is the permutation matrix associated to the transposition σ0  p4, 5q.
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Choosing e04 as the initial vertex, and e09 as the terminal vertex, we have
dCC3  A9C3   C3A4   pE  B9qpE  Qσ4B19Qσ4qpE  B4q
1pE  B15q




Since B4  B9  B19  0 after cancelling their generators with A4, A9 and A8, the
above formula simplifies to
dCC3  A9C3   C3A4   E  B15   pE  B18qpE  Qσ4B20Qσ4q
1. (6.46)
In particular, all the generators in C3 are cancelled with that of B15.
Proposition 6.2.1. The cellular dg algebra CpΛ2,2,2q is quasi-isomorphic to a dg




















































|b4,52 |  |b
2,3
3 |  |b
5,6
5 |  |b
3,4
6 |  |c
4,5
7 |  |b
5,6
10 |  |b
3,4
11 |  |c
4,5
11 |  0,
|b4,57 |  |b
4,5
12 |  |c
3,5
7 |  |c
3,5




11 |  |c
4,6
7 |  |c
4,6




11 |  1,
|c4,87   c
4,8




11 |  |c
3,6
7 |  |c
3,6


































































































































































































Proof. Turning back to the differentials dCbm,nj for j P J1, we need to record the
values of Ai  pam,ni q in the quotient dg algebra C1pΛ2,2,2q after the cancellation
process between generators.
Since above the 0-cell e01 are the cusp edges of the Legendrian fronts of the com-
ponents ΛA, ΛB and ΛR of the link Λ2,2,2, by (5.16), A1 is a block diagonal matrix
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with three N blocks on its diagonal, i.e.
A1 

0 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 1
0 0 0 0 0 0

(6.63)




0 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 b4,52 0
0 0 0 0 0 b4,52
0 0 0 0 0 1
0 0 0 0 0 0

(6.64)
The only remaining generator in B3 after cancelling it with A3 is b2,33 , combining with
σ3  p4, 5q we obtain
A3 

0 1 b2,33 0 0 0
0 0 0 b2,33 b4,52 b2,33 0
0 0 0 b4,52 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 1
0 0 0 0 0 b4,52
0 0 0 0 0 0

(6.65)
B4  0 after cancelling it with the generators in A4. Since there is a cusp edge of
px,zpΛP q above the 0-cell e05, in addition to applying the transposition σ4  p2, 3q,
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0 b2,33 1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 b4,52 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 b2,33 b4,52 b2,33 0
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 b4,52
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

(6.66)
To determine the value of A5 in C1pΛ2,2,2q, we notice that the b5,65 remains after
cancelling B5 with A5:
A5 

0 b2,33 1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 b4,52 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 b2,33 b4,52 b2,33 0
0 0 0 0 1 b5,65 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 b5,65
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 b4,52
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

(6.67)
b3,46 is the only generator in the matrix B6 that is not cancelled with the generators
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in A6. As σ6  p5, 6q, it enables us to compute:
A6 

0 b2,33 1 b3,46 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 b4,52 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 b2,33 b4,52   b3,46 b5,65 b3,46 b2,33 0
0 0 0 0 b5,65 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 b5,65
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 b4,52
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

(6.68)
Finally, note that b4,57 can not be cancelled with any of the generators in A7. Since
σ7  p3, 4q, it follows that
A7 

0 b2,33 b3,46 1 b4,57 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 b4,52 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 b5,65 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 b3,46 b2,33 b4,57
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 b5,65
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 b4,52
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

(6.69)
By (6.33) applied to the case when j  7, we deduce from the computations for A6












Remark 6.2.1. As a convention, we will box the formulas which contribute to the
non-trivial differentials of the generators in the dg algebra C1pΛ2,2,2q.
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Applying (6.37) when i  1 implies that
B21  A2C1   C1A1  B21B2 (6.71)
holds in C1pΛ2,2,2q. From this one deduces that
B21 

0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 b4,52 c4,51 0
0 0 0 0 0 c4,51
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0

(6.72)
Since all the generators in C2 except for c2,32 have been cancelled in C1pΛ2,2,2q, it
follows from (6.41) that
B20  Qσ3B21Qσ3   A3C2   C2Qσ3A2Qσ3  B20B3  B3Qσ3B21Qσ3 . (6.73)
Combining with (6.72), (6.64) and (6.65), one can deduce that
B20 

0 0 c2,32 0 0 0
0 0 0 c2,32 b4,52   b2,33 b4,52 c4,51 c2,32 0
0 0 0 b4,52 c4,51 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 c4,51
0 0 0 0 0 0

(6.74)
It is straightforward to verify that
pE  Qσ4B20Qσ4q
1  E  Qσ4B20Qσ4 . (6.75)
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Since C3  0 in C1pΛ2,2,2q, we get from (6.46) that
B15  B18  Qσ4B20Qσ4  B18Qσ4B20Qσ4 . (6.76)
When computing dCC4, since the cusp edge of ΛP lies above the 1-cell with labelling
B15, by (5.14) we need to replace B15 with an 8  8 matrix rB15 by adding a 2  2
zero block in the fourth and fifth rows and columns of B15. By (6.37) it follows that
B14  rB15   A5C4   C4A4  B14B5  B5 rB15, (6.77)
Applying (6.37) when i  5, 6 implies that
B13  Qσ6B14Qσ6   A6C5   C5Qσ6A5Qσ6  B13B6  B6Qσ6B14Qσ6 (6.78)
and
B1  Qσ7B13Qσ7   A7C6   C6Qσ7A6Qσ7  B1B7  B7Qσ7B13Qσ7 (6.79)
hold in the quotient dg algebra C1pΛ2,2,2q.
From now on we compute the differentials of the generators in C7 according to the
filtration F  on the cellular dg algebra CpΛ2,2,2q defined according to the increasing
order of nm.
For n  m   1, by (6.42) and the cancellations made above we see that the





















































can be cancelled with each other, and C4  C5  0 in C1pΛ2,2,2q. Thus one can
further simplify (6.77) and (6.78) respectively to
B14  rB15  B14B5  B5 rB15 (6.88)
and
B13  Qσ6B14Qσ6  B13B6  B6Qσ6B14Qσ6 . (6.89)

























































































can be cancelled with each other.
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6   . . . , (6.97)
where the ellipsis on the right-hand side above stands for some additional terms










































6   . . . . (6.101)




can be cancelled with each other.









































































can be cancelled with each other.
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can be cancelled in pair.






















7   . . . . (6.113)



























can be cancelled with each other. We conclude from the above computations that



















Since B19  0, by (6.33) applied to j  19, we deduce that A3  A8 in in












together the differentials of the generators in C11. The latter computation is in some






































































































































































































































12   . . . . (6.139)
Arguing similarly as in the case of C7, from (6.119), (6.121), (6.122), (6.125), (6.126),
(6.131), (6.132), (6.134), (6.136), (6.137), (6.138), (6.139), we see that the following

































































Combining (6.98) and (6.127) we see that one of the generators c2,57 and c2,511 can
be cancelled with b2,318 . To be symmetric, we will denote the remaining generator in





























Meanwhile, b4,518 is cancelled.
Also, (6.103) together with (6.130) implies that one can cancel one of c1,57 and c1,511





























We know from (6.122) that b5,618  0 in the dg algebra C1pΛ2,2,2q. Combining this fact




























and b4,618 has been cancelled.
























and b2,518 is cancelled.
We have obtained all formulas of the differentials of the relevant generators in
C1pΛ2,2,2q. It remains to cancel all of the generators in B18. Note that in the above, we
have already cancelled b5,618 , b3,518 , b2,318 , b4,518 , b1,318 , b4,618 and b2,518 . To cancel the remaining


































can be cancelled with each other.
The final step is to compute the gradings of the generators in C1pΛ2,2,2q. To do
this, we equip the sheets in the Legendrian surface Λ2,2,2 with the Maslov potential
µ2,2,2 : Λ2,2,2 Ñ Z as specified in Figure 4.5. It is then straightforward to check that
the gradings of the remaining generators in C1pΛ2,2,2q are exactly as in (6.48).
6.3 Calabi-Yau completions as wrapped Fukaya
categories
In this section, we complete the proof of Theorem 1.5.1. We begin by recalling
the definition of the Chekanov-Eliashberg dg algebra CEpΛq over K  Z{2 of a
Legendrian surface Λ  J1pR2q. More details can be found in r34s. As in Section
5.1, assume that Λ has vanishing Maslov class so that CEpΛq is Z-graded.
Denote by R the set of transverse double points in the Lagrangian projection
pxypΛq. Without loss of generality, we can assume that Λ is chord generic, namely





As explained in Section 5.1, when Λ 

Λv is a Legendrian link, CEpΛq can be
regarded as a dg algebra over k, such that ewRev consists of the Reeb chords from
Λw to Λv. With respect to the differential B defined below, this endows CEpΛq with
the structure of a dg algebra over k.
For any transverse double point c P R, its pre-image consists of two points, c 
and c, where zpc q ¡ zpcq. By slight abuse of notations, their images under the
front projection pxz will still be denoted by c  and c. By assumption, they project
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to the same point xc P R2. Let f  and f be the local defining functions of the sheets
of Λ which contain the points c  and c respectively. xc is a non-degenerate critical
point of the local difference function f : f   f, so it has an associated Morse
index indpxcq. Choose a path γ from c  to c, which is transverse to the singular
set of pxzpΛq. It follows that γ intersects the cusp edges of pxzpΛq in a finite number
of points. Denote by dpγq the number of times that γ crosses from the upper sheet
to the lower sheet, and by upγq the number of times that γ crosses from the lower
sheet to the upper sheet, the grading of c in the dg algebra CEpΛq is defined to be
|c|  upγq   1 indpxcq  dpγq. (6.151)
For generators a; b1, . . . , bl P R, we can define a moduli space MΛpa; b1, . . . , blq
which parametrizes holomorphic maps
u : p∆l 1, B∆l 1q Ñ pC2, pxypΛqq, (6.152)
where ∆l 1 is an pl   1q-punctured disc with punctures labelled counterclockwisely
by q0, . . . , ql on the boundary. As in the case of a Legendrian link in pR3, ξstdq, we
need to introduce the Reeb sign for the punctures. For a Reeb chord c P R, pick small
neighborhoods S  Λ of c that are mapped injectively by pxy into C2. If upqiq  c,
we say that qi has positive (resp. negative) Reeb sign if u maps points clockwise of pi
on B∆l 1 to the lower (resp. upper) sheet of pxypΛq, and points counterclockwise of
pi on B∆l 1 to the upper (resp. lower) sheet of pxypΛq. See Figure 6.6. Furthermore,
u is required to satisfy the following boundary and asymptotic conditions:
• u maps the boundary components of the punctured disc ∆l 1 to pxypΛq  C2;
• upq0q  a has positive Reeb sign and upqiq  bi has negative Reeb sign for







Figure 6.6: A positive puncture lifted to R5, where the shaded region is the image
of a holomorphic disc
The differential B in CEpΛq is defined as
Ba 
¸
p#2MΛpa; b1, . . . , blqqb1 . . . bl, (6.153)
where the sum on the right-hand side above is taken over all words b1 . . . bl of Reeb
chords for which dimpMΛpa; b1, . . . , blqq  0 and #2 denotes the mod 2 count of the
rigid elements in MΛpa; b1, . . . , blq. In order to define CEpΛq over an arbitrary field
K, we need to take into consideration the orientations of the Morse flow trees which
correspond to rigid holomorphic discs in Mpa; b1, . . . , blq, see Appendix A.
Recall that it is proved by Rutherford-Sullivan in r86s that the cellular dg alge-
bra CpΛq of a Legendrian surface Λ  J1pR2q is quasi-isomorphic to its Chekanov-
Eliashberg algebra CEpΛq defined over K  Z{2. In particular, we have a quasi-
isomorphism
CpΛp,q,rq  CEpΛp,q,rq. (6.154)
Note that this quasi-isomorphism preserves the k-bimodule structures on both sides.
It remains to identify the cellular dg algebra CpΛp,q,rq with the Ginzburg algebra
Gp,q,r. This follows essentially from our computations in Sections 6.1 and 6.2.
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Proposition 6.3.1. Let p, q and r be integers satisfying p ¥ 2, q ¥ 2, r ¥ 2. We
have a quasi-isomorphism
CpΛp,q,rq  Gp,q,r (6.155)
between the cellular dg algebra and the Ginzburg dg algebra defined over K  Z{2.
Proof. By definition, the Ginzburg algebra Gp,q,r is the semi-free dg algebra generated
by the arrows (which have degree 0)
a1, a2, b1, b2, b3, c1, c2, c3, xi, yj, zk; (6.156)






















together with the loops (which have degree -2)
zA, zB, zP1 , zQ1 , zR1 , zPi 1 , zQj 1 , zRk 1 , (6.158)
The differential d : Gp,q,r Ñ Gp,q,rr1s is determined by its action on the generators
listed above. More explicitly,
da1  da2  db1  db2  db3  dc1  dc2  dc3  dxi  dyj  dzk  0, (6.159)
dx1      dxp1  dy1      dyq1  dz1      dzr1  0, (6.160)
da1  b2c2   b3c3, da

2  b1c1   b3c3, (6.161)
db1  c1a2, db

2  c2a1, db

3  c3a1   c3a2, (6.162)
dc1  a2b1, dc

2  a1b2, dc

3  a1b3   a2b3, (6.163)








1      dz

























































where 2 ¤ i ¤ p 2, 2 ¤ j ¤ q  2, 2 ¤ k ¤ r  2, and finally
dzPp1  x

p2xp2, dzQq1  y

q2yq2, dzRr1  z

r2zr2. (6.169)
On the other hand, by Proposition 6.2.1, it is clear that the map Φ2,2,2 : CpΛ2,2,2q Ñ
G2,2,2 defined by
c4,512 ÞÑ a1, c
4,5
7 ÞÑ a2, b
3,4
6 ÞÑ b1, b
3,4
11 ÞÑ b2, b
2,3
3 ÞÑ b3, b
5,6
5 ÞÑ c1, b
5,6











































11 ÞÑ zB, c
3,6
7 ÞÑ zP , c
3,6






defines an identification between the generators of the dg algebras, and it is straight-
forward to check that this map is compatible with the differentials. In particular,
Φ2,2,2 is a quasi-isomorphism.
After replacing the components ΛP ,ΛQ and ΛR of Λ2,2,2 with the corresponding
Ap1, Aq1 and Ar1 chains of unknots tΛPiu, tΛQju and tΛRku, one can arrange so
that the base projection pxpΛp,q,rq is as shown in Figure 6.4, where the additional cells
in the cellular decomposition of pxpΛp,q,rq are coloured in blue. Note that we have
arranged, by using a non-generic front projection of Λp,q,r, that the base projections
of the crossing arcs in the Ap1 and Aq1 chains of unknots tΛPiu and tΛQju coincide
precisely with the 1-cells e11 and e18, while the crossing arcs of the Ar1-chain of
unknots lie over e114. The base projections of the cusp edges of px,zpΛPiq, px,zpΛQjq
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and px,zpΛRkq are given respectively by the 1-cells e115, e118 and the largest circle, so
there are no newly created 1-cells for these additional cusp edges in the Legendrian
front of Λp,q,r. This arrangement of the Legendrian front of Λp,q,r is justified by
our discussions in Section 5.2. Note that since we have to add the additional cells
labelled by A13, A14, B22 to divide the 2-cell labelled by C3 into a polygon, the original
1-cell e120 in the cellular decomposition of pxpΛ2,2,2q is divided into two 1-cells, say
e120,  and e120,. However, since we can cancel the generators in one of the matrices
B20,  and B20, with the generators in A13, it causes no additional complexity in our
computations. Using the same cancellation arguments as in the proof of Proposition
6.2.1, it is not hard to see that passing from C1pΛ2,2,2q to C1pΛp,q,rq adds new generators
in the matrices B7, C7, B12, C11, B22 and C12. All the other new generators involved
in the original definition of the cellular dg algebra CpΛp,q,rq, including those coming
from the newly added cells in the base projection of Λp,q,r, can be cancelled out.
For the new generators created by the parallel copies of ΛP , ΛQ and ΛR, namely
ΛPi , ΛQj and ΛRk for i, j, k ¥ 2, we can apply exactly the same cancellation procedure
as in the proof of Proposition 6.1.1. The upshot is that up to quasi-isomorphism,
the additional generators in C1pΛp,q,rq can be identified to be
xi, x

i , yj, y

j , zk, z

k , zP2 , . . . , zPp1 , (6.171)
where 1 ¤ i ¤ p1, 1 ¤ j ¤ q1, 1 ¤ k ¤ r1, with the differentials given exactly
as in (6.168) and (6.169) above. Furthermore, in addition to the new generators in
(6.171), there are additional terms x1x1 , y1y1 and z1z1 appearing in the differentials
of zP1 , zQ1 and zR1 respectively.
Finally, notice that the Maslov potential µ2,2,2 on the Legendrian link Λ2,2,2 ex-
tends naturally to a Maslov potential µp,q,r : Λp,q,r Ñ Z, by equipping the additional
unknots in Λp,q,r with a Maslov potential as in (6.22). This shows that the grading
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on CpΛp,q,rq matches with that on Gp,q,r, which completes the proof.
By (6.154) we get a quasi-isomorphism
CEpΛp,q,rq  Π3pAp,q,rq (6.172)
between the Chekanov-Eliashberg algebra and the 3-Calabi-Yau completion of the
directed A8-algebra Ap,q,r. With our definitions, it is straightforward to see that
this quasi-isomorphism is compatible with the k-bimodule structures on both sides.
This proves Theorem 1.5.1 for K  Z{2. The general case is proved by combining
the computations of the signs of the relevant Morse flow trees, which is carried out
in Section A.2.
The notion of a Calabi-Yau completion has its relative counterpart, namely the
relative Calabi-Yau completions introduced by Yeung r116s. For related results which
identify certain (partially) wrapped Fukaya categories with relative Calabi-Yau com-
pletions, see r41s and r116s.
6.4 Degenerate triples
For this section, K can be any field unless otherwise specified. Let the polynomial
tp,q,rpx, y, zq be as in (1.20), it gives rise to a symplectic Landau-Ginzburg model
pC3, tp,q,rq. Without loss of generality, we assume that p ¥ p ¥ r ¥ 0. It turned out
that these Landau-Ginzburg models have 1-dimensional mirrors.
When r ¥ 2, the Morsification t̃p,q,r defines a Lefschetz fibration on C3, and the
mirror of pC3, t̃p,q,rq is the weighted projective line P1p,q,r. The Fukaya categories
FpMp,q,rq and WpMp,q,rq of the corresponding Wesintein manifold Mp,q,r have been
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studied in the previous chapters. As we have proved, they are A8-Koszul dual to
each other as Z-graded A8-categories.
When r  1, the situation is a simplification of the previous case. The mirror of
pC3, t̃p,q,1q is P1p,q. When q ¥ 2, the Fukaya categories of Mp,q,1 are described by the
quiver Qp,q,1
P1 P2      Pp1
A B













wp,q,1  a1b2c2   a2b1c1. (6.174)
In the simplest case when p  q  r  1, Q1,1,1 is just the Kronecker quiver,
and the potential w1,1,1  0. For Mp,q,1, one can still find a Lefschetz fibration
πp,q,1 : Mp,q,1 Ñ C (although the construction of πp,q,1 does not follow from the
general method described in Section 4.1) and use the Casals-Murphy recipe to draw
its Legendrian front. It turns out that one can cancel all the subcritical handles in
the original frontal description of Mp,q,1 to get a Legendrian surface Λp,q,1  pR5, ξstdq
and the Chekanov-Eliashberg algebra CEpΛp,q,1q can still be computed through its
cellular model CpΛp,q,1q. The proof of Koszul duality between the endomorphism
algebras of FpMp,q,1q and WpMp,q,1q is completely analogous to the previous case.
When r  0 and q ¥ 1, the map tp,q,0 : C3 Ñ C cannot be Morsified to produce
a Lefschetz fibration, and the mirror of pC3, tp,q,0q is A1p,q : P1p,qzt8u. When p 
q  1, the map t1,1,0 : C3 Ñ C does not have any critical point. Instead, there
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is a special fiber over the origin, which is topologically different from all the other
fibers. Correspondingly, its mirror A1 is Floer theoretically trivial over K  C. The
Landau-Ginzburg model pC3, t1,1,0q has already been studied in Example 2.4 of r6s,
where it is equivalently interpreted as the 1-dimensional Landau-Ginzburg model
pC, xq. In fact, let L8  C be a properly embedded arc which connects  8 to
itself by passing around the origin, then
A1,1,0  CFpL8, L8q  HpS1;Kq, (6.175)
which shows that L8 is mirror to the skyscraper sheaf at the origin of A1. A1,1,0
should be regarded as the endomorphism algebra of the infinitesimally wrapped
Fukaya category (cf. r82s) Apt1,1,0q. Geometrically, it still makes sense to consider the
trivial extension algebra A1,1,0`A_1,1,0r3s, since one can construct an unobstructed
(but non-exact) Lagrangian submanifold Lσ M , which is diffeomorphic to S1S2
and has trivial Maslov class. Now the trivial extension A1,1,0 ` A_1,1,0r3s can be
regarded as the endomorphism algebra CFpLσ, Lσq of Lσ in the Fukaya category
FpM1,1,0q (which extends the usual definition by allowing all the closed Lagrangian
submanifolds L  M1,1,0 with trivial obstructions m0pLq  0 as its objects). This
suggests the existence of a generalization of the suspension construction of Lefschetz
fibrations explained in Section 3.1 to more general symplectic Landau-Ginzburg mod-
els.
From Section 4.1 of r22s, we see that M1,1,0 is obtained by attaching a Weinstein
3-handle to D6 along the Legendrian surface Λ1,1,0 depicted in Figure 6.7. Although
in r22s, the Legendrian front Λ1,1,0 of M1,1,0 is obtained using a different Lefschetz
fibration, one will end up with the same front by starting from our general framework
in Section 4.3, and cancelling the 2-handle R with the 3-handle corresponding to the






Figure 6.7: Legendrian front of Λ1,1,0, which is the S1-symmetric rotation of a right-
handed trefoil knot with respect to the vertical axis of symmetry. The numbers
above strands are values taken by the Maslov potential µ1,1,0 : Λ1,1,0 Ñ Z.
Weinstein manifold Mp,q,0, one can cancel all the subcritical handles in its frontal
description, and the endomorphism algebra of its wrapped Fukaya category WpMp,q,0q
is quasi-isomorphic to the Chekanov-Eliashberg dg algebra of a Legendrian surface
Λp,q,0  pR5, ξstdq, which is of course computable in terms of the cellular dg algebra
CpΛp,q,0q. Concretely, Λp,q,0 is a link of Legendrian 2-spheres obtained by attaching
standard unknots to the surface Λ1,1,0.
Since the Legendrian surface Λ1,1,0  J1pR2q can be constructed by spinning
the Legendrian front of a right-handed Legendrian trefoil knot in pR3, ξstdq along an
axis which passes through one of the crossing points, its front projection contains a
cone singularity, which is indicated by the thick dot in Figure 6.7. Its Chekanov-
Eliashberg dg algebra CEpΛ1,1,0q can be computed by applying Proposition 5.4.1,
and there is a quasi-isomorphism
CEpΛ1,1,0q  Z{2rx1, x2s, |x1|  1, |x2|  2 (6.176)
over Z{2, see Appendix B for details. In particular, this implies that CEpΛ1,1,0q is
not Koszul dual to CFpLσ, Lσq over K  Z{2.
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When q  r  0, and p ¥ 1, the Landau-Ginzburg model pC3, tp,0,0q is mirror to
Kp : P1pzt0,8u. In the simplest case when p  1, the map t1,0,0 : C3 Ñ C defines
a Morse-Bott fibration with critical locus isomorphic to C. The main difficulty in
answering whether the Fukaya categories FpMp,0,0q and WpMp,0,0q are Koszul dual
comes from the fact that the Legendrian frontal description of Mp,0,0 involves a
2-handle which cannot be cancelled with any of the critical handles, therefore the
calculation of the wrapped Fukaya category WpMp,0,0q requires a generalization of the
work of Rutherford-Sullivan r85, 86s for Legendrian surfaces in the contact connected
sums #nS2S3. In dimension 4, the corresponding generalization has been obtained
by Ekholm-Ng r37s.
The Landau-Ginzburg model pC3, t0,0,0q has been studied prominently in the lit-
erature, see for example r6, 81s. Its mirror is given by the pair-of-pants P1zt0, 1,8u.
The Fukaya category of pC3, t0,0,0q has been calculated by Nadler in r81s in terms of
microlocal sheaves, which turns out to be quasi-equivalent to Apt0,0,0q : CohtorpP1zt0, 1,8uq,
the bounded dg category of finitely-generated torsion complexes on P1zt0, 1,8u. The
full A8-subcategory VpM0,0,0q  FpM0,0,0q which is relevant for Koszul duality should
be the trivial extension Apt0,0,0q ` Apt0,0,0q_r3s. However, as in the case of Mp,0,0,




From now on, fix K to be a field of characteristic zero. In order to study the exact
Calabi-Yau structures on wrapped Fukaya categories from the perspective of sym-
plectic geometry, we need some background on parametrized Floer theory. As the
general geometric set up, we assume that pM, θMq is a 2n-dimensional Liouville man-
ifold. In order to have Z-gradings on various Floer cochain complexes, we assume
that c1pMq  0, and will in fact fix the choice of a trivialization of the canonical
bundle KM .
7.1 Equivariant symplectic cohomology
We recall the definition of S1-equivariant symplectic cohomology SH S1pMq, whose
construction is sketched in r90s and later carried out in detail by Bourgeois-Oancea
in r19s. We will actually follow closely the general framework of Ganatra r43s, which
has the advantage of being coordinate-free. The construction of SH S1pMq is more
involved than its non-equivariant version SH pMq in the sense that besides the Floer
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differential δ0  d, there is now a sequence of higher order corrections δk, k ¥ 1, whose
definitions make use of parametrized moduli spaces. There is therefore an additional
set of moduli spaces, namely the moduli spaces of domains defining tδkuk¥1, that
enters into our discussions below.
Definition 7.1.1 (r43s, Definition 11). A k-point angle-decorated cylinder consists
of a cylinder Z  R  S1, together with a collection of auxiliary marked points
p1,    , pk P Z, such that their s P R coordinates ppiqs, 1 ¤ i ¤ k satisfy
pp1qs ¤    ¤ ppkqs. (7.1)
We call these coordinates the heights of the marked points, and denote them by
hi : ppiqs, i  1,    , k. (7.2)
Similarly, the t P S1 coordinates ppiqt, 1 ¤ i ¤ k of the marked points are called
angles, and we introduce the notations
θi : ppiqt, i  1,    , k. (7.3)
Denote by Mk the moduli space of k-point angle-decorated cylinders, modulo
translation in the s-direction. Given a marked cylinder pZ, p1,    , pkq representing
an element of Mk. For a fixed constant ξ ¡ 0, define positive and negative cylindrical
ends
ε  : r0,8q  S1 Ñ Z and ε : p8, 0s  S1 Ñ Z (7.4)
by
ε ps, tq  ps  hk   ξ, tq and εps, tq  ps  h1  ξ, t  θ1q (7.5)
respectively.
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Mk can be compactified to a manifold with corners Mk by adding broken k-point






Mj1     Mjs . (7.6)
However, there are additional boundary strata corresponding to the cases when one
or several of the auxiliary marked points share the same height. In particular, the
codimension 1 boundary of Mk is covered by the images of the natural inclusions
Mkj Mj ãÑ BMk, 0   j   k; (7.7)
M
i,i 1
k ãÑ BMk, (7.8)
where Mi,i 1k is the compactification of the locus where hi  hi 1. On M
i,i 1
k there
is a forgetful map
πi : Mi,i 1k ÑMk1 (7.9)
which remembers only the first one of the angles of the interior marked points with
coincident heights. Since πi is compatible with the choices of cylindrical ends ε
specified by (7.4), it extends to a map π̄i : M
i,i 1
k Ñ Mk1 defined on the compacti-
fications.
In order to write down the Floer equations, we need to introduce Floer data
on the domain cylinders. To do this, one needs to specify the sets of Hamiltonian
functions and almost complex structures to work with. We say that a time-dependent
Hamiltonian Ht : S1  M Ñ R is admissible if Ht  H   Ft is the sum of an
autonomous Hamiltonian H : M Ñ R which is quadratic at infinity, namely
Hpr, yq  r2 (7.10)
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on the cylindrical end rr0,8q  BM , where r P p1,8q is the radial coordinate and
r0 " 1, and a time-dependent perturbation Ft : S1 M Ñ R. We require that on
MzM , we have that for any r1 " 0, there exists an r ¡ r1 such that Ft vanishes in a
neighborhood of the hypersurface tru  BM  M . For instance, one can take Ft to
be a function supported near non-constant orbits of XH , where it is modelled on a
Morse function on S1.
Denote by HpMq the set of admissible Hamiltonians Ht on M such that all 1-
periodic orbits of the Hamiltonian vector field XHt are non-degenerate, and write
OM for the set of 1-periodic orbits of XHt . For an orbit y P OM , we define its degree
to be
degpyq : n CZ pyq, (7.11)
where CZ pyq is the Conley-Zehnder index of y. With these data one can define a Z-
graded Floer cochain complex of Ht, which is called the symplectic cochain complex,





where |oy|K is the K-normalization of the orientation line oy defined via index theory.
Remark 7.1.1. For convenience, we will often choose generators of the orientation
lines oy associated to each Hamiltonian orbit and denote them by y in a slight abuse
of notation. The same convention applies to orientation lines associated Hamiltonian
chords when dealing with open-string invariants.
Let JpMq be the set of dθM -compatible t-dependent alsmost complex structures
on M which are of contact type on the conical end, i.e. Jt becomes time-independent
and satisfies dr  Jt  θM for r " 1. The usual Floer differential d : SC pMq Ñ
SC  1pMq is defined by counting rigid Jt-holomorphic cylinders u : Z Ñ M with
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asymptotics at Hamiltonian orbits y , y P OM , which can be regarded as the special
case k  0 of the operations δk on the complex SC pMq defined below.
Definition 7.1.2 (Definition 13 of r43s). A Floer datum for a k-point angle-decorated
cylinder pZ, p1,    , pkq consists of the following:
• the choices of positive and negative cylindrical ends for Z, as in (7.4);
• a 1-form αZ  dt on Z;
• a surface-dependent Hamiltonian function HZ : Z Ñ HpMq which satisfies
pεqHZ  Ht, (7.13)
where Ht P HpMq is some fixed choice of an admissible Hamiltonian;
• a surface-dependent almost complex structure JZ : Z Ñ JpMq such that
pεqJZ  Jt (7.14)
for some fixed choice of Jt P JpMq.
Universal and consistent choices of Floer data over the compactified moduli
spaces Mk for all k ¥ 1 can be constructed in an inductive way. In our specific
situation, this means that (cf. Definition 14 of r43s)
• At the boundary strata (7.7), the choices of Floer data should coincide with
the product of the Floer data chosen on lower dimensional moduli spaces.
Moreover, the choices vary smoothly with respect to the gluing charts.
• At a boundary stratum of the form (7.8), the Floer datum chosen for a repre-
sentative pZ, p1,    , pkq of an element of M
i,i 1
k coincides with the one pulled
back from the corresponding element of Mk1 via the forgetful map π̄i up to
conformal equivalence.
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Here we say that two Floer data
F1  pε

1 , αZ,1, HZ,1, JZ,1q and F2  pε2 , αZ,2, HZ,2, JZ,2q (7.15)
for pZ, p1,    , pkq are conformally equivalent if the choices of strip like ends ε1 and








hold on the cylindrical ends, with ψc being the time-c Liouville flow, see Definition
9 of r43s.
Fix a universal and consistent choice of Floer data for pZ, p1,    , pkq P Mk. For
any pair of orbits y , y P OM and any integer k ¥ 1, we introduce the moduli space
Mkpy
 ; yq of pairs
ppZ, p1,    , pkq, uq , (7.18)
where pZ, p1,    , pkq PMk and u : Z ÑM is a map which satisfies Floer’s equation
pduXHZ b dtq
0,1  0, (7.19)
where the p0, 1q-part is taken with respect to the domain-dependent almost complex




pεqups, q  y. (7.20)
The boundary of the Gromov compactification Mkpy ; yq is covered by the images
of the natural inclusions





 ; yq ãÑ BMkpy ; yq, (7.22)
which come from the boundary strata of Mk, along with the boundary components
coming from the usual semi-stable strip breaking
Mkpy; yq Mpy ; yq ãÑ BMkpy ; yq, (7.23)
Mpy; yq Mkpy ; yq ãÑ BMkpy ; yq. (7.24)
For generic choices of Floer data, the moduli spaces Mkpy ; yq are compact manifolds-
with-corners of dimension
degpy q  degpyq   2k  1. (7.25)
Let ppZ, p1,    , pkq, uq be a rigid element of Mkpy ; yq, so we have degpy q 
degpyq  2k   1. In this case, there are natural isomorphisms
µu : oy Ñ oy  (7.26)
between the orientation lines defined via index theory. One defines the operation
δk : SC pMq Ñ SC 2k 1pMq (7.27)
by a signed count of rigid elements of the moduli spaces Mkpy ; yq for varying




 , yq are never rigid, from which the identity
ķ
i0
δiδki  0 (7.28)
follows, see Lemma 10 of r43s for details. This shows that pSC pMq, tδkuk¥0q is an
S1-complex (usually not strict) in the sense of Definition 2.6.1.
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As in (2.56), the S1-equivariant symplectic cohomology SH S1pMq is defined to be
the cohomology of the complex




k and u is a formal variable of degree 2.
One can replace the autonomous Hamiltonian H in the above construction (which
is quadratic on the conical end) with a Hamiltonian which is linear at infinity, i.e.
Hλpr, yq  λr   C (7.30)
on rr0,8qBM , where λ P R and C is some constant, and consider its time-dependent
perturbation Hλ,t  Hλ   Fλ,t as above, so that all the time-1 orbits of XHλ,t are
non-degenerate. The space of such Hamiltonians Hλ,t : S1 M Ñ R with varying λ
will be denoted by H`pMq, which contains HλpMq, the space of Hamiltonians with





We also require that λ R PM , where PM  R is the collection of those λ such that
the set of 1-periodic orbits OM,λ of XHλ,t is not contained in any compact subset of
M . This gives rise to the S1-equivariant Floer cochain complex
CFS1pλq : pCFpλq bK Kppuqq{uKrruss, δeqq , (7.32)
where CFpλq is the Hamiltonian Floer complex of Hλ,t. The cohomology of (7.32)
will be denoted by HFS1pλq. For λ1   λ2, one can build equivariant continuation






k : CFS1pλ1q Ñ CFS1pλ2q, (7.33)
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which are S1-complex homomorphisms relating different equivariant Floer complexes.
Passing to the direct limit yields an alternative definition of the equivariant symplec-
tic cohomology
SH S1pMq : limÝÑλHF

S1pλq. (7.34)
This approach of defining SH S1pMq is carried out in detail in r19s. Note that for the
purpose of defining SH S1pMq, one can assume that λ ¡ 0.
Back to our previous set up. Choosing Ht P HpMq to be a C2-small and time-
independent Morse function in the interior M in of M , we get a copy of the Morse
complex CM pHtq as a subcomplex of SC pMq. When passing to cohomology, the
inclusion CM pHtq ãÑ SC pMq induces the classical PSS map
PSS : HpM ;Kq Ñ SH pMq. (7.35)
Since the S1-action on the symplectic cochain complex SC pMq comes from reparametriz-
ing the Hamiltonian orbits, one may expect that it becomes trivial when restricted
to the subcomplex CM pHtq, i.e. all the operations δk, k ¥ 1 should vanish on it.
This is indeed the case with appropriate choices of Floer data over the moduli spaces
Mk. As a consequence, the natural inclusion CM pHtq ãÑ SC pMq is an S1-complex
homomorphism, which induces the S1-equivariant PSS map
PSS : HpM ;Kppuqq{uKrrussq Ñ SH S1pMq (7.36)
after passing to cohomologies.
One can also use a Hλ,t P HλpMq which is C2-small and Morse in M in in the
above, which will then give rise to maps
PSSλ : HpM ;Kq Ñ HFpλq, (7.37)
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PSSλ : HpM ;Kppuqq{uKrrussq Ñ HFS1pλq. (7.38)
The maps (7.35) and (7.36) can then be thought of as (7.37) and (7.38) composed
with the continuation maps and equivariant continuation maps respectively.
7.2 Cyclic dilations
We study in this section the geometric counterpart of an exact Calabi-Yau structure
on a homologically smooth A8-category. The precise relationship between these two
notions will be established in the next section, using Ganatra’s construction of the
cyclic open-closed string map.
Take any λ P r0,8s with λ R PM if λ   8. Recall that the S1-equivariant
Hamiltonian Floer cohomology HFS1pλq fits into the following Gysin type long exact
sequence:




ÝÑ HFpλq Ñ    , (7.39)
see r18, 19, 20s for a detailed discussion. The BV operator
∆  rδ1s : HFpλq Ñ HF1pλq (7.40)
coincides on the cohomology level with the composition B  I (in the non-trivial
order). When M  T Q is the cotangent bundle of a compact Spin manifold Q,
and λ  8, the above Gysin exact sequence reduces to the well-known long exact
sequence in string topology r26s (this is because the Cieliebak-Latschev map is a
morphism between S1-complexes, see Section 8.1):








ÝÑ HpLQ;Kq Ñ    ,
(7.41)
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where the maps I and B are known as the erasing map and the marking map respec-
tively. Because of this, the same terminology will be used to refer to I and B in the
general case, for any λ and any Liouville manifold M .
Recall that in string topology, the map B is defined as follows: by definition,
an equivariant homology class γ P HS1 1pLQ;Kq can be equivalently realized as a
homology class of H1pS8S1LQ;Kq, whose lift in HpS8LQ;Kq will be denoted
by γ̃. Let Π be the trivial projection S8  LQÑ LQ, then Bpγq  Πpγ̃q.
Since the natural inclusion CM pHtq ãÑ SC pMq is an S1-complex homomor-
phism, by Proposition 2.6.2 the long exact sequence (7.39) is compatible with the
ordinary and equivariant PSS maps (cf. (7.37) and (7.38)) in the sense that it fits
into the following commutative diagram:
   H1pM ;Kq H1S1 pM ;Kq H
 1
S1 pM ;Kq HpM ;Kq   
   HF1pλq HF1S1 pλq HF
 1
S1 pλq HF
pλq   
PSSλ PSSλ PSSλ PSSλ
I S B
(7.42)
where the upper row is the usual Gysin long exact sequence for the trivial S1-action
on M , so in particular HS1pM ;Kq  HpM ;Kppuqq{uKrrussq.
We proceed to give a chain level interpretation of the condition (1.41) appeared in
Section 1.3. To do this, we need to find the chain level expression of the coboundary
map
B : HF 1S1pλq Ñ HF 0pλq (7.43)
in the Gysin sequence (7.39). Write a degree 1 cocycle β̃ in the S1-equivariant
Hamiltonian Floer cochain complex CFpλq bK Kppuqq{uKrruss as
°8
k0 βk b u
k,
where βk P CF 2k 1pλq and only finitely many terms in the infinite sum are non-
zero. If we use Bc to denote the underlying chain level map of the marking map B,
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We introduce the following definition, which is slightly more general than (1.41), and
will be useful for various constructions and arguments later.
Definition 7.2.1. A cyclic dilation is a cocycle β̃ P SC 1S1pMq which consists of a
sequence of odd degree Floer cochains tβkuk¥0 with βk P SC 2k 1pMq, and βk  0 for
only finitely many k, so that the cocycle
°8
k0 δk 1pβkq, after passing to cohomology,
defines an invertible element h P SH 0pMq. Moreover, there exists a λ P R¡0zPM
so that β̃ lies in the image of the equivariant continuation map (cf. (7.33))
κλ,8eq : CF 1S1pλq Ñ CF 1S1p8q : SC 1S1pMq. (7.45)
Let λ " 0 be sufficiently large. We consider an important special case of the
above definition, namely when h  1 is the identity of SH 0pMq. It follows from the
exactness of (7.39) that there is a cohomology class b̃ P HF 1S1pλq satisfying Bpb̃q  1
if and only if 1 P HF 0pλq vanishes under the erasing map I : HF 0pλq Ñ HF 0S1pλq.
In view of the commutative diagram (7.42), this is precisely the case when the
image of the (locally finite) fundamental class 1 P H0pM ;Kq vanishes under the
composition
HpM ;Kq ãÑ HpM ;Kppuqq{uKrrussq
PSSλÝÝÝÑ HFS1pλq. (7.46)
On the other hand, it follows from Lemma 4.2.4 of r117s that if M admits a dilation
in HF 1pλq, i.e. a class b P HF 1pλq which becomes a dilation in SH 1pMq under the
continuation map κλ,8 considered above, then 1 P H0pM ;Kq lies in the kernel of
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(7.46). This observation enables us to relate cyclic dilations to the following notion
introduced by Zhao r117s.
Definition 7.2.2 (Definition 4.2.1 of r117s). We say that a Liouville manifold M
admits a higher dilation if the identity 1 P HpM ;Kq lies in the kernel of the localized
equivariant PSS map
yPSS : HpM ;Kppuqqq Ñ zPSH pMq, (7.47)
where zPSH pMq is the completed periodic symplectic cohomology, which is the coho-
mology of the Tate complex (cf. (2.57))
pSC pMq bK Kppuqq, δeqq . (7.48)
A higher dilation can be equivalently interpreted using the equivariant PSS map
(7.36). Precisely, M admits a higher dilation if and only if 1buk P HpM ;Kppuqq{uKrrussq
lies in the kernel of the map PSS (cf. (7.36)) for every k ¥ 0. In view of the above
discussions, we get the following:
Proposition 7.2.1. If M admits a higher dilation, then it admits a cyclic dilation
with h  1.
Remark 7.2.1. In fact, it is an observation made in Remark 6.5 of r103s that the
existence of a dilation in HF 1pλq is equivalent to the existence of a cocycle β0 P
CF 1pλq and a cochain β1 P CF1pλq, so that δeqpβ1   β0 b u1q  e, where
e P CF 0pλq is the chain level representative of the identity. It is therefore natural to











where only finitely many βj can be nonzero. While the notion of a higher dilation
allows this more general situation to happen, it also imposes the additional restriction
that e b uk should be coboundaries in the complexes CF2kS1 pλq for λ " 0. (7.49)
holds if and only if M admits a cyclic dilation with h  1.
This observation enables us to get some first examples of Liouville manifolds
with cyclic dilations. For any closed manifold Q, one can consider the classifying
map f : QÑ Bπ1pQq for its universal cover. Q is called rationally inessential if the
fundamental class rQs P HnpQ;Qq vanishes under the pushforward
f : HnpQ;Qq Ñ HnpBπ1pQq;Qq. (7.50)
In particular, every simply connected closed manifold is rationally inessential. It
follows from Corollary 1.1.6 of r117s and Proposition 7.2.1 stated above that for any
rationally inessential manifold Q, M  T Q admits a cyclic dilation over Q. It is,
however, not clear whether such a cotangent bundle admits a quasi-dilation. In fact,
it is even unknown whether T Q admits a dilation over Q for any simply connected
formal manifold Q, see Lecture 18 of r93s. More interesting examples of Liouville
manifolds which admit cyclic dilations are established in Section 9.1.
Remark 7.2.2. Related notions are introduced in r119s, where the author consid-
ers the spectral sequence associated to the u-adic filtration on the equivariant Floer
cochain complex CFS1pλq, and M is said to admit a k-dilation if for sufficiently
large λ R PM , the identity e P CF 0pλq is killed in the pk   1q-th page of the spectral
sequence. In particular, any flexible Weinstein manifold admits a 0-dilation, and a
dilation in the sense of Seidel-Solomon r103s is a 1-dilation. In general, having a
k-dilation for k ¥ 1 is equivalent to requiring that
°k1
j0 βj b u
j P CF 1S1pλq defines
a cyclic dilation with h  1.
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7.3 Cyclic open-closed map
We briefly summarize the construction of the cyclic open-closed string map due to
Ganatra r43s. Details can be found in Section 5 of r43s. See also r46s for applica-
tions of the cyclic open-closed string map in the study of mirror symmetry of closed
symplectic manifolds.
Roughly speaking, the cyclic open-closed map is a parametrized version of the
usual open-closed map
OC : CH pWpMqq Ñ SC  npMq (7.51)
considered in r94s and r2s, which keeps track of the S1-complex structures on both
sides.
However, as we have already noticed in Section 2.7, in order to keep track of the
information of the S1-action on the open-string side, one needs to consider the non-
unital Hochschild complex CH nu pWpMqq instead of the usual Hochschild complex
CH pWpMqq. Thus the first step towards the construction of an “S1-equivariant
enhancement” of the usual open-closed map OC would be to replace OC by a map
OC nu : CH nu pWpMqq Ñ SC  npMq (7.52)
defined on the non-unital Hochschild complex. Following Ganatra, we will call OC nu
the non-unital open-closed string map. In view of the definition of CH nu pWpMqq
recalled in Section 2.7, the map OC nu should consist of the check component }OC :
CH pWpMqq Ñ SC  npMq and the hat component yOC : CH pWpMqqr1s Ñ SC  npMq,
which acts respectively on the check and hat factors of the non-unital Hochschild
complex, and
OC nupα̌, β̂q  }OC pα̌q  yOC pβ̂q, (7.53)
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where α̌ P CH pWpMqq and β̂ P CH pWpMqqr1s.
The map }OC is defined on the ordinary Hochschild chain complex, and it in fact
coincides with the ordinary open-closed string map (7.51). Recall that OC is defined
by considering closed discs S equipped with boundary marked points ζ1,    , ζd P BS
which serve as inputs, and an interior marked point ζout , which is an output. There is
also an asymptotic marker `out at ζout pointing towards ζd. One can assign Floer data
to such discs
 
S; ζ1,    , ζd; ζout , `out

in the usual way, and when forming the mod-
uli space of Floer trajectories, the boundary components of BSztζ1,    , ζdu will be
labelled with Lagrangian submanifolds L1,    , Ld which are objects of the wrapped
Fukaya category WpMq, so that Li is the label of the arc along the boundary between
ζi and ζi 1 mod d, and the marked points ζ1,    , ζd are associated with asymptotics
x1,    , xd, which are time-1 chords of the Hamiltonian vector field XHt from Li1
to Li mod d, for some Ht P HpMq. For any yout P OM , the coefficient before |oyout |K
in }OC p|oxd |K,    , |ox1 |Kq is determined by a signed count of rigid Floer trajectories
u : S ÑM which satisfy the relevant Floer equation, with boundary conditions deter-
mined by the Lagrangian labellings pL1,    , Ldq and asymptotic conditions specified
by p~x : pxd,    , x1q; youtq.
The definition of the map yOC differs from }OC in the sense that one now con-
siders closed discs
 
S; ζf , ζ1,    , ζd; ζout , `out

with d   1 boundary marked points,
and an interior marked point as the domains, where ζf is an auxiliary marked point
on the boundary, and the asymptotic marker `out is required to point towards ζf .
The marked point ζf is auxiliary in the sense that this point will be forgotten when
assigning Floer data, and the collection p~x; youtq of Hamiltonian chords and orbits as
above still determines the asymptotic conditions for the corresponding Floer equa-
tion. Since the direction of `out remembers the position of ζf , so its freedom to vary














Figure 7.1: Domain of the map yOC and its identification after forgetting ζf
shifted Hochschild chain complex CH pWpMqqr1s. See Figure 7.1 for a description
of its domain.
Proposition 7.3.1 (Lemma 12 of r43s). The non-unital open-closed map OC nu }OC `yOC is a chain map.
Consider the natural inclusion ι : CH pWpMqq ãÑ CH nu pWpMqq, whose com-
position with the non-unital open-closed map gives rise to a chain map OC nu  ι :
CH pWpMqq Ñ SC  npMq, which coincides on the chain level with the usual open-
closed string map OC . Since we have learned from Section 2.7 that ι is a quasi-
isomorphism, it follows that as homology level maps, rOC nus  ι  rOC s.
The cyclic open-closed string map OC will be defined as an S1-equivariant en-
hancement of OC nu, by including higher cyclic chain homotopies. More precisely, it
consists of a sequence of maps
OC k  }OC k `yOC k : CH nu pWpMqq Ñ SC  n2kpMq (7.54)









δi yOC ki  yOC k  b1  }OC k  p1 λq, (7.56)
where
Bnu : CH nu pWpMqq Ñ CH nu1pWpMqq (7.57)
is the map (2.66) applied to the wrapped Fukaya category. Roughly speaking, the
maps }OC k and yOC k are defined in the same way as }OC and yOC , but with addi-
tional interior marked points p1,    , pk included in the respective domains, which
are located near ζout and are strictly radially ordered in the sense that
0   |p1|        |pk|  
1
2 . (7.58)
Define OC : 8̧
k0
}OC k `yOC k	uk, (7.59)
it follows from (7.55) and (7.56) that:
Theorem 7.3.1 (Theorem 1 of r43s). The non-unital open-closed map OC nu admits
a geometrically defined S1-equivariant enhancement
OC P RHomS1 pCH nu pWpMqqrns, SC pMqq . (7.60)
Combining Theorem 1.1 of r44s and Corollary 1 of r43s, we have the following:
Theorem 7.3.2 (Ganatra). Let M be a non-degenerate Liouville manifold, then the
homology level maps
rOC s : HH pWpMqq Ñ SH  npMq, rOC s : HC pWpMqq Ñ SH  nS1 pMq (7.61)
are isomorphisms.
We can now fulfil our promise at the beginning of Section 7.2, namely to explain
the relationship between exact Calabi-Yau structures on WpMq and cyclic dilations.
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B // SH  npMq
(7.62)
where B is the cohomology level map associated to Bnu.
Proof. This is a direct consequence of Theorem 7.3.1 and Proposition 2.6.2.
Corollary 7.3.1. Let M be a non-degenerate Liouville manifold, its wrapped Fukaya
category WpMq is exact Calabi-Yau if and only if there exists a cyclic dilation b̃ P
SH 1S1pMq.
Proof. Since M is non-degenerate, it follows from Theorem 7.3.2 that both of the
maps rOC s and rOC s in the commutative diagram (7.62) are isomorphisms. The
corollary then follows from the fact that rηs P HHnpWpMqq is non-degenerate if
and only if its image under the open-closed map rOC s is an invertible element h P




Let M be a Liouville manifold with c1pMq  0, and fix a trivialization of its canonical
bundle KM . We consider in this chapter the open string implications of the existence
of a cyclic dilation. To be precise, we shall consider Lagrangian submanifolds in M
which are objects of the compact Fukaya category FpMq, namely they satisfy the
following:
Assumption 8.0.1. L M is closed, connected, exact, graded, and Spin.
We shall actually fix the choice of a grading on L, so that the Lagrangian Floer
cohomology HFpL0, L1q of two Lagrangian submanifolds L0, L1 M is well-defined
as a Z-graded algebra over K.
8.1 The Cieliebak-Latschev map
Let L  M be an exact Lagrangian submanifold satisfying Assumption 8.0.1. As a
consequence of the Viterbo functoriality r113, 3s, we have a map
SH pMq Ñ SH pT Lq  HpLL; νq, (8.1)
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where the latter isomorphism is established in r1s in the case when L is Spin, and in
r3s in the general case. Since we have required in Assumption 8.0.1 that L is Spin,
the local system ν : π1pLLq Ñ K can be dropped out from our notations.
There is an S1-equivariant analogue of (8.1) constructed by Cohen-Ganatra r29s
(in the case when M  T L, see also Section 4.4.1 of r117s for a detailed exposition
in the general case), which is an infinite sum
CL : 8̧
k0
CLkuk : SC pMq bK Kppuqq{uKrruss Ñ C♦n pLL;Kppuqq{uKrrussq (8.2)
whose degree 0 piece arises from relevant considerations by Cieliebak-Latschev in
r25s. In the above, C♦pLL;Kq is a quotient of the dg algebra CpLL;Kq con-
structed by Cohen-Ganatra in Appendix A.1 of r29s. It has the property that the
projection CpLL;Kq Ñ C♦pLL;Kq is a quasi-isomorphism, and C♦pLL;Kq car-
ries the structure of a strict S1-complex. CL defines an S1-complex morphism, so
it descends to the map (1.42) on the cohomology level. We shall give a brief ac-
count of Cohen-Ganatra’s construction in this section, and explain its implications
for Lagrangian submanifolds in Liouville manifolds with cyclic dilations.
The construction of the maps tCLku is in some sense parallel to the construction
of the maps tδku in Section 7.1, but we now consider half-cylinders instead of cylinders
as our domains. A k-point angle decorated half-cylinder is a (positive) half-cylinder
Z   Z together with a collection of auxiliary interior marked points p1,    , pk P Z 
satisfying (7.1). Denote by Mk,  the moduli space of such half-cylinders. Every
element of Mk,  is equipped with a positive cylindrical end
ε  : r0,8q  S1 Ñ Z , ps, tq ÞÑ ps  ppkqs   δ, tq, (8.3)
for some fixed δ ¡ 0. Note that unlike the case of Mk, there is no free R-action on
the moduli space Mk, .
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Mk,  can be compactified to a manifold with corners Mk,  by including broken
trajectories in the moduli space. The codimension 1 boundary strata of Mk,  can be
covered by the images of the natural inclusions
Mj,  Mkj ãÑ BMk, , 0 ¤ j ¤ k, (8.4)
M
i,i 1
k,  ãÑ BMk, , 1 ¤ i   k, (8.5)
M
0
k,  ãÑ BMk, , (8.6)
where Mi,i 1k,  is the locus where the i-th and pi   1q-th height coordinates coincide,
and M0k,  is the locus where h1  0. There exist forgetful maps
πi : Mi,i 1k,  ÑMk1, , 1 ¤ i ¤ k  1, (8.7)
π0 : M0k,  ÑMk1, , (8.8)
where the first map has been considered in (7.9), which forgets the point pi 1, while
the second map forgets p1. Note that the maps πi for i ¥ 1 extend as maps π̄i :
M
i,i 1




k,  be the subset with
argppkq  θ, there is an identification ιθ : M0,θk,  Ñ Mk1, , which extends as a map
ῑθ on the compactifications.
The definition of a Floer datum for a k-point angle-decorated half-cylinder pZ , p1,    , pkq
is completely analogous to that of Definition 7.1.2, and will therefore be omitted. In-
ductively, there exist universal and consistent choices of Floer data for each k ¥ 0
and each k-point angle decorated half-cylinder in the sense that:
• In a sufficiently small neighborhood of L M , the Hamiltonian HZ   0 near
s  0.
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• Near the boundary stratum (8.4), the Floer datum coincides with the product of
the Floer data chosen on lower dimensional strata up to conformal equivalence.
The Floer data vary smoothly with respect to the gluing charts for the product
Floer data.
• Near the boundary strata (8.5), the Floer data are conformally equivalent to
the ones obtained by pulling back from Mk1,  via the forgetful maps π̄i for
i  1,    , k  1.
Fixing a universal and consistent choice of Floer data, for each y P OM , define
Mk, py, Lq to be the moduli space of pairs ppZ , p1,    , pkq, uq, where pZ , p1,    , pkq P








pε qups, q  y, (8.10)
up0, tq  γ for some γ P LL. (8.11)
For generic choices of JZ  , Mk, py, Lq is a smooth manifold of dimension
n degpyq   2k, (8.12)
which admits a well-defined Gromov bordification Mk, py, Lq, whose codimension 1
boundary is covered by the inclusions
Mkj, py
1, Lq Mjpy, y
1q ãÑ BMk, py, Lq, (8.13)
M
i,i 1




k, py, Lq ãÑ BMk, py, Lq. (8.15)
Choose some Riemannian metric g on L. The evaluation map ev : Mk, py, Lq Ñ
LL is defined by restricting u P Mk, py, Lq to t0u  S1 and taking the arc length
parametrization of the boundary of u with respect to g. The map ev admits an
extension ev : Mk, py, Lq Ñ LL to the boundary strata, and the k-th order Cieliebak-
Latschev map











denotes the fundamental chain.
Proposition 8.1.1 (r117s, Proposition 4.4.12). CL  °8k0 CLkuk defines a mor-
phism of S1-complexes, and therefore it is an S1-equivariant enhancement of CL0.
The proof follows from an analysis of the boundary strata of Mk, py, Lq. In
particular, our choice of Floer data ensures that the elements in the moduli space
M
i,i 1
k,  py, Lq will never contribute. On the other hand, the contribution from the
stratum M0k, py, Lq is non-trivial, and can actually be identified with
δtop1  CLk1, (8.18)
where δtop1 denotes the chain level BV operator on CpLL;Kq defined by rotating
the loops, which descends to a BV operator on the quotient dg algebra C♦pLL;Kq.
On the cohomology level, CL induces a map
rCLs : SH S1pMq Ñ HS1npLL;Kq. (8.19)
This enables us to interpret a result of Davison r30s as providing obstructions to
Lagrangian embeddings in Liouville manifolds with cyclic dilations, see Proposition
1.3.2.
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Proof of Proposition 1.3.2. Let M be a Liouville manifold with a cyclic dilation, and
assume that there is an exact Lagrangian submanifold L  M which is hyperbolic.
It follows from Propositions 2.6.2 and 8.1.1 that there is a commutative diagram








where the vertical arrow on the right is the usual Viterbo map (8.1). By our as-
sumption, there is a class b̃ P SH 1S1pMq whose image under the Connes’ map B is an
invertible element h P SH 0pMq. By the commutativity of (8.20), and our assump-
tion that L is a Kpπ, 1q space, such a class induces an exact Calabi-Yau structure
on the fundamental group algebra Krπ1pQqs, which contradicts the main result of
r30s.
It would also be interesting to take a look at the special case when h  1 in the
definition of a cyclic dilation, which leads to the following generalization of Corollary
6.3 of r103s.
Corollary 8.1.1. Suppose that the marking map B : SH 1S1pMq Ñ SH 0pMq hits the
identity 1 P SH 0pMq, then M cannot contain a closed exact Lagrangian submanifold
L which is a Kpπ, 1q space.
Proof. Let L  M be an exact Lagrangian submanifold which is topologically a
Kpπ, 1q space. Since T L is a Weinstein manifold, so Corollary 7.3.1 applies. It fol-
lows from Theorem 6.1.3 of r30s that the marking map B : SH 1S1pT Lq Ñ SH 0pT Lq
cannot hit the identity. Suppose M admits a cyclic dilation with h  1, one can
then use the commutative diagram (8.20) to get a contradiction.
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As an application, it follows from the existence result of r119s that the Milnor
fibers Ma, ,a associated to the Brieskorn singularities
za1        z
a
n 1  0, (8.21)
where n ¥ a, do not contain exact Lagrangian tori.
Corollary 8.1.1 can also be applied to deduce non-existence results concerning
cyclic dilations. For example, consider the Weinstein 4-manifold T1,1,0  C3 defined
by the equation
x  y   xyz  1, (8.22)
which is the complement of a nodal elliptic curve Σ  CP2. This manifold is studied
in Section 4.1 of r22s, and it follows from the computation loc. cit that
SH 0pT1,1,0q  Krx, y, zs{px  y   xyz  1q (8.23)
as K-algebras. Since the polynomial x  y   xyz  1 is irreducible over K, the only
invertible element in SH 0pT1,1,0q is the identity. If T1,1,0 admits a cyclic dilation,
then B : SH 1S1pT1,1,0q Ñ SH 0pT1,1,0q hits the identity. On the other hand, from
the perspective of Legendrian surgery, T1,1,0 can be constructed by attaching two
2-handles to the disc cotangent bundle DT 2, so there is an exact Lagranian torus
L  T1,1,0. Now Corollary 8.1.1 shows that T1,1,0 does not admit a cyclic dilation.
One can attach one more 2-handle to DT 2 to get the Liouville domain associated
to the affine surface T1,1,1  C3 defined by the equation
x  y   z   xyz  1. (8.24)
Since it contains T 1,1,0 as a Liouville subdomain, we conclude that T1,1,1 does not
admit a cyclic dilation. In fact, if M0  M1 is a Liouville subdomain, there is a
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commutative diagram
SH S1pM1q SH 1pM1q




generalizing (8.20), from which we see that if M1 admits a cyclic dilation, then so
is M0. The vertical map on the left of (8.25) is defined using a carefully chosen
Hamiltonian, so that the Viterbo map on the chain level, which is a projection to
the quotient complex, preserves the S1-complex structures. We will not spell out the
details here, as similar ideas will be developed in Section 9.2. Detailed construction
can also be found in Appendix C of r117s.
More generally, attaching 2-handles to DT 2 yields a sequence of Weinstein 4-





¤ 1, these are the Milnor
fibers of parabolic and hyperbolic unimodal singularities mentioned in Section 1.2.
Our discussions above imply the following:
Proposition 8.1.2. The Weinstein manifold Tp,q,r admits a cyclic dilation if and
only if q  r  0.
Proof. Note that T0,0,0 is symplectomorphic to T T 2, so it admits a quasi-dilation.
T1,0,0 is symplectomorphic to C2ztxy  1u, it follows from Corollary 19.8 of r93s
that there is a quasi-dilation in SH 1pT1,0,0q. Alternatively, one can compute its
wrapped Fukaya category explicitly, whose endomorphism algebra turns out to be
formal, and is quasi-isomorphic to the associative algebra Krx, ysrpxy 1q1s, whose
superpotential description has been given in Example 2.2.1. The case when p ¡ 1 can
be argued similarly, since there are Lefschetz fibrations Tp,0,0 Ñ C whose smooth
fibers are T S1. In fact, Tp,0,0 is symplectomorphic to the rAp plumbing of T S2’s.
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On the other hand, we have seen in the above that T1,1,0 and T1,1,1 do not admit
cyclic dilations. Since any Weinstein manifold Tp,q,r with p ¥ 1 and q ¥ 1 contains
T 1,1,0 as its Liouville subdomain, the non-existence of a cyclic dilation follows from
the commutative diagram (8.25).
Observe that among the examples Tp,q,r considered above, the existence of a
cyclic dilation is in fact equivalent to the existence of a quasi-dilation. This is not
surprising in view of Proposition 1.4.1. More interestingly, Proposition 8.1.2 implies
the following:
Corollary 8.1.2. Let M be any 4-dimensional Milnor fiber associated to a non-
simple singularity, then M does not admit a cyclic dilation.
Proof. This follows from the commutative diagram (8.25) and the adjacency of singu-







 1, so that M contains T p,q,r as a Liouville subdomain. However, it
follows from Proposition 8.1.2 that any such Tp,q,r cannot admit a cyclic dilation.
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Chapter 9
Existence of cyclic dilations
Let M be a 2n-dimensional Liouville manifold with c1pMq  0. In this chapter,
we consider the existence and uniqueness questions concerning cyclic dilations. In
Section 9.1, we use Koszul duality to show that the manifold M3,3,3,3 admits a cyclic
dilation. This example is non-trivial as M3,3,3,3 does not admit a quasi-dilation. With
the help of Lefschetz fibrations, one can produce infinitely many non-trivial examples
starting from M3,3,3,3. This is done in Section 9.2. Section 9.3 proves the uniqueness
of smooth Calabi-Yau structures on the wrapped Fukaya categories of log general
type affine varieties containing exact Lagrangian Kpπ, 1q’s, from which Theorem
1.4.2 follows as a corollary. The discussions in Section 9.4 are mostly speculative,
they are included here merely as supplements to Section 1.4.
9.1 Koszul duality, revisited
Although for the most part of Chapters 7 and 8 we have been taking a geometric
viewpoint, dealing with cyclic dilations in equivariant symplectic cohomologies in-
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stead of exact Calabi-Yau structures on wrapped Fukaya categories, this section is
an exception. Here we shall return to the original notion of an exact Calabi-Yau
structure (Definition 1.3.1) which motivates the second part of this thesis, and study
it essentially from the algebraic perspective, based on a result of Van den Bergh (cf.
Theorem 9.1.1).
Before we proceed, first recall that smooth Calabi-Yau structures are Morita
invariant, so it makes no difference to study smooth Calabi-Yau structures on an A8-
algebra A over some semisimple ring k, or to consider them as Calabi-Yau structures
on the A8-category Aperf . See Theorem 3.1 of r29s for an explanation of this fact.
One of the main ingredients of our proof of Theorem 1.4.1 is the following theorem
due to Van den Bergh r111s, which enables us to characterize a large class of exact
Calabi-Yau A8-algebras in terms of its Koszul dual.
Theorem 9.1.1 (r111s, Theorem 11.1). Let A be a homologically smooth, complete,
augmented dg algebra over k, so that HpAq is concentrated in degrees ¤ 0. Let A!
be the Z-graded Koszul dual of A. Then the following statements are equivalent:
• A! is a proper A8-algebra which, up to quasi-isomorphism, carries a cyclic
A8-structure of degree n.
• A is exact n-Calabi-Yau.
Here, by complete we mean the underlying associative algebra of A is a quotient
of the path algebra of some quiver completed at path length.
Theorem 9.1.1 should be understood in the more general framework of Koszul
duality between Calabi-Yau structures, which we now describe. Recall that over a
field K of characteristic 0, cyclic A8-structures provide explicit models for the more
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general notion of a proper Calabi-Yau structure defined in Section 2.1. It is proved
by Ganatra (r43s, Theorem 2) that any full subcategory of the compact Fukaya
category FpMq admits a geometrically defined proper Calabi-Yau structure. As a
consequence, we have the following:
Proposition 9.1.1 (r43s, Corollary 2). Let M be a Liouville manifold with c1pMq 
0. If charpKq  0, then any full A8-subcategory of the compact Fukaya category
FpMq is quasi-isomorphic to a cyclic A8-category.
If A and B are Koszul dual as Z-graded A8-algebras, then there is a duality
CH npAq  hom pCH  npBq,Kq (9.1)
between Hochschild chains, which suggests that under Koszul duality, non-degenerate
cycles in CHnpAq should correspond to maps
CH  npBq Ñ K (9.2)
which induce proper Calabi-Yau structures on B. The theorem stated below is a
slight variant of r29s, Theorem 25.
Theorem 9.1.2 (Cohen-Ganatra). Let A be a homologically smooth dg algebra over
k, and let A! be a proper A8-algebra so that A and A! are Koszul dual as Z-graded
A8-algebras. Then A carries a smooth Calabi-Yau structure if and only if A! is a
proper Calabi-Yau A8-algebra.
From this perspective, the content of Theorem 9.1.1 can be understood as saying
that if we further impose the assumptions that A is complete and supported in
non-positive degrees, then the Calabi-Yau structure on A induced by the proper
Calabi-Yau structure on A! is not only smooth, but also exact.
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Geometrically, the A8-Koszul duality between the endomorphism algebras of a
set of generators in FpMq and WpMq has been studied in the first part of this thesis.
However, to apply Theorem 9.1.1, we will need a result of Ekholm-Lekili r36s, which
shows that in certain cases Koszul duality between the Fukaya A8-algebras FM and
WM implies automatically the completeness of WM .
We use the set up and notations from Section 3.2. In particular, the Weinstein
domain M is obtained by attaching n-handles to MΛ along the Legendrian sub-
manifold Λ  BMΛ. The augmentation (3.15) on the Chekanov-Eliashberg algebra
CEpΛq allows us to write
CEpΛq  ΩLC pΛq, (9.3)
where Ω is the Adams cobar construction, and LC pΛq is an A8-coalgebra over k,
which is called the Legendrian A8-coalgebra in r36s, whose linear dual LC pΛq# is
quasi-isomorphic to the Fukaya A8-algebra VM defined in Section 3.2. The completed
Chekanov-Eliashberg dg algebra is defined to be
yCEpΛq : BpVMq#, (9.4)
where on the right-hand side the bar construction is taken with respect to the trivial
augmentation ε : VM Ñ k defined by projecting to the idemponents in the degree 0
part.
To state the result from r36s which is crucial to our proof, we need a little bit
more background on algebra. Denote by C any strictly counital A8-coalgebra over
k which carries a coaugmentation ε_ : k Ñ C. Denote by C : cokerpε_q the
coaugmentation ideal. There is a decreasing, exhaustive, bounded above filtration
on the cobar complex
ΩC  F 0ΩC  F 1ΩC     , (9.5)
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where
F pΩC : Cr1sbkp ` Cr1sbkpp 1q `    . (9.6)
The completed cobar construction is defined to be the inverse limit
pΩC : limÐÝpΩC{F pΩC. (9.7)





where LC pΛq  LC pΛq is the submodule without the idempotents. It follows from
the definition (9.4) that as an algebra over k,
yCEpΛq  kxxLC pΛqyy, (9.9)
which is the completed tensor algebra of KxRy, regarded as a module over k. In
particular, there is a completion map
φ : CEpΛq ÑyCEpΛq. (9.10)
The following theorem follows from Proposition 18 of r36s, which enables us to
recover part of the information of the wrapped Fukaya A8-algebra WM from the
compact Fukaya A8-algebra FM even when they are not necessarily Koszul dual.
Theorem 9.1.3 (Ekholm-Lekili). Suppose that the Weinstein domain MΛ is sub-
critical, and the Floer cohomology algebra HpVMq is non-negatively graded with
H0pVMq  k, then there is a quasi-isomorphism
yCEpΛq  pΩV#M . (9.11)
In other words, pΩV#M and VM are Koszul dual as A8-algebras.
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We now apply Theorem 9.1.1 to concrete geometric situations. As a quick appli-
cation, let T be a tree with vertex set T0. For each v P T0 we associate a simply-
connected closed manifold Qv of dimension n ¥ 3. For simplicity, we also assume
that Qv is Spin. Denote by MT the Weinstein manifold obtained by plumbing the
cotangent bundles T Qv according to the tree T .
Proposition 9.1.2. The wrapped Fukaya category WpMT q carries an exact Calabi-
Yau structure.
Proof. It follows from the proof of Theorem 54 of r36s that the wrapped Fukaya
A8-algebra WMT is quasi-isomorphic to a dg algebra concentrated in degrees ¤ 0,
and it is Koszul dual to the Fukaya A8-algebra FMT of the compact cores tQvuvPT0 .
Moreover, combining Theorem 9.1.3 above and Theorem 54 of r36s one finds that
WM is quasi-isomorphic to its completion. Since charpKq  0, Proposition 9.1.1
implies that up to quasi-isomorphism, FMT carries a cyclic A8-structure. Now the
conclusion follows from Theorem 9.1.1.
Note that this gives an alternative way of seeing that the cotangent bundle T Q
of a simply-connected manifold Q admits a cyclic dilation, compare with our discus-
sions at the end of Section 7.2. It is an interesting question whether the Weinstein
manifolds MT admit higher dilations.
Our second application deals with the specific case of the affine hypersurface
M3,3,3,3  C4. Recall that the Liouville 6-manifold M3,3,3,3 arises as the Milnor fiber
associated to the isolated singularity at the origin
x3   y3   z3   w3  0, (9.12)
which is known as a 3-fold triple point. The smoothing of this singularity has been










Figure 9.1: Configuration of vanishing cycles in M3,3,3,3, note that the spheres
coloured in blue are mutually disjoint
vanishing cycles in M3,3,3,3 which consists of a configuration of 16 Lagrangian spheres,
whose intersection pattern is indicated in Figure 9.1, where each arc represents a
Lagrangian sphere.
One obtains from this the Legendrian surgery description of M3,3,3,3:
Lemma 9.1.1. The Milnor fiber M3,3,3,3 is the result of attaching Weinstein 3-
handles to D6 along a Legendrian surface Λ3,3,3,3  pS5, ξstdq, which is a disjoint
union of 16 standard unknotted Legendrian S2’s. Up to Legendrian isotopy, the Leg-
endrian fronts of 10 of the components in link Λ3,3,3,3 are depicted in Figure 9.3, where
each Legendrian unknot in the picture should be understood as a 2-sphere obtained by
spinning the 1-dimensional unknot around along the vertical axis of symmetry of its
front projection. The remaining 6 components Λ12,Λ13,Λ21,Λ23,Λ31,Λ32 are unknots
linking Λ1γ and Λγ2, Λ1γ and Λγ3, Λ2γ and Λγ1, Λ2γ and Λγ3, Λ3γ and Λγ1, and
Λ3γ and Λγ2 respectively, with all the linking numbers being 1. They are pairwise
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disjoint and disjoint from Λγγ.
Proof. Consider the Lefschetz fibration t : C3 Ñ C obtained as the Morsification of
the polynomial x3 y3 z3. The smooth fiber of t is symplectomotphic to the Milnor
fiber T3,3,3 associated to the singularity x3   y3   z3  0, and its total monodromy
is the composition of Dehn twists along a basis of 8 vanishing cycles in T3,3,3, see
Section 4.2 of r60s for a detailed description of this Lefschetz fibration. By Theorem
4.4 of r112s, this describes D6 as the result of attaching 8 Weinstein 3-handles to
T3,3,3  D
2 along a link of 8 Legendrian 2-spheres in T3,3,3  S1, which restricts to
the basis of vanishing cycles in T3,3,3. Moreover, M3,3,3,3 also carries a Lefschetz
fibration π : M3,3,3,3 Ñ C, with T3,3,3 as its smooth fiber, under which the vanishing
cycles of M3,3,3,3 described in Figure 9.1 can be realized as Lagrangian matching
spheres. Figure 9.2 gives a description of the base of π, where the 24 crosses are
critical values, which are divided into three groups, and π1pq is a smooth fiber.
See Section 2.5 of r60s, where the detailed construction of such a Lefschetz fibration
is explained. The blue curve in Figure 9.2 which connects two different critical
values of π is the projection of a matching sphere V  M3,3,3,3. This shows that
M3,3,3,3 can be constructed by attaching 24 Weinstein 3-handles to T3,3,3 D2 along
a link of 24 Legendrian S2’s, whose restrictions in π1pq are vanishing cycles of
π. Note that it can be arranged so that the basis of vanishing cycles of π contains
the aforementioned basis of vanishing cycles of t as a subset. Comparing with the
handlebody decomposition of D6 described above, this realizes the Weinstein domain
M3,3,3,3 as D6 with 16 Weinstein 3-handles attached along a link of 16 unknotted
Legendrian S2’s in pS5, ξstdq. When restricting to the smooth fiber π1pq of π, these
Legendrian spheres form a subset of the basis of vanishing cycles of π, and every
one of them lies in a matching sphere, in the fiber above  P C. More precisely,
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consider the associated Lefschetz fibration π̄ : M3,3,3,3 Ñ D2 on the Liouville domain
(with corners) M3,3,3,3 obtained by cutting off the cylindrical ends of the fibers, and
removing the preimage of the part outside of the dashed circle in Figure 9.2, where
the fibration is locally trivial (this is the original set up of r89s). If we cut the base of
π along the orange dashed arc in Figure 9.2, the preimage under π̄ of the lower left
half of the disc, which we denote by D, with the corners rounded-off, is deformation
equivalent to D6, and the restrictions of the 16 matching spheres to π̄1pDq become
exact Lagrangian fillings of the corresponding vanishing cycles, which are considered
as Legendrian spheres in the contact boundary Bπ̄1pDq. For example, for the
matching sphere V in the figure, its restriction V : V X π̄1pDq is a Lagrangian
disc, which fills its boundary BV  Bπ̄1pDq, which is a Legendrian 2-sphere. In
this way, the linking pattern of the 16 Legendrian S2’s in Bπ̄1pDq is determined
by the intersection pattern of the Lagrangian matching spheres in M3,3,3,3, which is
shown in Figure 9.1.
In Figure 9.3, we have arranged so that the labellings of the components of Λ3,3,3,3
coincide with that of the vanishing cycles in Figure 9.1, which means that for any
vanishing cycle V, the Lagrangian 3-disc V X D6 is a filling of the component
Λ  Λ3,3,3,3 with the same labelling. The set of Lagrangian cocores tLu will be
labelled in the same way, with L being the cocore of the 3-handle attached along
Λ. As a consequence, V intersects L non-trivially and transversely at a unique
point if and only if they have the same labelling. We denote by WM3,3,3,3 the Fukaya
A8-algebra of the cocores tLu.
Lemma 9.1.2. Up to quasi-isomorphism, the wrapped Fukaya A8-algebra WM3,3,3,3






















Figure 9.2: Base of the Lefschetz fibration π : M3,3,3,3 Ñ C
Λγγ
Λ1γ Λγ1 Λ2γ Λγ2 Λ3γ Λγ3
Λ11 Λ22 Λ33
Figure 9.3: Front view of the Legendrian front of Λ3,3,3,3, where the components
Λ12,Λ13,Λ21,Λ23,Λ31,Λ32 are omitted since they are covered by the other components
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Proof. According to r16, 33, 36s, the surgery map
Θ : WM3,3,3,3 Ñ CEpΛ3,3,3,3q (9.13)
induces an isomorphism on homologies, so it suffices to check that the Chekanov-
Eliashberg dg algebra CEpΛ3,3,3,3q is concentrated in non-positive degrees up to
quasi-isomorphism.
Equip Λ3,3,3,3 with a Maslov potential µ : Λ3,3,3,3 Ñ Z as follows. For the green
component Λγγ, let µ  1 on the upper strand, and µ  0 on the lower strand. For
each blue component, put µ  0 on the upper strand, and µ  1 on the lower
strand. Finally, for each red component, set µ  1 on the upper strand, and
µ  2 on the lower strand.
To show that CEpΛ3,3,3,3q is quasi-isomorphic to a dg algebra with all the gen-
erators concentrated in non-positive degrees, we make use of the cellular model
CpΛ3,3,3,3q of CEpΛ3,3,3,3q recalled in Chapter 5. Observe that by our choice of
the Maslov potential µ, for any sheet Sm with larger height than Sn, we necessar-
ily have µpSmq ¥ µpSnq, which according to (5.8) implies that all the generators
of the form bm,nα and cm,nα have non-positive gradings. However, there may still be
generators am,nα with |am,nα |  1. For each such generator, consider any 1-cell e1β in
the Λ3,3,3,3-compatible polygonal decomposition which ends at e0α, with the other end





































generated by dCbm,nβ and b
m,n
β . For any relevant 0-cell e0α, it is always possible to find
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a corresponding 1-cell e1β in the cellular decomposition, so that am,nγ  0 for the 0-cell
e0γ. This can be checked directly using the definition of the cellular dg algebra, or
one may observe that geometrically, all the Reeb chords ending on Λ3,3,3,3 correspond
to generators of the form bm,nα or cm,nα . In other words, by replacing the cellular dg
algebra CpΛ3,3,3,3q with a quasi-isomorphic dg algebra if necessary, all the generators
with positive degrees can be cancelled out.
Since the Legendrian front of Λ3,3,3,3 does not involve any swallowtail singularity,
as explained in the proof of Lemma A.2.1 below, the cancellation of the generators
does not depend on the ground field K, so we conclude that CEpΛ3,3,3,3q is quasi-
isomorphic to a dg algebra with all the generators concentrated in degrees ¤ 0 over
any field K.
Since  M3,3,3,3 is the Milnor fiber associated to a (weighted) homogeneous sin-
gularity, it follows from Lemmas 4.15 and 4.16 of r97s that 
τV11      τV33  τVγ1  τVγ2  τVγ3  τV1γ  τV2γ  τV3γ  τVγγ
3
 r2s. (9.16)
Since the right hand side of (9.16) is a non-trivial degree shift, by Seidel’s long exact
sequence r98s, the compact Fukaya category FpM3,3,3,3q is split-generated by the 16
Lagrangian spheres
V11,    , V33, Vγ1, Vγ2, Vγ3, V1γ, V2γ, V3γ, Vγγ. (9.17)
In particular, denote by FM3,3,3,3 the Fukaya A8-algebra of these vanishing cycles,




perf ,FpropM3,3,3,3  FpM3,3,3,3q
prop, (9.18)
where by Aprop we mean the A8-category of proper modules over an A8-algebra or
A8-category A. As a Corollary to Lemma 9.1.2, we conclude the following:
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Corollary 9.1.1. The Lagrangian submanifolds tVu admit gradings for which the
A8-algebra FM3,3,3,3 is concentrated in degrees 0 ¤  ¤ 3, and its degree 0 part is
isomorphic to k :
À16
i1 Kei.
Proof. Since we have seen in Lemma 9.1.2 that the Chekanov-Eliashberg dg algebra
CEpΛ3,3,3,3q is non-positively graded up to quasi-isomorphism, this is a consequence
of the Eilenberg-Moore equivalence (3.16).
Remark 9.1.1. Compare with Lemma 4.5 of r105s, where a similar result is proved
for the WKB algebra of Lagrangian spheres. We expect that the same grading property







The following lemma is essentially proved in r72s, and we only give a brief sketch
of their argument.
Lemma 9.1.3 (Lekili-Ueda). There is a fully faithful embedding
WpM3,3,3,3q ãÑ FpM3,3,3,3q
mod , (9.19)
where FpM3,3,3,3qmod is the category of A8-modules over FpM3,3,3,3q.
Proof. Since the right-hand side of (9.16) is a non-trivial degree shift, the diagonal
bimodule over WpM3,3,3,3q is a colimit of FpM3,3,3,3q b FpM3,3,3,3qop in the category
of WpM3,3,3,3q-bimodules, see Proposition 7.7 of r72s. The diagonal argument of
Beilinson r12s then implies that WpM3,3,3,3q is a subcategory of FpM3,3,3,3qmod .
As a corollary, there is an isomorphism
HH pFpM3,3,3,3qq  HH pWpM3,3,3,3qq (9.20)
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between Hochschild cohomologies. In fact, it is possible to strengthen Lemma 9.1.3
by showing that FM3,3,3,3 and WM3,3,3,3 are Koszul dual as A8-algebras. To do this,
we need some more background from algebra.
Let D be a triangulated category, and let P be an object of D. We say that P
is a classical generator of D if P split-generates D, and P is a weak generator, or it
weakly generates D, if for any non-zero object Q of D, we have
homDpP,Qrjsq  0 (9.21)
for some j P Z. Note that these definitions extend straightforwardly to the case of a
family of objects.
The notion of a classical generator is useful as it allows us to recover the infor-
mation of the whole category by expressing an arbitrary object X of D as a direct
summand of some iterated mapping cone of shifted copies of the generator P , which is
in general not the case of a weak generator. In order to establish an analogous picture
for weak generators, we need to impose an intrinsic condition called compactness.
Definition 9.1.1. Let D be an additive category with arbitrary direct sums. A com-











is bijective for any set I and objects tPiuiPI . The compact objects of D form a full
triangulated subcategory, which will be denoted by Dc.
Let D be a triangulated category with arbitrary direct sums. We say that D is
compactly generated if there exists a set tKiuiPI of compact objects such that
À
iPI Ki
weakly generates D. It turns out that any object of a compactly generated trian-
gulated category can be recovered from its compact weak generators as a homotopy
colimit (cf. Lemma 13.34.3 of r107s). As a consequence, we have the following:
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Proposition 9.1.3 (r78s, Theorem 2.2). Let D be a compactly generated triangulated
category with a set of compact weak generators tKiuiPI , then D is the smallest strictly
full triangulated subcategory of D which contains tKiuiPI and is closed under direct
sums.
For compactly generated triangulated categories, we have the following fact which
relates classical generators of Dc to weak generators of D:
Proposition 9.1.4 (r107s, Proposition 13.34.6). Let D be a compactly generated
triangulated category, and K is a compact object of D. Then K is a weak generator
of D if and only if it is a classical generator of Dc.
In practice, we will be dealing with triangulated A8-categories in the sense of
r89s. Given such a category, the results above can be applied to the associated
derived category, which is a genuine triangulated category.
Proposition 9.1.5. There are quasi-isomorphisms between Z-graded A8-algebras
over k:
RHomFM3,3,3,3 pk,kq WM3,3,3,3 , RHomWM3,3,3,3 pk,kq  FM3,3,3,3 . (9.23)














whose existence relies on the fully faithful embedding WpM3,3,3,3q ãÑ FpM3,3,3,3qmod
established in Lemma 9.1.3, and the fact that the wrapped Floer cohomology HW pL,Kq
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is finite dimensional for any object L of the wrapped Fukaya category, as long as
K M3,3,3,3 is a compact Lagrangian submanifold, while
K : RHomFM3,3,3,3 p, kq (9.26)
is the Koszul duality functor considered in Section 3.4. By Corollary 9.1.1, Theorem
9.1.3 applies and shows that the A8-algebras FM3,3,3,3 and pΩF#M3,3,3,3 are Koszul dual,
so the Koszul duality functor K is a quasi-equivalence, see r64s. In particular, the
composition K  I defines a fully faithful embedding.
We now show that K  I is actually a quasi-equivalence. Since the vanishing
cycles tVu in (9.17) can be identified with proper modules over the wrapped Fukaya
category WpM3,3,3,3q, they define a set of compact objects of Dperf pWM3,3,3,3q. Under
the derived functor DI associated to the fully faithful embedding I, the Yoneda
modules tYVu (regarded as objects of F
perf
M3,3,3,3) associated to the vanishing cycles
become compact weak generators of DproppFM3,3,3,3q, the derived category of proper
modules over FM3,3,3,3 . This is a consequence of Proposition 9.1.4, as DproppFM3,3,3,3q
is compactly generated by the subcategory Dperf pFM3,3,3,3q, and tYVu split-generate
F
perf
M3,3,3,3 . By Proposition 9.1.3, there is then a fully faithful embedding
DproppFM3,3,3,3q ãÑ D
perf pWM3,3,3,3q. (9.27)
This shows that I is actually a quasi-equivalence, so is the composition K  I.
We have proved the existence of a quasi-equivalence




Taking the direct sums of the generators on both sides yields a quasi-isomorphism
between the respective endomorphism algebras WM3,3,3,3  pΩF#M3,3,3,3 , from which the
Koszul duality between FM3,3,3,3 and WM3,3,3,3 follows.
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Proof of Theorem 1.4.1. Denote by FM3,3,3,3 the Fukaya A8-algebra of the basis of
vanishing cycles tVu depicted in Figure 9.1. It follows from Proposition 9.1.1 that
FM3,3,3,3 is a cyclic A8-algebra. Combining Theorem 9.1.3 and Proposition 9.1.5
we see that WM3,3,3,3 is quasi-isomorphic to a complete dg algebra, whose Koszul





non-positive degrees. Applying Theorem 9.1.1 completes the proof.
As a by-product, we have the following non-formality result. A similar result is
proved in Theorem 8.3 of r72s.
Corollary 9.1.2. The Fukaya A8-algebra VM3,3,3,3 is not formal over k.
Proof. Suppose that VM3,3,3,3 is formal, then the Euler vector field defines a non-
trivial class reuFs P HH 1pFpM3,3,3,3qq. By Lemma 9.1.3, there is an isomorphism
HH pFpM3,3,3,3qq  HH pWpM3,3,3,3qq (as Gerstenhaber algebras, but may not be
compatible with the BV structures on both sides), under which reuFs goes to a
non-trivial class b P HH 1pWpM3,3,3,3qq, which induces via the composition
HHn 1pWpM3,3,3,3qq IÝÑ HCn 1pWpM3,3,3,3qq BÝÑ HHnpWpM3,3,3,3qq (9.29)





 1, with ∆CY being the BV operator on HH pWpM3,3,3,3qq
induced by some smooth Calabi-Yau structure on WpM3,3,3,3q. Under the BV algebra
isomorphism
HH pWpM3,3,3,3qq  SH pM3,3,3,3q (9.30)
established by Ganatra, b induces a quasi-dilation in SH 1pM3,3,3,3q, since changing
the smooth Calabi-Yau structure on WpM3,3,3,3q has the effect of transforming the
original BV operator ∆CY to another one h1∆CYh, for some h P HH 0pWpM3,3,3,3qq.
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To complete the proof, we follow the argument of Example 2.7 of r96s to show that
M3,3,3,3 does not admit a quasi-dilation. Consider the Milnor fiber M of a 5-fold triple
point, using the Morse-Bott spectral sequence r90s which converges to SH pMq, one
can deduce that SH 1pMq  0, which in particular implies that M does not admit a
quasi-dilation. On the other hand, there is a Lefschetz fibration M Ñ C on M whose
smooth fiber F is symplectomorphic to the Milnor fiber of a 4-fold triple point. By
Lemma 19.5 of r93s, it follows that there is no quasi-dilation in SH 1pF q. Similarly,
F also admits a Lefschetz fibration F Ñ C with the Milnor fiber M3,3,3,3 as its fiber,
from which we conclude that there is no quasi-dilation in SH 1pM3,3,3,3q.
9.2 Lefschetz fibrations
This section is devoted to the proof of Theorem 1.3.1, which allows us to get new
examples Liouville manifolds which admit cyclic dilations in terms of known ones.
The argument here is a slight variation of those in Section 7 of r103s and Section 5.3
of r117s.
We use the general set up of Section 7 of r103s. Let π : M Ñ C be an exact
symplectic Lefschetz fibration, which means that its smooth fibers F are completions
of Liouville doomains F . More explicitly, we require that
• For some almost complex structure J P JpMq, the map π is pJ, jq-holomorphic,
where j is the standard complex structure on C.
• π has finitely many isolated critical points, so that each singular fiber con-
tains at most one critical point, and the almost complex structure J is locally
integrable near each of these critical points.
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• There is a relatively open compact subset M  M , so that its complement
MzM is identified with
M : pR   T q YR S1R BF pC R   BF q, (9.31)
where
T  pR F q{pt, xq  pt 1, µpxqq (9.32)
is the mapping torus, with µ being the total monodromy of π. By construc-
tion, M is a manifold with corners, which coincides with the Liouville domain
associated to M up to deformation once the corners are rounded off.
• Fix the choice of a trivialization of the canonical bundle KM , which induces a
trivialization of KF , the canonical bundle of the fiber.
Given such a Lefschetz fibration, consider the autonomous Hamiltonian HM :
M Ñ R defined by
HM  HF   π
HC, (9.33)
where HCpzq  ε|z c|2{2 for some ε ¡ 0 is a function on the base, and HF : F Ñ R
is a Hamiltonian on the fiber which is linear on the cylindrical end r1,8q BF with
slope λ ¡ 0, where λ R PF . By Lemma 7.2 of r103s, for sufficiently small ε, there is
a short exact sequence
0 Ñ KCritpπqrns Ñ CFvertpM,λq Ñ CFpF, λq Ñ 0, (9.34)
where the Floer complexes CFvertpM,λq and CFpF, λq are defined by choosing time-
dependent perturbations of the autonomous Hamiltonians HM and HF , and the
notation KCritpπqrns means the complex with trivial differential so that there is
a copy of K in degree n for every critical point of π. Here, we use the notation
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CFvertpM,λq to indicate that when λ Ñ 8, the slope of our Hamiltonian HM only
increases in the vertical direction. As a consequence, the cohomology level direct limit
SH vertpMq is in general not isomorphic to the symplectic cohomology SH pMq. The
same notational convention will be used later on for equivariant Floer cohomologies
defined using a small time-dependent perturbation of HM .
Let M be a Liouville manifold. Recall that the action functional AHt : LM Ñ R
of a time-dependent perturbation Ht : S1M Ñ R of some autonomous Hamiltonian








Recall that the period spectrum PM is a strictly ordered set with elements 0  η0  
η1   η2      , where η1 is the minimum period of a Reeb orbit on the contact




2  λj, j ¥ 0. (9.36)
Consider a Hamiltonian Hλ,t P HλpMq so that λ R PM , let OM,λ be the set of 1-
periodic orbits of XHλ,t , there is an action filtration F  on the Floer complex CF
pλq





In order to analyze the compatibility between the S1-complex structure maps
tδiui¥0 and the filtration F  on CFpλq, we study a specific autonomous HamiltonianrHλ : M Ñ R, which is a C2-small Morse function in the interior of M , takes the form
pr1q2
2 on the collar neighborhood r1, λ  1s  BM , and finally, rHλpxq  λpr 1q  λ22
is linear on the cylindrical end rλ   1,8q  BM . Following Section 3.2.1 of r117s,
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we define a carefully-chosen small time-dependent perturbation rHλ,t of rHλ. For
any 1-periodic orbit x P rO of X rHλ , fix an isolating neighborhood Ux  M . If x
corresponds to a Reeb orbit of multiplicity k P N, one considers a Morse function




that has a unique minimum fp0q  1 and a unique maximum
fpt0q  1{2 for some small enough t0 P S1. Define hx : Ux Ñ r1, 0s by
hxpt, xpsqq  fpks ktq (9.38)
on the image of x and extend it smoothly to Ux so that hx  0 on BUx. The
time-dependent perturbation of rHλ is defined to be
rHλ,t  rHλ   ε1 ¸
xPrO
hxptq, (9.39)
where hxptq  fx  φtrHλ , with φ
t
rHλ being the time t flow of X rHλ , and ε
1 ¡ 0 is a
small positive number.
With our choice of rHλ,t, an energy estimate for Floer trajectories in Mipy ; yq
with |oy  |K P F jCFpλq implies the following:
Lemma 9.2.1 (Lemma 3.2.4 of r117s). For any fixed λ R PM , there is an ε1 ¡ 0





 F jCFpλq (9.40)
for all i, j ¥ 0.
Proof of Theorem 1.3.1. We first show that (9.34) is a short exact sequence of S1-
complexes. Basically, (9.34) follows from the fact that the generators of CFvertpM,λq
consist of the following three kinds:
• Critical points of HF . These generators have small negative action, if we per-
turb HF so that it is a C2-small Morse function in the interior of F .
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• Non-constant 1-periodic orbits of HF . Writing HF  hF prq on the cylindrical
end r1,8q  BF , such an orbit x has action
AHF pxq  hF prxq  rxh
1
F prxq   0, (9.41)
where rx P r1,8q is the radial coordinate of x.
• Constant orbits near the critical points of πHC, with Conley-Zehnder index
n. If we choose the C2-small Morse function appearing in the first item to be
sufficiently small, it can be achieved that
AHM pxq  ε|πpxq  c|
2  HF pxq ¡ 0. (9.42)
By choosing the t-dependent perturbation of the Hamiltonian HF (and thus HM)
carefully, Lemma 9.2.1 applies and shows that the operations tδiui¥0 preserve the
action filtration on CFvertpM,λq. This implies that the generators of CFvertpM,λq
with positive actions form the (trivial) S1-subcomplex KCritpπqrns. On the other
hand, the same energy estimate as in the proof of Lemma 7.2 of r103s shows that






asymptotics x, x  P OF,λ, its image necessarily lies in the fiber F . Here, νZ P Ω1pZq,
HLefZ P H
Lef pMq, JLefZ P JLef pMq involved in the Floer equation come from the Floer
data chosen for the moduli spaces Mi of i-point angle decorated cylinders. However,
the choices of Floer data here differ slightly from what we have seen in Definition 7.1.2
in the sense that they need to be compatible with the Lefschetz fibration structure.
More precisely, HLef pMq is the space of Hamiltonians which are small t-dependent
perturbations of the autonomous Hamiltonians taking the specific form (9.33), and
JLef pMq is the space of compatible almost complex structures which are of contact
type when restricted to the fibers F , and π : M Ñ C must be pJ, jq-holomorphic.
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The fact that upZq  F implies that the quotient complex CFvertpM,λq{KCritpπqrns
can be identified with CFpF, λq as an S1-complex. This proves that (9.34) is a short
exact sequence of S1-complexes, and it follows from Proposition 2.6.2 that we have
a commutative diagram
   Kppuqq{uKrrussCritpπqrns HFS1,vertpM,λq HFS1pF, λq   
   KCritpπqrns HF1vert pM,λq HF1pF, λq   
B B B
(9.43)
whose rows are long exact sequences of S1-equivariant and ordinary Floer cohomology
groups, which are related through the marking map B.
Now suppose that F admits a cyclic dilation, so that for some λ " 0 and λ R PF ,
there is a class b̃F P HF 1S1pF, λq, whose image under the composition of the marking
map B and the continuation map defines an invertible element hF P SH 0pF q. By
our assumption that n ¡ 1 is odd, the map HF 1S1,vertpM,λq Ñ HF 1S1pF, λq in (9.43)
is surjective, and we have the isomorphism
HF 0vertpM,λq  HF 0pF, λq, (9.44)
which induces an isomorphism SH 0vertpMq  SH 0pF q of K-algebras after passing
to the direct limit. By the surjectivity of HF 1S1,vertpM,λq Ñ HF 1S1pF, λq and the
commutative diagram (9.43), b̃F lifts to a class b̃M P HF 1S1,vertpM,λq, whose image
under B, followed by the continuation map, is the lift of hF in SH 0vertpMq. In
view of the isomorphism SH 0vertpMq  SH 0pF q, this defines an invertible element of
SH 0vertpMq. Finally, there is an equivariant continuation map (whose construction is
similar to that of (7.33))
SC vertpMq bK Kppuqq{uKrruss Ñ SC pMq bK Kppuqq{uKrruss, (9.45)
under which the class b̃M goes to a cyclic dilation in SH 1S1pMq.
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9.3 Varieties of log general type
We prove Theorem 1.4.2 in this section. Our argument is based on the work of
McLean r79s on the symplectic invariance of the log Kodaira dimension, and the
techniques in r15, 56s, which allow us to produce J-holomorphic curves starting
from Floer trajectories. For completeness, we shall start by recalling some of the
important notions and results from r79s.
Let pM, θMq be any Liouville domain and let J be an almost complex structure
on M which is compatible with the symplectic form dθM . It is convex if there is
some function φ : M Ñ R such that
• BM is a regular level set of φ and φ attains its maximum on BM ;
• θM  J  dφ near BM .
Every Liouville domain M has a convex almost complex structure since one can take
φ  r to be the radial coordinate function in a collar neighborhood of BM , and
then extend it smoothly to the interior. The following notion plays a pivotal role in
McLean’s theory.
Definition 9.3.1 (r79s, Definition 2.2). Let k P Z¡0, and let µ P R¡0. A Liouville
domain M is pk, µq-uniruled if for every convex almost complex structure J and
every point p P M in so that J is integrable in a neighborhood of p, there is a proper
J-holomorphic map u : S Ñ M in whose image passes through p, where S is a genus
0 Riemann surface with dimH1pS;Qq ¤ k  1, and the energy of u is at most µ.
It follows from Theorem 2.3 of r79s that pk, µq-uniruledness is a symplectic in-
variant of the completion after forgetting about the energy bound µ.
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We now restrict ourselves to the special case when M is an n-dimensional smooth
affine variety. We say that M is algebraically k-uniruled if there is a polynomial map
S Ñ M passing through every generic point p P M , where S is CP1 with at most k
points removed. This notion of uniruledness is related to Definition 9.3.1 as follows.
Theorem 9.3.1 (r79s, Theorem 2.5). Let M be a smooth affine variety. If the
associated Liouville domain M is pk, µq-uniruled for some µ, then M is algebraically
k-uniruled.
k-uniruledness of an affine variety is closely related to its log Kodaira dimension.
In particular, we have the following:
Lemma 9.3.1 (r79s, Lemma 7.1). Let M be a smooth affine variety which is alge-
braically k-uniruled. If k  1, then κpMq  8, and if k  2, then κpMq ¤ n 1.
Proof of Theorem 1.4.2. Suppose that M is an n-dimensional smooth affine variety
so that SH 0pMq is not isomorphic to K, or equivalently, there is an h P SH 0pMq
which is not a multiple of the identity. Since hh1  1 holds in SH 0pMq, there
must be some generator η of SC 0 pMq so that α  e   η is invertible when passing
to cohomology, where α P K and SC 0 pMq  SC 0pMq is the submodule generated
by non-constant Hamiltonian orbits. Let L  M be an exact Lagrangian Kpπ, 1q,
consider the Viterbo restriction map SH pMq Ñ HnpLL;Kq, under which α  e η
becomes a non-trivial central unit
α  ιrLs   hL (9.46)
in the fundamental group algebra Krπ1pLqs, where ι : L Ñ LL is the inclusion of
constant loops and hL is some central element. By Theorems 6.1.2 and 6.1.3 of r30s,
any non-trivial central unit of Krπ1pLqs must satisfy α  0. It follows that the
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pairing
SC 0 pMq b SC 0 pMq
!
ÝÑ SC 0pMq prÝÑ C0pM ;Kq  K (9.47)
defined by composing the pair-of-pants product with the natural projection to the
subcomplex C0pM ;Kq  SC 0pMq does not vanish, so there must be some y 0 , y 1 P
OM , such that y 1 ! y 0  α1  e, where α1 P K is some non-zero scalar. Without
loss of generality, we may assume that y 1 ! y 0  e for convenience.
This implies the existence of a map u : S Ñ M , with S being a 3-punctured
sphere, which satisfies the Floer equation pduXHS b νSq
0,1  0, and is asymptotic
to the non-constant periodic orbits y 0 , y 1 P OM at two positive cylindrical ends, and
converges to the minimum y of some C2-small Morse function defined on M in. Here
HS : S Ñ HpMq is a domain-dependent Hamiltonian-function so that its restriction
to M in is a (domain-independent) C2-small Morse function, and νS P Ω1pSq is a
closed 1-form, they are fixed as part of our Floer data defining the pair-of-pants
product, and the p0, 1q-part in the Floer equation is taken with respect to some
domain-dependent almost complex structure JS : S Ñ JpMq. Starting from this,
one can apply a limiting argument of r15, 56s to produce a J-holomorphic cylinder
ū8 : Z ÑM in1ε (9.48)
with finite energy which passes through y for any convex almost complex structure
J on the slightly shrinked Liouville domain
M1ε :Mzp1 ε, 0s  BM (9.49)
containing y in its interior, and whose completion is still deformation equivalent to
M , where ε ¡ 0 is a small constant.
To do this, we work with linear Hamiltonians instead, and introduce a particular
1-parameter family of domain-dependent Hamiltonians Hλ,S,θ : S Ñ HλpMq which
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depend on a small parameter θ ¡ 0, where as before λ R PM and λ " 0. Specifically,
for each point z P S, there is a Hamiltonian
Hλ,z,θ  Hλ,θ   Fλ,z P HλpMq, (9.50)
where Fλ,z : S M Ñ R is independent of s when restricted to the cylindrical ends,
and since it is supported near non-constant orbits of XHλ,θ , we can choose ε ¡ 0 so




Cλ   θf on M in
hλ,θprq on M1 2εzM in
λpr  1 εq on MzM1 2ε
(9.51)
where Cλ ¡ 0 is a small scalar which satisfies limλÑ8Cλ  0, f is a C2-small Morse
function when restricted to M in1ε, satisfying 1 ¤ f ¤ 0 on M1ε, has a relative
minimum at y P M in1ε, and equals r  1   ε on r1  2ε, 1s  BM . hλ,θprq is an
arbitrary convex function on r1, 1   2εs  BM which depends only on r, and whose
slope varies from θ to λ as r goes from 1 to 1  2ε, such that hλprq : limθÑ0 hλ,θprq
is a smooth function.
With our particular choice of the domain-dependent Hamiltonian Hλ,S,θ as above,
we get a Floer trajectory uλ,θ : S ÑM which is asymptotic to a Morse critical point
yθ at its negative cylindrical end, and to y 0,θ, y 1,θ P OM,λ at two positive cylindrical
ends. It follows from our definition of Hλ,θ that the non-constant orbits y 0,θ, y 1,θ
necessarily lie in the collar r1, 1   2εs  BM . To achieve the non-degeneracies of
the orbits y 0,θ and y 1,θ, the perturbation Fλ,z can be taken to be supported near
y 0,θ and y 1,θ, so we may assume (by possibly rescaling ε) that Hλ,z,θ  Hλ,θ is
domain-independent in the shrinked Liouville domain M1ε. Applying the maximum
principle from Section 7d of r7s to the map uλ,θ shows that uλ,θpSq  M1 2ε. To
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where the trajectory uλ,θ
lies in, one can start from any convex almost complex structure J on M and perturb
it slightly outside of M1ε to get a domain-dependent almost complex structure
Jλ,S,θ : S Ñ JpMq. Note that we have arranged so that both of Hλ,S,θ and Jλ,S,θ
are domain-independent on M1ε, and we denote the restriction of Jλ,S,θ on M1ε as
Jλ,θ.
We want to pass to the limit θ Ñ 0. Notice that when restricted to the Liouville
domain M1ε, we have limθÑ0Hλ,θ  Cλ, and limθÑ0 Jλ,θ  J , for some fixed
convex almost complex structure J P JpMq which doesn’t need to depend on λ. By
the same argument as in the proof of Proposition 5.11 of r56s, one can find a sequence
tθnu which limits to 0 so that the corresponding Floer trajectories satisfy uλ,θn Ñ uλ






duλ XHλ,z,0 b dt2Jλ,z,0 ¤ µM (9.52)
is bounded above by some constant µM ¡ 0, which is independent of λ. Denote by
φ a biholomorphic map which identifies S with CP1zt0, 1,8u so that the negative
puncture ζout is mapped to the origin. The composition ũλ  uλφ : CP1zt0, 1,8u Ñ
M is a map whose limit at the origin is y : limθÑ0 yθ and which goes outside of
M in when approaching the other two punctures. Note that by our choice of Hλ,θ,
the minimum yθ of the C2-small Morse function f is independent of θ ¡ 0, so we
actually have y PM in12ε. On the other hand, it also follows from our choice of Hλ,θ
that y 0 : limλÑ8 y 0,θ and y 1 : limλÑ8 y 1,θ fall outside of M in.
Pick any Rλ P p12ε, 1εq, and consider the inverse image ũ1λ pMRλq. As λÑ 8,
limλÑ8Rλ  1  ε. Since y P M in12ε and y 0 , y 1 R M in, ũ1λ pM inRλq  CP
1zt0, 1,8u
is an open punctured cylinder for some ε ¡ 0 which can be taken sufficiently small.
We will denote it by Zλ  Z. Since Hλ  Cλ in M in, it follows that the map
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ũλθM ¤ E puλq ¤ µM , (9.53)
where θM is the Liouville form. In particular, the removable singularity theorem for
pesudoholomorphic maps applies, which shows that ũλ extends to a J-holomorphic
map ūλ : Zλ Ñ M inRλ . Letting λ Ñ 8, we get a J-holomorphic map ū8 : Z Ñ
M in1ε whose image passes through y. The uniruledness of the Liouville domain
M1ε follows by noticing that y can be taken to be any generic point in M in1ε.
Alternatively, one can argue as follows.





which parametrizes maps u : S ÑM satisfying Floer’s equation, but are now asymp-
totic to y 0 , y 1 P OM,λ at two positive ends, and converges to the relative fundamental
cycle in C2npM, BMq at the negative end. The Gromov bordification of Ppy 0 , y 1 ;Mq















and the coefficient before the identity e P CF 0p2λq under the pair-of-pants product
y 1 ! y
 









ev. Our assumption that h defines a non-trivial unit in SH 0pMq implies that for






and M relative to the boundaries. Applying the same argument as above to every






proves that the Liouville domain M1ε is p2, µMq-uniruled
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in the sense of Definition 9.3.1. It follows from Theorem 9.3.1 that M is algebraically
2-uniruled.
By Lemma 9.3.1, M cannot be of log general type. In other words, for any smooth
affine variety M of log general type which contains an exact Lagrangian Kpπ, 1q,
we necessarily have SH 0pMq  K. Appealing to Corollary 8.1.1 completes our
proof.
Note that our theorem provides an alternative way to understand Corollary 8.1.2.
One can also try to prove a statement of similar flavour as Theorem 1.4.2 by mak-
ing use of the logarithmic PSS map introduced by Ganatra-Pomerleano in r48, 49s.
Under the assumption that M  XzD, where pX,Dq is a multiplicatively topologi-
cal pair in the sense of r49s, SH 0pMq is isomorphic to the logarithmic cohomology
HlogpX,Dq as a K-algebra, while H0logpX,Dq does not contain any non-trivial unit.
9.4 A conjectural picture
Although the results obtained in this chapter are far from providing a complete classi-
fication of Liouville manifolds admitting cyclic dilations, in view of our discussions in
Section 1.4, it seems to be reasonable to expect the following (note that we consider
here only the case when charpKq  0):
Conjecture 9.4.1. Let M be an n-dimensional smooth affine variety.
• If κpMq  8, then M admits a cyclic dilation with h  1.
• If κpMq  0, then M admits a cyclic dilation if and only if it admits a quasi-
dilation with h  1.
• If κpMq  n, then M does not admit a cyclic dilation.
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Note that in order for our conjecture to make sense, we need to regard manifolds
with SH pMq  0 as manifolds which carry cyclic dilations. As is conjectured by
McLean, this is precisely the case when M is ruled by affine lines.
The expectation that cyclic dilations should exist for all affine varieties with
κpMq  8 is probably too optimistic, it seems to be more reasonable to state
the conjecture for all the Milnor fibers with κpMq  8. However, there are affine
varieties with κpMq  8 which are not Milnor fibers, but which do admit cyclic
dilations. For example, we ave the affine hypersurface M1,1,0  C4 mentioned in
Section 6.4. We know that M1,1,0 admits a cyclic dilation because it carries a Lef-
schetz fibration π : M1,1,0 Ñ C with the smooth fiber being symplectomorphic to
a 4-dimensional D4 Milnor fiber, so combining our argument in Section 3.5 with
the Lefschetz fibration method due to Seidel-Solomon r103s shows that M admits a
quasi-dilation. This example is also interesting in the sense that the existence of an
exact Calabi-Yau structure on WpMq does not follow from Van den Bergh’s Theorem
9.1.1. In fact, it follows from (6.176) that the wrapped Fukaya A8-algebra W1,1,0
of M1,1,0 is quasi-isomorphic to a (formal) dg algebra with generators in positive
degrees, so Theorem 9.1.1 is not applicable.
According to Theorem 1.5.1, one may expect that every Liouville manifold M
admitting a cyclic dilation has an associated number N , the maximal number of
disjoint Lagrangian spheres (although at present I don’t know how to prove this
without assuming property prHq). This should be viewed as a kind of “capacity”
measuring the size and complexity of M . It is therefore natural to expect that the
bound N is related to certain kind of symplectic capacity. Here, the most relevant to





k¥1 defined to be
cGHk pMq : inf
 
a|δeqpxq  u
k 1e for some x P F¤aSC2k 1S1 pMq
(
, (9.56)
where F is the action filtration. It follows from our discussions in Section 7.2 that
M admits a cyclic dilation with h  1 if and only if cGH1 pMq   8, and admits a
higher dilation if and only if cGHk pMq   8 for any k ¥ 1.1 Thus the first item of
Conjecture 9.4.1 follows from the following:
Conjecture 9.4.2. Let M be a smooth affine variety with κpMq  8, then
cGH1 pMq   8.
It seems likely that there is no exact Lagrangian tori in smooth affine varieties
with κpMq  8. In view of Corollary 8.1.1, this provides evidences for the more
precise expectation that the marking map B : SH 1S1pMq Ñ SH 0pMq should actually
hit the identity.
If all the smooth affine varieties which admit cyclic dilations are those with h  1,
and those admitting quasi-dilations, then one can normalize the definition of the
endomorphism ΦrL,rL on HF
pL,Lq for a b̃-equivariant Lagrangian sphere rL  pL, γ̃Lq
so that it acts as the identity on HFnpL,Lq. However, it remains unclear whether
a smooth affine variety with 0   κpMq   n could admit a cyclic dilation. Note
that contractible affine surfaces with log Kodaira dimension 1 are classified, see for
example r108s. For these surfaces, one can show (using techniques of r80s) that there
is a non-trivial invertible element in SH 0pMq. However, they do not admit cyclic
dilations as each of them contains DF as a Liouville subdomain, where D is the
punctured disc, and F is a once punctured surface with genus g ¥ 1.
1However, this observation does not lead to a proof that M cannot contain infinitely many
disjoint Lagrangian spheres, as is explained in Remark 1.27 of r54s.
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Since there should be an exact Lagrangian torus in every smooth log Calabi-Yau
variety, one expects that h  1 in view of Corollary 8.1.1. This can be rigorously
proved for log Calabi-Yau surfaces, in which case it follows essentially from Proposi-
tion 1.3 of r53s that every log Calabi-Yau surface with maximal boundary is obtained
as DT 2 with some 2-handles attached along its boundary.
By Theorem J of r118s, if a smooth affine variety M admits a dilation, then
M is p1, µq-uniruled for some µ ¡ 0 in the sense of Definition 9.3.1. In particular,
κpMq  8. It seems the same argument as in Section 5 of r118s can be applied
to prove the uniruledness of M by affine lines when it admits a cyclic dilation with
h  1. Combining with our Theorem 1.4.2, this proves the non-existence of cyclic




A.1 Orientations of Morse flow trees
This section reviews the works r58, 59s of Karlsson, which allow us to define the
Chekanov-Eliashberg algebra CEpΛq over Z for a Legendrian submanifold Λ 
J1pSq. Given a rigid Morse flow tree Γ, the definition of the sign εpΓq involves four
independent signs, namely the sign νtrivpΓq which depends on the choice of Spin
structures on Λ; the sign νintpΓq which records the intersection orientation of the
flow-outs of the sub flow trees of Γ; the sign νendpΓq which encodes the information
of e-vertices; and the sign νstabpΓq which comes from capping orientations of pseudo-
holomorphic discs associated to Morse flow trees. Since we are only interested in the
case when Λ  R5 is a disjoint union of Legendrian 2-spheres, the first sign νtrivpΓq is
irrelevant for us, therefore we only recall here the definitions of νintpΓq, νendpΓq and
νstabpΓq.
As in Chapter 5, let Λ  J1pSq be a Legendrian surface which is Spin, where
S is an orientable surface equipped with a Riemannian metric g. Let Si and Sj be
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two sheets of Λ over a small open subset U  S, and assume that Si lies above Sj,
namely zpSiq ¡ zpSjq. Denote by fi and fj the local defining functions of Si and
Sj respectively, and set fij : fi  fj. We refer to the fundamental paper r32s for
background materials concerning Morse flow trees.
Definition A.1.1. Let ` be a flow line of the local difference function fij, and let
K  S be a subset with K X `  H. The flow-out of K along ` is the union of all
maximal flow lines of ∇fij that intersect K.
Let c be a puncture of the rigid Morse flow tree Γ with fi ¡ fj, denote by Upcq
and Spcq respectively the unstable and stable manifold of ∇fij. Given a sub flow
tree Γ1  Γ, denote by s its special puncture. There is an edge `  Γ1 ending at s,
with the other end point given by some true vertex t of Γ. Denote by P ,P,E,P2
and Y0 the set of 1-valent positive punctures, 1-valent negative punctures, e-vertices,
negative 2-valent punctures, and Y0-vertices respectively. The flow-out of Γ1 at s,
denoted by FOspΓ1q, is defined as follows.
• When t P P , FOspΓ1q is the flow-out of t along `. In particular, we have an
identification between the tangent spaces TsFOspΓ1q  TsUptq.
• When t P P, FOspΓ1q is the flow-out of t along `. In particular, TsFOspΓ1q 
TsSptq.
• When t P E, let It be an open interval centred at t which is transverse to `,
FOspΓ1q is the flow out of It along `.
• When t P Y0, and s is a special positive puncture of the sub flow tree Γ1, the
definition of FOspΓ1q is given inductively. Define the intersection manifold
IM tpΓ1q : FOtpΓ11q X FOtpΓ12q, (A.1)
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where Γ11 and Γ12 are the sub flow trees of Γ with t as their common special
positive puncture. FOspΓ1q is defined to be the flow-out of IM tpΓ1q X It along
`;
• When t P P2, the intersection manifold IM tpΓ1q : ttu and FOspΓ1q  `.
The cases when t is a switch or a Y1-vertex are not recalled here, as we will not
encounter rigid Morse flow trees with such kind of internal vertices in the computation
of CEpΛp,q,rq in Section A.2. To simplify the discussions, assume from now on that
there is no switch or Y1-vertex in Γ.
Remark A.1.1. We should emphasize that the sub flow trees Γ11 and Γ12 are numbered
so that the standard domain of Γ11 corresponds to the lower part in the standard
domain of Γ1.
To define the intersection orientation sign νint , we start from some basic facts in
linear algebra. Let V1, V2  Rn be subspaces, and V  V1 X V2. There is a short
exact sequence
0 Ñ V δÝÑ V1 ` V2
η
ÝÑ Rn Ñ 0, (A.2)
where
δpvq  pv, vq, ηpu, vq  v  u. (A.3)
For fixed choices of orientations on V1 and V2, there is an orientation opV q on their
intersections such that the orientation induced by Vi on its quotient Vi{V , together
with opV q, coincides with the original orientation on Vi. Define ν P t0, 1u to be the
sign which satisfies
V ` pV1{V q ` pV2{V q  p1qν  Rn (A.4)
as oriented vector spaces.
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Definition A.1.2. The intersection orientation ointpV q is given by
ointpV q : ointpV1, V2q  p1qν dimV1p1 dimV qopV q. (A.5)
Back to our specific geometric set up, let ocappUptqq denote the initial choice of
the orientation of Uptq, given as a wedge product of an oriented basis of TspUptqq. It
induces an orientation ocappTsSptqq on the stable manifold such that
ocappTtUptqq ^ ocappTtSptqq (A.6)
gives the original orientation on TtS.
The orientations are defined inductively as follows:
• if t P P , then
opFOspΓ1qq : ocappTsUptqq; (A.7)
• if t P P, then
opFOspΓ1qq : ocappTsSptqq; (A.8)
• if t P E, then
opFOspΓ1qq  opTsSq; (A.9)
• if t P P2, then
opIM tpΓ1qq  ointpopFOtpΓ11qq, ocappUptqqq; (A.10)
• if t P Y0, s is a special positive puncture of Γ1, then
opIM tpΓ1qq  ointpopFOtpΓ11qq, opFOtpΓ12qqq. (A.11)
In the above, the orientations of flow-outs when t is a 2-valent puncture or a Y0-
vertex are defined in terms of intersection manifolds. To recover the orientation of
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the flow-out FOspΓ1q, let vs be the tangent vector of ` at s, pointing in the direction
against the defining gradient vector field, and define the orientation of the flow-out
along ` as
opFOspΓ1qq  opIM tpΓ1qq ^ vs, (A.12)
where we have used parallel transport over the elementary regions to identify tangent
spaces of S.
Assume that the positive puncture a of Γ is 1-valent. In this case, the sign νint
can be defined as follows. Let c denote the first vertex that we meet when going
along Γ from a, and let `  Γ be an edge which starts at c, orient it so that it points
toward a. Pick a point s P ` which is contained in the same elementary region as c.
Cutting at s we obtain two sub flow trees
Γ  Γ11 Y Γ12, (A.13)
where Γ11 has s as its positive special puncture, and since we have assumed that there
is no switch in Γ, the unique true vertex of Γ12 is the positive puncture a.
If the standard domain ∆pΓq has no slit, namely when Γ11 has a unique true vertex
t, assume that the flow orientation of the edge ` connecting s to t is B
Bx1
. The sign
νintpΓq is determined by the formula




When the standard domain ∆pΓq has at least one slit, which corresponds to the
vertex c P Γ. In the above, we have inductively defined the orientations opIM cpΓ11qq
and opFOspΓ12qq. Using flat coordinates along the edge of Γ connecting c to s, we can
identify TsIM cpΓ11q with TcIM cpΓ11q, and νintpΓq is defined via the formula
TsS ^ TsS  νintpΓq  opIM cpΓ11qq ^ opFOspΓ12qq. (A.15)
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The sign νend records the information of e-vertices in Γ. Since its explicit form
will not be needed for our purposes, we are not going to recall its definition, see r59s
for details.
The sign νstab is not defined explicitly, but can be determined by referring to the
capping exact sequence of Morse flow trees, see Section 6.2 of r58s. Basically, it is
defined as a sum of contributions from punctures and internal vertices of different
types. More precisely, since we have assumed the non-existence of switches and Y1-
vertices, we only need to consider the sets P ,P,P2, and Y0. For any vertex c in
these sets, there is a well-defined sign σP pcq, σPpcq, σP2pcq and σY0pcq respectively.
With these notations, the sign νstab is given by








The precise forms of the signs σP  , σP , and σY0 will be recalled below.
Fix a Maslov potential µ : Λ Ñ Z. For c P Γ a puncture or a special puncture,
let |µpcq| P Z{2 denote the parity of its Maslov index. When c is a critical point of
some local difference function fij, we have a well-defined Morse index indpcq.
If Γ1  Γ is a sub flow tree with special puncture at s P Γ, denote by bmpΓ1q
the number of boundary minima in the standard domain ∆pΓ1q. If bmpΓ1q ¡ 0, let
ordpΓ1q be the order of the boundary minimum of ∆pΓ1q with the smallest κ-value.
When bmpΓ1q  0, we set ordpΓ1q  0.
We introduce a subspace kerspΓ1q  TsFOspΓ1q, called the true kernel of Γ1, which
is defined inductively as follows:
• when t P P , kerspΓ1q  TsFOspΓ1q;
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• when t P P, kerspΓ1q  TsFOspΓ1q;
• when t P E, kerspΓ1q  TsFOspΓ1q;
• when t P P2, kerspΓ1q  0;
• when t P Y0, kerspΓ1q  kertpΓ11q X kertpΓ12q.
In the above, t is the true vertex of Γ1 which is connected to the special puncture s
by an edge `  Γ1, Γ11,Γ12  Γ are sub flow trees starting at the Y0-vertex t, and we
have used parallel transport to identify tangent spaces of flow-outs at s and t. As
usual, we have only recalled the definitions in the cases that are relevant to us.
Having introduced the notions above, the term σPpcq appeared in (A.16) is a
Z{2-valued function which depends only on the Morse index and the parity of the
Maslov index, namely
σPpcq  σPp|µpcq|, indpcqq. (A.17)
For a Y0-vertex c, we shall modify the sub flow trees Γ11 and Γ12 above by cutting
them a little bit earlier at the special punctures s1 and s2. There is an associated
function σ0 : Z{2  Z{2 Ñ Z{2 depending on the parity of Maslov indices of s1 and
s2 such that
σY0pcq  σ0p|µps1q|, |µps2q|q   η   ordpΓ11q   ordpΓ12q   bmpΓ11q   bmpΓ12q, (A.18)
where
η  epΓ11q  pbmpΓ12q   epΓ12q   1q   dim FOcpΓ11q  pbmpΓ12q   |µps2q|   1q
  bmpΓ11q  p|µps2q|   dim FOcpΓ12q   1q   dim kerapΓq   dim kers1pΓ11q
  dim kers2pΓ12q   |µps1q|  p1  |µps2q|   bmpΓ12qq.
(A.19)
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The case when c is a 2-valent negative puncture can be regarded as the special
case of a Y0-vertex with one of the sub flow trees Γ11 and Γ12 being constant. Without
loss of generality, we assume that Γ12 is constant. As before, we cut Γ11 a little bit
earlier at the special puncture s1 instead of c, so that the negative punctures of Γ11
are given by b1, . . . , bl. If the punctures of ∆pΓ1q are ordered as s1, b1, . . . , bl, let
tppcq  1; if the punctures of ∆pΓ11q are ordered as b1, . . . , bl, s1, let tppcq  2. There
is a function σ1 : P2 Ñ Z{2 which depends on |µpcq|, |µps1q| and tppcq, with which
the sign σP2pcq has the form
σP2pcq  bmpΓ11q  |µpcq|   dim kers1pΓ11q   σ1pcq   ordpΓ11q   bmpΓ11q. (A.20)
Finally, for the positive puncture a P P , there is a number σ2paq P Z{2 which
depends only on the Morse index and the parity of the Maslov index of a, namely
σ2paq  σ2p|µpaq|, indpaqq. (A.21)
By our assumption, there is no switch in Γ. In the case when the sub flow tree Γ11
has only one true vertex, the definition of σP paq simplifies to
σP paq  σ2paq   pdimUpaq   1q|µpaq|. (A.22)
Having recalled the definitions of the individual signs νint , νend and νstab, the main
result established in r58, 59s implies the following:
Theorem A.1.1 (Karlsson). Let Λ be a link of Legendrian spheres in J1pSq, and
assume that we have fixed all the initial orientation choices. Let MΛ be the moduli
space of rigid Morse flow trees determined by Λ. Then there is a coherent orientation
on MΛ, with respect to which the sign εpΓq of Γ PMΛ is given by









Figure A.1: The Morse flow tree Γ and its associated sub flow trees Γ11 and Γ12
As an illustration, we compute here the signs of two elementary Morse flow trees
in R2. The first example is a rigid Morse flow tree Γ P MΛpa; b1, b2q which has a
unique internal Y0-vertex c, see Figure A.1. Furthermore, we assume that a is a
saddle point of some difference function fij  fi  fj, b1 is a local minimum of some
fik, while b2 is a saddle point of some fkj, where fi ¡ fk ¡ fj.
In order to compute νintpΓq, we cut Γ into two sub flow trees Γ11 and Γ12 at the
special puncture s, where s is contained in the same elementary region as c. Let
`1  Γ11 be the edge which connects s to c, and let `2  Γ12 be the edge that connects
a to s. As indicated in Figure A.1, the flow orientation of the sub flow tree Γ12 is
fixed to be B
Bx1
for convenience.
The sub flow tree Γ11 contains two sub flow trees Γ111 and Γ112, where Γ111 is the
∇fik flow line from c to b1, and Γ112 is the ∇fkj flow line from c to b2, see Figure
A.1. Since the true vertex associated to Γ111 is b1 P P, the flow-out FOcpΓ111q is
by definition the flow out of b1 along the flow line Γ111. Similarly, FOcpΓ112q is the
flow-out of b2 along Γ112. Choosing an interval Ic centering at c which is transverse
to `1, by our assumption that b2 is a saddle point, it follows that
IM cpΓ11q X Ic  tcu. (A.24)
The flow-out FOspΓ11q is then by definition `1Y`2. On the other hand, the associated
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true vertex of the sub flow tree Γ12 is a P P . Since a is by assumption a saddle point,
we have FOspΓ12q  `1 Y `2.
Identify the tangent space TsS with R2 equipped with its standard orientation.
By definition, opFOcpΓ111qq is the orientation of TcSpb1q  TcS, and opFOcpΓ112qq is the
orientation of TcSpb2q. This enables us to compute the orientation of the intersection
manifold:
opIM cpΓ11qq : ointpopFOcpΓ111qq, opFOcpΓ112qqq  opΓ112q, (A.25)
where opΓ112q is the flow orientation of Γ112 at c. Since the true vertex a of Γ12 is a
saddle point, by our convention




Since the standard domain ∆pΓq has a unique slit, and opIM cpΓ11qq ^ opFOspΓ12qq
gives the standard orientation on TsS, we get from (A.15) that
νintpΓq  1. (A.27)
Note that if Γop P MΛpa; b2, b1q is a rigid Morse flow tree obtained from Γ by ex-
changing the labellings of Γ111 and Γ112, then νintpΓopq  νintpΓq.
We now compute νstabpΓq. It follows immediately from our assumptions that
σPpb1q  σPp|µpb1q|, 0q, σPpb2q  σPp|µpb2q|, 1q, (A.28)
and
σP paq  σ2p|µpaq|, 1q   2|µpaq|. (A.29)
In order to determine σY0pcq, consider the sub flow trees Γ21 and Γ22 of Γ depicted
as in Figure A.2. Since the standard domains ∆pΓ21q and ∆pΓ22q do not contain any
boundary minimum, we have
bmpΓ21q  bmpΓ22q  0, (A.30)
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and
ordpΓ21q  ordpΓ22q  0. (A.31)
By definition of true kernels, we have
kerapΓq  kercpΓ111q X kercpΓ112q. (A.32)
Since the true vertices associated to Γ111 and Γ112 are the negative punctures b1 and
b2 respectively, we have
kercpΓ111q  TcFOcpb1q, kercpΓ112q  TcFOcpb2q. (A.33)
Similarly,
kers1pΓ21q  Ts1FOs1pb1q, kers2pΓ22q  Ts2FOs2pb2q. (A.34)
From the above we deduce that
dim kerapΓq  1, dim kers1pΓ21q  2, dim kers2pΓ22q  1, (A.35)
and as a consequence,
η  2p|µpb2q|   1q   4  |µpb1q|  p1  |µpb2q|q, (A.36)
where we have used the fact that
µps1q  µpb1q, µps2q  µpb2q. (A.37)
Combining with (A.30) and (A.31), we get
σY0pcq  σ0p|µpb1q|, |µpb2q|q   |µpb1q|  p1  |µpb2q|q. (A.38)
By (A.16),










Figure A.2: The sub flow trees Γ21 and Γ22
Our second example deals with the case of a rigid Morse flow tree Ξ PMΛpa; b, bq
with a negative 2-valent puncture b, see the left-hand side of Figure A.3. We assume
that the positive puncture a is a maximum of some Morse function fij, the negative
1-valent puncture b is a minimum of fik, and b is a maximum of fkj.
In this case, the sub flow tree Ξ12  Ξ is a ∇fij flow line from a to s, and the
sub flow tree Ξ11 inherits the 2-valent puncture b. Since the standard domain ∆pΞq
still has a unique slit, the intersection orientation is determined by requiring that
νintpΞq  opIM bpΞ11qq ^ opFOspΞ12qq (A.40)
recovers the orientation of TsS. To compute opIM bpΞ11qq, consider the sub flow tree
Ξ111  Ξ11, which is the ∇fkj flow line from b to b. By definition, the flow out
FObpΞ111q is the flow out of b along Ξ111. Since b is a minimum, we have by definition
that
opIM bpΞ11qq  ointpocappTbSpbqqq, ocappTbUpbqq  opTbSq. (A.41)
On the other hand, the true vertex of Ξ12 is the positive puncture a, which shows
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that
opFOspΞ12qq  opTsUpaqq  opTsSq. (A.42)
By (A.15), we have
νintpΞq  1. (A.43)
The computation of νstabpΞq involves the determination of the individual signs
σP paq, σPpbq and σP2pbq. Since b is a minimum, we have
σPpbq  σPp|µpbq|, 0q. (A.44)
Similarly, since a is a maximum, we get
σP paq  σ2p|µpaq|, 2q   3|µpaq|. (A.45)
In order to compute σP2pbq, consider the sub flow tree Ξ111  Ξ11. We cut Ξ111 a little
bit earlier so that it starts at a special puncture s1 instead of b, and denote the
resulting sub flow tree by Ξ21. Since the standard domain ∆pΓ111q has no slit, we have
bmpΞ21q  ordpΞ21q  0. (A.46)
Since b P P2, it follows that kers1pΞ21q  0, and
σP2  σ1pb
q  σ1p|µpb
q|, |µpbq|, 2q. (A.47)
In conclusion,
νstabpΞq  p1qσP p|µpbq|,0q σ1p|µpb
q|,|µpbq|,2q σ2p|µpaq|,2q |µpaq|. (A.48)
Let Ξop P MΛpa; b, bq be the rigid Morse flow tree whose fundamental domain
∆pΞopq has b as its lower puncture, see the right-hand side of Figure A.3. In this







Figure A.3: The Morse flow trees Ξ and Ξop, where the dotted edges are mapped to
constant
I II III IV IX
Figure A.4: The elementary squares of Types I, II, III, IV and IX
A.2 Adaptation to the case of Λp,q,r
Recall that in r86s, the cellular dg algebra CpΛq of Λ  J1pSq is shown to be quasi-
isomorphic to the Chekanov-Eliashberg dg algebra CEpΛq over Z{2 by fixing a
transverse square decomposition E& of S and doing local analysis of Morse flow trees
for each elementary square. In our specific case when Λ  Λp,q,r with p, q, r ¥ 2, it
is not hard to see from Figure 6.4 that one can find a transverse square decomposi-
tion E& for Λp,q,r such that only Type I, Type II, Type III, Type IV and Type IX
squares appear in E& as elementary squares, see Figure A.4. From now on, fix such
a transverse square decomposition.
Figure A.4 depicts the transverse square decomposition in a neighborhood of
the 2-cell e27 in the Λp,q,r-compatible polygonal decomposition of Figure 6.4, which
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consists of a single Type I square 7  r1, 1s2, and four Type II squares, two
type III squares and two Type IV squares. Denote by fm : 7 Ñ R, the defining
functions of the sheets Sm above 7, which are labelled to satisfy f1 ¡    ¡ f8. Let
fmn  fm  fn when m   n. Consider defining functions fm which are of the form
fmpx1, x2q  hmpx1q   hmpx2q, (A.49)
where the hm are arranged so that hm  hn has local minima at 1 and 1, and a
single local maximum βi,j P p1, 1q, such that
β1,2   β1,3        β2,3   β2,4        β7,8. (A.50)
The Reeb chords in 7 correspond to critical points of the functions fmn. By abuse



















are the saddle points of fmn located on the edges of 7, and cm,n7 is a local maximum
of fmn lying in the interior of 7. By the analysis of r86s, except for the ∇fm,n






L , there are four additional rigid Morse
flow trees with positive puncture at cm,n7 , see Figure A.6. The first two Morse flow
trees have a 2-valent negative puncture at ck,n7 and cm,k7 respectively, while the last
































in the Chekanov-Eliashberg algebra CEpΛp,q,rq over Z{2. Notice that one can recover
from (A.52) the formula (6.42) in the cellular dg algebra CpΛp,q,rq. In fact, this follows
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in the cellular dg algebra C||pΛp,q,rq associated to the cellular decomposition E|| ob-
tained by shifting pxpΣq into the borders of the elementary squares in the transverse
square decomposition E&, see Section 3.6 of r86s. In particular, the crossing arc cor-
responding to the 1-cell e11 is shifted into the edges of 7. In fact, the same relations
hold in the quotient dg algebra CEpΛp,q,rq of CEpΛp,q,rq obtained by repeated ap-
plications of Lemma 5.3.1. This can be checked via the analysis of Morse flow trees
with positive punctures at Reeb chords associated to 1-cells in E&, which will be
discussed below.
By (A.53) and (A.54), which also hold over an arbitrary field K, we see that in
order to determine Bcm,n7 in CEpΛp,q,rq over K, it suffices to determine the signs of
the flow line from cm,n7 to bm,nU , and the first two rigid Morse flow trees in Figure A.6.





























7 , so that it coincides with the ones used in (6.42) for the cellular dg algebra.
However, since we are dealing with the more general case of Λp,q,r instead of Λ2,2,2,
the permutation σ0 in the above formula is a composition of p4, 5q with a sequence
of transpositions associated to the Ap1-chain of unknots tΛPiu, see Section 6.1.
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The signs ε0pm,nq, ε1pm, k, nq and ε2pm, k, nq can be explicitly computed using our
discussions in Section A.1.
One can do similar analysis for the elementary squares 11 and 12 in E&.
We also need to consider rigid Morse flow trees associated to generators corre-
sponding to 1-cells. Let e1α  r1, 1s be a 1-cell in the transverse square decomposi-
tion E&, with endpoints at the 0-cells e0 and e0 . For each 0-cell e0β in E&, let Upe0βq be
a closed disc centered at e0β with radius 116 . We can arrange so that there is a unique
Reeb chord am,nβ associated to every pair of sheets Sm and Sn with zpSmq ¡ zpSnq,
which corresponds to a minimum of fmn, and the gradient ∇fmn points inward
along BUpe0βq.
Let Upe1αq be a neighborhood of e1α, which is depicted in Figure A.7 as the region
bounded by the brown solid curve. It can be realized as a union Upe0q Y pUpe1αq Y
Upe0 q, where pUpe1αq consists of a portion of e1α away from the endpoints together with
parts of two elementary squares in E& which have e1α as their common boundary. We
require that the boundary of pUpe1αq, which consists of a union of two paths γ1 and
γ2, is contained within a distance of 132 from e
1
α, and both of γ1 and γ2 are parallel
to e1α.
In order to simplify the analysis of the rigid Morse flow trees in Upe1αq, one needs
to choose carefully the local defining functions fm of the sheets Sm  Λp,q,r, see
Section 11 of r86s for details. For any point px1, x2q P γi such that fmnpx1, x2q ¡ 0,
we require that ∇fmnpx1, x2q is transverse to γi at px1, x2q and is inward pointing,
so that the Reeb chords in Upe1αq together with their differentials form a dg sub
algebra of CEpΛp,q,rq. The only Reeb chords in pUpe1αq are:
• a Reeb chord with endpoints on the sheets Sm and Sn above e1α, which corre-











Figure A.7: Rigid Morse flow trees in neighborhoods of 1-cells
• if the sheets Sm and Sn cross above e1α, then there is a Reeb chord b̃n,mα .
With our choices of the defining functions tfmu of sheets tSmu, one can further specify
the locations of the Reeb chords am,n  , am,n , bm,nα and b̃n,mα . For details, we refer the
readers to Section 5 of r86s. There are three types of rigid Morse flow trees with
positive puncture at bm,nα , namely the ∇fmn flow lines from bm,nα to a
m,n
 and am,n  ;
the Morse flow trees with one of its negative punctures at b̃,; and the Morse flow
















   x (A.56)
in CEpΛp,q,rq over Z{2, where the term x corresponds to those flow trees with one
of their negative punctures at b̃,. Note that if the sheets Sk and Sk 1 meet at a
cusp edge above e1α, then a
k,k 1
  1 in the above formula, which corresponds to an e-
vertex. By Lemma 8.5 of r86s, we have x  0 in the quotient dg algebra CEpΛp,q,rq.
Again, what we have learned in Section A.1 enables us to determine the signs of the
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where εα, pm,nq, εα,pm,nq, εα,3pm, k, nq, εα,4pm, k, nq P t1u depend on m, k and
n.
The considerations above show that our computations of the cellular dg algebra
CpΛp,q,rq in Sections 6.2 and 6.3 already determine the Chekanov-Eliashberg algebra
CEpΛp,q,rq over any field K up to signs in front of each of the monomials in the
differentials of the generators of CEpΛp,q,rq. More precisely, denote by Gεp,q,r the dg
algebra whose underlying graded associative k-algebra structure is the same as Gp,q,r,
but whose differentials of the generators differ from that of Gp,q,r in the sense that
there is a sign p1qεi before every term appearing in the non-trivial differentials of
the generators of Gp,q,r. For example, the non-trivial differentials of the generators
in the dg algebra Gε2,2,2 are given by
da1  p1qε1b2c2   p1qε2b3c3, da2  p1qε3b1c1   p1qε4b3c3, (A.58)
db1  p1qε5c1a2, db2  p1qε6c2a1, db3  p1qε7c3a1   p1qε8c3a2, (A.59)
dc1  p1qε9a2b1, dc2  p1qε10a1b2, dc3  p1qε11a1b3   p1qε12a2b3, (A.60)
dzA  p1qε13a1a1   p1qε14a2a2   p1qε15c1c1   p1qε16c2c2   p1qε17c3c3, (A.61)
dzB  p1qε18a1a1   p1qε19a2a2   p1qε20b1b1   p1qε21b2b2   p1qε22b3b3 , (A.62)
dzP  p1qε23c1c1   p1qε24b1b1, dzQ  p1qε25c2c2   p1qε26b2b2 ,
dzR  p1qε27c3c3   p1qε28b3b3.
(A.63)
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Lemma A.2.1. Let K be any field, then there exists a vector
ε  pε1, . . . , ε2pp q rq 16q P pZ{2q2pp q rq 16 (A.64)
such that CEpΛp,q,rq over K is quasi-isomorphic to the dg algebra Gεp,q,r.
Proof. Since there is no swallowtail singularities in the Legendrian front of Λp,q,r, it
follows from the arguments in Sections 5 and 6 of r86s that each term in the non-trivial
differentials of the generators in CEpΛp,q,rq corresponds to a unique rigid Morse
flow tree (instead of an odd number of them), and no two of the rigid Morse flow
trees are cancelled in the differentials of CEpΛp,q,rq when K  Z{2. In particular,
since CEpΛp,q,rq and CpΛp,q,rq are related by a stable tame isomorphism, the same
argument as in the proof of Proposition 6.2.1 applies when passing from CpΛp,q,rq to
CEpΛp,q,rq, and from Z{2 to an arbitrary field K, which cancels all of the generators
in CEpΛp,q,rq except for those in the quotient dg algebra C1pΛp,q,rq. This identifies
the quotient dg algebra CEpΛp,q,rq and Gp,q,r as k-bimodules.
On the other hand, observe from our computations in Sections 6.2 and 6.3 that all
of the generators in CpΛp,q,rq associated to 0-cells are cancelled out in the quotient dg
algebra C1pΛp,q,rq, therefore they do not contribute to CEpΛp,q,rq. Similarly, since all
the generators of CpΛp,q,rq associated to 2-cells can be cancelled out except for those
in the matrices C7, C11 and C12, in order to determine the dg algebra CEpΛp,q,rq
over K, it suffices to use the formulae (A.55) (together with its analogues for the
elementary squares 11 and 12) and (A.57). More precisely, let Ai be the matrix
of generators in the cellular dg algebra CpΛp,q,rq associated to the 0-cell e0i . Since
the cellular decomposition E|| is clearly finer than the one we used in Section 6.2 for
computing CpΛp,q,rq, one can regard Ai as the matrix of generators associated to a
0-cell e0i in E||. Since there is no elementary squares of Types V, VI, VIII and XII in
E&, under the identification C||pΛp,q,rq  CEpΛp,q,rq{I proved in Section 8.2 of r86s,
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where I is the ideal generated by the exceptional generators in CEpΛp,q,rq, it makes
sense to talk about the matrix Ai of generators in CEpΛp,q,rq. After taking into
account the orientation data of Morse flow trees, denote by A#i the corresponding
matrix of generators in CEpΛp,q,rq over K. Applying (A.57) iteratively, one can
determine the value of A#6 in the quotient dg algebra CEpΛ2,2,2q, from which the
differential Bb4,57 in CEpΛp,q,rq can be computed. Use (A.57) again to determine the
signs of rigid Morse flow trees with positive punctures at bm,n7 , the value of A#7 inCEpΛp,q,rq can be computed, from which one gets the differentials of the generators
in C7 using (A.55). The same method can be applied to the Reeb chords above the
elementary squares 11 and 12. This enables us to conclude that there is a term by
term identification between the differentials of the generators in CEpΛp,q,rq and the
corresponding generators in Gp,q,r, and the quasi-isomorphism CEpΛp,q,rq  Gεp,q,r
follows.
Proposition A.2.1. Let K be any field. There is a quasi-isomorphism
CEpΛp,q,rq  Gp,q,r (A.65)
between the Chekanov-Eliashberg algebra of Λp,q,r and the Ginzburg algebra Gp,q,r over
K.
Proof. Let r  2. By Lemma A.2.1, there exists a vector ε P pZ{2q2pp qq 20 such that
CEpΛp,q,2q  Gεp,q,2 as augmented dg algebras. On the other hand, it follows from
Theorem 3.2.1 that
RHomGεp,q,2pk,kq  Vp,q,2, (A.66)
where the RHom on the left-hand side is taken with respect to the trivial augmen-
tation on Gεp,q,2. Since the Weinstein manifold Mp,q,2 can be regarded as the fiber of
the double suspension of a Lefschetz fibration on C2, Corollary 3.1.1 of Section 3.1
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can be applied to show that Vp,q,2  Ap,q,2 `A_p,q,2r3s. This determines completely


















in Vp,q,2, we get ε3  0 and ε4  1, where as in Section 2.1, g_ P Vp,q,r denotes the
dual generator of g P Gp,q,r under Koszul duality. The other signs can be similarly
determined and it follows that CEpΛp,q,2q  Gp,q,2 over K.
Passing from CEpΛp,q,2q to the general case of CEpΛp,q,rq essentially requires
a computation of the signs of rigid Morse flow trees determined by an Ar2 link of
unknots Λr2. In fact, by the discussions above and the computations in Section 6.3,
the only rigid Morse flow trees that contribute to the differentials of the additional
generators in CEpΛp,q,rq are those whose positive punctures correspond to Reeb
chords which start at ΛRj1 and end ΛRj for some j. Let c
m,n
12 be the generator



















12 be the generator associated to the Reeb chord of the Legendrian unknot
ΛRj , then from the configuration of the Legendrian front of an Ar2 link of unknots,





12 , denote by Ξ1 and Ξ2 the corresponding rigid Morse flow









in CEpΛp,q,rq. It follows that εpΞ1q  εpΞq and εpΞ2q  εpΞopq, where Ξ and Ξop
are the rigid Morse flow trees depicted in Figure A.3. The computation at the end
of Section A.1 then allows us to conclude that εpΞ1q  εpΞ2q. One can make the
choice of capping orientations so that εpΞ1q  1 and εpΞ2q  1.






in CEpΛp,q,rq. Moreover, the additional term z1z1 in the differential of zQ1 has
negative sign, since its associated rigid Morse flow tree has the same sign as Ξ. This
proves the quasi-isomorphism CEpΛp,q,rq  Gp,q,r.
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Appendix B
The cellular dg algebra of Λ1,1,0
We compute the Chekanov-Eliashberg dg algebra CEpΛ1,1,0q of the Legendrian sur-
face Λ1,1,0  R5 over K  Z{2 mentioned in Section 6.4 in this appendix, so as to
give a proof of our claim (6.176). To do this, we need to use Proposition 5.4.1 in the
case when ΛK possess a cone singularity, so we start by describing how to modify
the cellular dg algebra CpΛq when a cone singularity appears in the front projection
of Λ.
B.1 Cone singularities
Although we will not deal with swallowtail singularities of 2-dimensional Legendrian
fronts in this thesis, there is one special case which involves swallowtail singularities
that will be of interest to us in this appendix, namely when several swallowtail
singularities can be grouped together, to form a so-called cone singularity. Such
kind of singularities appear naturally when doing front spin of a Legendrian arc, see
Section 5.4. Notice that the appearance of a cone singularity in the Legendrian front
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means that the front projection is not generic, so modifications to the definition in
Section 5.1 are required.
Let Λ  J1pSq be a Legendrian surface with generic base and front projections
except for the presence of finitely many cone points whose base projections are dis-
joint from the images of the cusps and crossings in px,zpΛq. We can associate a dg
algebra
pCcpΛq, dcCq (B.1)
to Λ using a pxpΛq-compatible polygonal decomposition as in Section 5.1, but with
the following modifications at a cone point.
Assume that the cone point projects to the 0-cell e0α under px. In a small neigh-
bourhood of e0α, the sheets of Λ are labelled as S1, . . . , Sr according to the decreasing
order of their z-coordinates, and the cone point connects the sheets Sk and Sk 1 for
some 1 ¤ k ¤ r  1. The Maslov potential µ satisfies
µpSkq  µpSk 1q   1. (B.2)
For the generators am,nα associated to the 0-cell e0α, we require that ak,k 1α  0.
The same convention will be taken when computing differentials on the generators
associated to 1-cells or 2-cells which have e0α as their initial or terminal vertices.
Let e2β be a 2-cell which borders e0α. When computing dcCCβ for the 2-cell e2β, we
add an additional edge to Be2β at this vertex, and insert the matrix







into the product of edges that appears in dCCβ, see (5.15). Here ∆i,j  pδijq. More
precisely, under the notations in (5.15), if e0α is the 0-cell associated to the base
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projection of the cone singularity which connects the adjacent 1-cells e1β,m and e1β,m 1
in c2β  γ , with 1 ¤ m   m  1 ¤ n , then dCCβ takes the following form:
dCCβ  Aβ, Cβ   CβAβ,
  pE  Bβ,n q
εn     pE  Bβ,m 1q
εm 1UαpE  Bβ,mq
εm    pE  Bβ,1q
ε1
  pE  Bβ,n  nq
εn  n . . . pE  Bβ,n  1q
εn  1 .
(B.4)
Note that after a Legendrian isotopy, we can achieve that the resulting Legendrian
surface Λ1 has generic front and base projections, and the front projection px,zpΛ1q
will then involve 4 swallowtail singularities, see Section 3.1 of r31s. In particular,
there is a well-defined cellular dg algebra CpΛ1q in the usual sense. It is proved in
r85s that there is a quasi-isomorphism
CcpΛq  CpΛ1q. (B.5)
However, as we shall see in Section B.2, working with cone singularities simplifies
the computation of CpΛ1q, for this reason we will keep the cone points in the front
projections instead of resolving them.
B.2 Computation of CpΛ1,1,0q
We compute the cellular dg algebra for the Legendrian surface Λ1,1,0  J1pR2q,
whose front projection is given in Figure 6.7, where the thick dot represents a cone
singularity. Note that the front of Λ1,1,0 can be realized as a spin of a Legendrian
arc K1,1,0  R3, whose associated cellular decomposition is shown in Figure B.1. As
is explained in Section 4.1 of Casals-Murphy r22s, Λ1,1,0 is the Legendrian attaching














Figure B.1: Cellular decomposition associated to K1,1,0
The matrices associated to the 0-cells are denoted correspondingly by A1, A2, A3
and A4; similarly, the matrices associated to the 1-cells are B2, B3 and B4.








|b1,23 |  2, |b̌1,24 |  1, |b̌2,44 |  2, (B.7)





4  0, dCb̌2,44  b1,23 b̌1,24   b̌1,24 b1,23 . (B.8)
Proof. We start by computing the cellular dg algebra CpK1,1,0q. Since there is only
a cusp edge above the 0-cell e01, A1  N is a 2 2 nilpotent block. Since there is no
crossing above the 1-cell e12, we see that the only non-zero entries in A2 are
a1,42  a
2,3
2  1. (B.9)
Above e03, there is a crossing between the first and second strands in K1,1,0, which
shows that a1,23  0. Using (5.12), one can cancel a2,33 with b2,33 , and a1,33 with b1,33 , so
that only b1,23 remains in B3 as a generator of C1pK1,1,0q. From the formula of dCB3,
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it follows that in C1pK1,1,0q,
A3 

0 0 b1,23 1
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
 (B.10)
Similarly, the crossing between the third and fourth strands above e04 leaves us with
the generator b3,44 in B4, based on which the matrix A4 after cancelling generators
can also be determined, i.e.
A4 

0 0 1 b3,44
0 0 b1,23 1  b1,23 b3,44
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
 (B.11)
By Proposition 5.4.1, the dg algebra CpΛ1,1,0q can be obtained by suspending CpK1,1,0q
relative to the dg subalgebra OpK1,1,0q, with the additional modification that




4 q  1  b1,23 b3,44 . (B.12)
From the formula of dCB3, we see that the only remaining generator in B̌3 is b̌1,23 .






























4  p1  b1,23 b3,44 qb3,44   b1,23 b̌3,44 . (B.17)












can be cancelled in pair.
One can equip Λ1,1,0 with a Maslov potential µ1,1,0 : Λ1,1,0 Ñ Z as indicated in
Figure 6.7. Note that for the values of µ1,1,0 on the sheets connected by the cone
singularity, we have followed the grading convention (B.2). This enables us to deduce
the gradings in (B.7).
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